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Quote:

“...600,000 B.C. - Ice Age - а"About 600,000 years ago, the Earth entered the first 
series of а'ice ages,' аwhich it had experienced in the most recent period of its 
existence. When the glaciers were at their peak, the sea level reportedly dropped 
as much as 300 feet." [based on, Popular Geologic Theory] 

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125]
а аа а
500,000 B.C. - Human Remains / Germany - "A human jawbone of about this age, 
homo Heidelbergensis, was found in Heidelberg, Germany, in 1907. "

500,000 B.C. - Human Remains / Britain - "In a gravel pit at Boxgrove, just outside 
Chichester, the remains of a man have been discovered, half a million years old. 
Only a shin bone and two teeth were discovered, but his position, under thick 
layers of gravel show that he is the oldest 'man' so far discovered in Britain. Also in
Boxgrove England, a fossilized rhinoceros shoulder blade with a projectile wound 
was found recently and dated to this time." 
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500,000 B.C. - Geode - "The 'geode of Coso', an ancient geode [a cavity of rock 
with walls covered with crystals] picked up near Olancha [California] in which a 
very strange object was found, made of metal and porcelain. In figure A we see the
geode sectioned in two parts, in B the two halfs of the geode seen from the inside. 
The figure C is a frontal radiography of the object: there's a metallic structure, 
uncommon for a so ancient object [fossil shells encrusting its surface are at least 
half a million years old!]. And finally, in D, two images of the metallic structure that 
appears in the interior of the geode of Coso in a lateral radiography." Link 1 [6th 
photo]."

400,000 B.C. - Homo sapiens - "The transition from Homo erectus to Homo 
sapiens, the earliest forms of our own species, occurred approximately 300,000 to 
400,000 years ago." Links: 1 

*Commentary: - Adam? - "If [according to popular literary translations of the Holy 
Bible] Adam was a thinking-feeling type of person with a state of consciousness 
comparable to Homo sapiens [or Homo sapiens-sapiens], who then [or what] 
exactly were Neanderthals, Homo erectus, and Lucy, etc?" [Etznab Mathers]

400,000 B.C. - Irish Elk - "Irish Elk [Megaloceros giganteus] lived in temperate 
climates throughout Europe and western Asia from about this time to a last record 
in Ireland at 10,600 years ago."

400,000 B.C. - Wolf Bones - "Human and wolf bones have been found in the same
place from about this time." 

400,000 B.C. - Hearths - "What may be one of Europe's oldest hearths has been 
found at a 400,000-year-old Stone Age site in southeastern England by 
archaeologists from Liverpool University. The find consisted of an area of red, 
baked sediments, whose limited expanse suggests a controlled fire rather than a 
natural one. The burnt sediments have been removed intact as part of a one-cubic-
meter block so laboratory tests can be undertaken to help identify the nature of the
burning. The site, near Bury St. Edmunds in Suffolk, was in a favorable spot near a
source of water. According to Gowlett, it seems to have been used over centuries 
during a lull between the Ice Ages, when numerous large mammals, including bear
and deer, undoubtedly hunted by early humans, were found in the area. 
Thousands of flint flakes have been discovered at the camp, the by-products of 
stone tool manufacturing, and many have been matched to the cores from which 
they were struck. Human control of fire is well documented at sites dating from 
150,000 to 200,000 years ago, and remains of hearths between 300,000 and 
400,000 years old have been found at a handful of sites in France, Hungary, and 
China. If confirmed, this latest find will provide further evidence that early humans 
had mastered the use of fire, in this case the ancestors of Neandertals in northern 
Europe." 

300,000 B.C. - Prehistoric Rock Art - "The most ancient evidence of the production 
of art predates the generally accepted earliest dates for the appearance of modern
humans. Cup marks and a meandering line were etched into a sandstone cave in 
India two or three hundred thousand years ago. Line markings on bone, teeth, 
ivory and bone of equal antiquity are known from the campsites of archaic 
humans. Sculpture, in the form of modified natural forms, has been dated to 250-
300,000 years ago in the Near East." Links: 1 

280,000 B.C. - Animal Remains / Los Angeles Bones - "Reportedly, a mastodon 
tooth and camel jaw of about this time were found in tunnels under Los Angeles in 
1997." 
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278,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Jinniushan cranium found in 1985 
by a student excavation team from Peking University under the direction of Prof. 
Lu Zun'e, is one of the more recent fossil human specimens discovered in China. 
The cranium was directly associated with a partial skeleton, including a complete 
pelvis, portions of the spinal column, and nearly complete hand and foot bones. 
The remains were recovered from a collapsed limestone cave in Yingkou county, 
Liaoning. The human bearing deposits have been dated to approximately 250-
280,000 years ago. The Jinniushan cranium shows certain derived features that 
ally it to early forms of H. sapiens. These traits include a cranial capacity within the
range of modern people, thin vault bones, an expansion of the parietal region, a 
more gracile cranial base and a more rounded occipital bone, posteriorly. In other 
respects it shares features with H. erectus such as projecting brow ridges, low 
cranial height and an elongate, strongly buttressed cranial vault." 

250,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Siberia - "Russian Archeologist Yuri Mochanov 
of the Yakutish Academy of Sciences announced the discovery of human 
habitation in northern Siberia that dated back to at least 30,000 years. More 
precise techniques later measured the stone artifacts at the site to 250-300,000 
years ago." 

250,000 B.C. - Evolution / Human Brain - "Reportedly, about this time the human 
brain size stopped its slow trend toward enlargement. It may correspond with the 
human attainment of the rudiments of language." 

200,000 B.C. - Evolution / Human Speech - "Reportedly, human speech began no 
earlier than about this time." 

200,000 B.C. - Homo Erectus / Java - "In December 1996, skulls found on the 
Indonesian island of Java suggested that homo erectus [thought to have 
disappeared about 200,000 years ago] was still in existence 40,000 years ago."

200,000 B.C. - Mu - "Man made his advent on earth about two hundred thousand 
years ago, on the continent of Mu, or Lemuria. Mu, the 'Empire of the Sun,' was a 
continent that supported over 60 million inhabitants in the Pacific Ocean, and 
consisted of ten distinct tribes, or peoples all under one government. As legend 
has it, nearly the entire continent fell into the Pacific Ocean by 10,000 B.C." [based
on, Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

* Trivia: "The time I have given as the time man had been on earth may appear 
long but it is taken from two tablets written by the Naacals, which state that about 
the time Mu went down [10,000 B.C.] man had been on earth 200,000 years. 
There are many Oriental legends stating the same thing." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

* Trivia: "Other names associated with Mu include: Lemuria, and Kuiland." [Etznab 
Mathers] 

178,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Dali specimen from Shaanxi, is 
dated to approximately 180,000 YA. It is similar in many ways to Jinniushan and 
represents a pre-modern form of H. sapiens. Its cranial capacity is intermediate 
between earlier forms of H. erectus and later more modern forms of H. sapiens, 
although it overlaps the range of variation seen in both. Dali is also intermediate in 
its morphological character, retaining many features associated with Asian H. 
erectus while evincing a number of derived features associated with modern 
humans such as expansion of the parietals and transformation in cranial base 
anatomy." 

174,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Australia - "A remarkable find in the Northern 
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Territory, Australia, has opened a fierce debate on the prehistory of humans. The 
date of the find, if correct, dramatically pushes back the date at which people 
began to create art and language, and triples the date of occupation of Australia. It 
is, however, strongly contended.... Enormous sculpted boulders, described by 
Australian scientists Richard Fullagar and Paul Tacon as similar in concept to 
Stonehenge, and thousands of detailed circular engravings have been dated by 
them at around 75,000 years old, with stone tools dating back to 176,000 
years.аFullagar and Tacon say that the engravings and sculptures are possibly the
oldest rock art in the world - more than twice the age of the famous French rock art
paintings at Chauvet and Cosquer. But the most extraordinary find, published in 
British Antiquity in December 1996, revealed that Australia may have been 
occupied for up to 176,000 years - more than 110,000 years longer than previously
thought. While excavating in sediments below the rock art, the scientists recovered
ochre dating back between 116,000 and 176,000 years. If Aboriginals really have 
been in Australia for over 100,000 years it enormously changes the traditional view
of pre-history in several ways. Hieroglyphs [over 250] discovered in the National 
Park forest of the Hunter Valley, 100 km north of Sydney [Australia], were known in
the first years of 1900. They resemble archaic Egyptian hieroglyphs and among 
them there is the unmistakable image of Anubis, the ancient Egyptian judge of the 
dead!" Link 1 [12th photo] 

135,000 B.C. - Modern Dog - "DNA evidence in 1997 indicated that the modern 
dog has been around since about this time." 

118,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Maba cranium, dated to 
approximately 120,000 years ago was discovered in 1958 in the southern Chinese 
province of Guangdong. It was the first substantial specimen of a pre-modern form 
of H. sapiens found in East Asia. It was iniatially thought to be an Asian Neandertal
but does not in fact show any of the derived features of Neandertals as known 
from Europe and the Near East. The Maba skull is similar to other more complete 
finds of pre-modern H. sapiens subsequantly found in China, differing only in minor
ways, such as the size and shape of the orbits and nasal bones. Maba is also 
somewhat reminiscent of the recently discovered Narmada skull from India." 

118,000 B.C. - Carbon 14 - "According to popular science, the age of fossils of 
once-living creatures can be determined by radio carbon dating, often abbreviated 
as carbon dating. When plants take up carbon dioxide from the air, the carbon they
'inhale' includes a radioactive form of carbon, carbon-14, as well as the normal, 
non-radioactive carbon-12. Carbon-14's half life is precisely known: 5,730 years. 
By comparing the amount of carbon-12 in a fossil to the remaining amount of 
carbon-14, the age of the fossil can be determined. Animal fossils [including 
human] can be dated this way because the animals eat plant matter. This 
technique only works to an age of about 120,000 years, because beyond that time 
so little carbon-14 remains that it is impossible to measure it." 

113,000 B.C. - North American Ice Age - "In North America the last Ice Age is 
called the Wisconsin Glaciation [named for rock deposits studied in the state of 
Wisconsin] and its early phase has been dated by geologists to 115,000 years ago.
There were various advances and retreats of the ice-cap after that, with the fastest
rate of accumulation taking place between 60,000 years ago and 17,000 years ago
- a process culminating in the Tazewell Advance, which saw the glaciation reach its
maximum extent around 15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C., however, millions of square 
miles of ice had melted, for reasons that have never properly been explained, and 
by 8,000 B.C. the Wisconsin had withdrawn completely. The Ice Age was a global 
phenomenon, affecting both the northern and the southern hemispheres; similar 
climatic and geological conditions therefore prevailed in many other parts of the 
world as well [notably in eastern Asia, Australia, new Zealand, and South 
America]." [based on, Popular Gologic Theory] 
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* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125]

100,000 B.C. - Afro-Arabian Expansion - "The 'Weak Garden of Eden' model for 
the origin and dispersal of modern humans posits a spread around 100,000 years 
ago followed by population bottlenecks. Then around 50,000 years ago a dramatic 
growth occurred in genetically isolated, small population. In a 1998 article Stanley 
Ambrose proposed an alternative hypothesis, a volcanic winter scenario, to explain
recent human differenciation. The bottleneck was caused by a volcanic winter 
resulting from the super-eruption of Toba in Sumatra. If Ambrose's hypothesis is 
correct modern human races differentiated abruptly through founder effect, genetic
drift and adaptation to local environments around 70,000 years ago. Ambrose 
points out that the Out of Africa dispersal date of around 100,000 years ago fits the
generally warm, humid last interglacial period, 130 - 74,000 years ago. An 
impressive body of paleontological evidence shows an Afro-Arabian biotic 
community expanded northward during this period. Several such multi-species 
dispersals out of Africa have occurred during previous interglacial phases. He 
considers the variants of the Replacement model to be more accurate and realistic
than the Multiregional models." 

100,000 B.C. - аHominid Fossils / Australasia - "The hominid fossils from 
Australasia are argued to show a continuous anatomic sequence, with the earliest 
Australians displaying features seen in Indonesia 100,000 years ago. Similar 
evidence is seen in northern Asia. One million years old Chinese fossils differ from 
Javan fossils in ways that parallel the differences between north Asians and 
Australians today. Morphological continuity is also evidenced by prominently 
shoveled maxdlary incisors occurring in high frequency in living east Asians and in 
all the earlier Asian fossils. They point out the fact that the Neandertals and 
modern humans in the Near East shared an identical culture. They also argue that 
the Neandertals were not fully replaced. The more recent DNA isolation from 
Neandertal fossils counters this belief." 

100,000 B.C. - Hominids - "The fossil record shows that about 100,000 years ago, 
several species of hominids populated Earth. Homo sapiens could be found in 
Africa and the Middle East; Homo erectus, as typified by Java Man and Peking 
Man, occupied Southeast Asia and China; and Neanderthals roamed across 
Europe." 
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90,000а B.C. - Pottery - "Potassium-argon dating and thermoluminescence can be 
used to date pieces of pottery back to about this time." 

80,000 B.C. - Expansion / Homo sapiens - "After millions of years of sluggish 
evolution a major population expansion of early modern Homo sapiens occurs 
from 80,000 to 30,000 years ago. A scenario consistent with ecological and genetic
evidence indicates spread to separate regions from an initial restricted area about 
100,000 years ago followed by dramatic population growth, especially after 50,000 
B. P." [link number 3] 

74,000 B.C. - Volcanic Eruption / Sumatra - "According to one report, a major 
volcanic eruption occurred in Sumatra at this time." 

73,000 B.C. - Fashioned Ornaments - "WASHINGTON - About 75,000 years ago, 
in a Stone Age cave overlooking the ocean, someone collected shells and bored 
holes in them, producing the oldest known evidence that humans had fashioned an
ornament. Discovery of the set of beads pushes back by about 30,000 years the 
first indications of the ability to make and use such symbolic materials.... The 
previously oldest known human ornaments are perforated teeth and eggshell 
beads from Bulgaria and Turkey, dated 41,000 to 43,000 years old, and 40,000-
year-old ostrich-shell beads from Kenya." [By Randolph E. Schmid, The 
Associated Press, 04/16/04]

73,000 B.C. - Human Art / Australia - "A remarkable find in the Northern Territory, 
Australia, has opened a fierce debate on the prehistory of humans. The date of the
find, if correct, dramatically pushes back the date at which people began to create 
art and language, and triples the date of occupation of Australia. It is, however, 
strongly contended. Enormous sculpted boulders, described by Australian 
scientists Richard Fullagar and Paul Tacon as similar in concept to Stonehenge, 
and thousands of detailed circular engravings have been dated by them at around 
75,000 years old, with stone tools dating back to 176,000 years. While excavating 
in sediments below the rock art, the scientists recovered ochre dating back 
between 116,000 and 176,000 years. If Aboriginals really have been in Australia for
over 100,000 years it enormously changes the traditional view of pre-history in 
several ways." 

70,000 B.C. - Historical Records - "Most of the ancient nations kept in their temples
imperishable records - writings on either stone or burnt clay tablets like bricks. 
Some of the oldest known are in Tibet and some were written, according to the 
astrological dates written on them, 70,000 years ago. There are hundreds in India 
dating back 35,000 years and some are even older but without a date. In the 
Himalayan monastaries, writings of 70,000 years ago are to be seen. Some of 
these date man back 200,000 years or 270,000 years. The dates are given by the 
positions of stars, one to the other." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Mu - "All who left the motherland [Mu] in any direction were called 
Mayas. Colonization must have started at least 70,000 years before Mu sank 
[about 10,000 B.C.], for there are Naacal writings in the Orient stating that the Holy
Brothers carried the religion and the sciences of the Motherland to the colonies 
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'over 70,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Uighur Empire а- "The Uighur Empire was possibly the first, and 
unquestionably the largest, most important, and most powerful of all the colonial 
empires belonging to Mu. Colonization commenced just north of Burma more than 
70,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Greece - "The country of Greece has been 
inhabited since 70,000 B.C." [The History Channel, 2004] 

69,000 B.C. - Volcanic Winter - "A new hypothesis about recent human evolution 
suggests that humans came close to extinction because of a 'volcanic winter' that 
occured 71,000 years ago. Reportedly, the 'volcanic winter' [subsequent to the 
eruption of Mount Toba in Sumatra] lasted about six years and was followed by 
1,000 years of the coldest Ice Age on record." 

68,000 B.C. - European Ice Age - "Known technically as the Wurm Glaciation, this 
European Ice Age started about 70,000 years ago, a little later than its American 
counterpart [at 115,000 yrs. ago], but attained its maximum extent at the same 
time [17,000 years ago], and then experienced the same rapid withdrawl [15,000 - 
13,000 B.C.], and shared the same terminal date [8,000 B.C.]." [based on, Popular 
Geologic Theory] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

68,000 B.C. - South American Emigration - "The topography of South America 
today is totally different from what it was 20,000 years ago, the time when droves 
of Carians, Karians, and Negro colonists were leaving the Motherland to find new 
homes and more room upon the earth. When this exodus from the Motherland 
commenced we have not as yet been told, but there are various records of 
emigration some 35,000 years ago and others 70,000 years ago. Then South 
America was like the rest of the world - flat and without mountains." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

60,000 B.C. - Neanderthals - "Homo Neanderthalensis discovered at Shanidar 
cave, Iraq." 

57,000 B.C. - Human Presence / Australia - "In 1974 a near complete skeleton was
found near Lake Mungo, a dry lakes in western New South Wales. The corpse of 
this individual, Lake Mungo 3 was covered with red ochre before burial. In 1999 
the specimen was restudied (Thorne, et. al.,1999). The researchers carried out 
ESR and U-series dating study. The age estimate obtained for the human skeleton 
through the combination of U-series and ESR analyses was 62,000 ▒ 6000 years. 
The age agrees with age estimates for the burial sediment, 61,000 ▒ 2000 years. 
The age results are far older than previously assumed. The authors concluded that
the Lake Mungo 3 burial documents the earliest known human presence on the 
Australian continent. The specimens age implies that the present Australian 
indigenous population colonized the continent by 57,000-71,000 years ago." 

58,000 B.C. - Rapid Advance / Norh American Glaciation - "There were various 
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advances and retreats of the ice-cap after 113,000 B.C., with the fastest rate of 
accumulation taking place between 60,000 years ago and 17,000 years ago." 
[based on Popular Geologic Theory] 

50,000 B.C. - Mexico - а"Mu's 1st colony in North America was established at 
Mexico more than 50,000 years. B.C." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of 
Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - North America -а"If we were to start the beginning of man's history in
America we would have to go back beyond 50,000 years ago and possibly more 
than 100,000 years ago. Geological records show very high and advanced 
civilization in North America more than 50,000 years ago. [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - Scandinavia - "That part of Europe which now forms the 
Scandinavian countries had a settlement made from Central America at least 
50,000 years ago. The Central American tradition says that the Quetzals 'had milk 
white skins, blue eyes and light, flaxen hair', the characteristics of the 
Scandinavians today." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - Mediterranean Population Boom - "A population boom some 40,000 
to 50,000 years ago may have given rise to some uniquely modern human 
behaviors - like flashy dressing. Archaeologists Mary Stiner and Steve Kuhn of the 
University of Arizona and Erksin G№leч of Ankara University say their study of 
animal bones suggests a rise in population density around the Mediterranean that 
accompanied, and may have even caused, a proliferation in objects of personal 
adornment like shell beads. The archaeologists have noticed a shift in diet during 
this time from slow-reproducing animals that are relatively easy to capture 
['unless,' says Kuhn 'you have a really bad back'], like tortoises and shellfish, to 
quickly reproducing, hard-to-catch game like rabbits and birds. They speculate that
a burgeoning human population forced people to broaden their diet to include 
animals that were more difficult to hunt. Finds of shell beads from places like 
▄чagizli Cave in Turkey and Ksar' Akil in Lebanon also suggest a growing 
population. 'Youuse ornaments to identify things about yourself,' says Kuhn. 'The 
target audience for the beads is people who are more or less strangers, that know 
just enough about you to understand what ornaments mean. As populations grow, 
you deal with more strangers. Beads are a new form of communication, so that 
you know at a distance who the person is and how you should deal with them.' " 

50,000 B.C. - Cataclysm / Mu а[Lemuria] - "These records tell us that the 
legendary paradise of man, thought of as the Garden of Eden, was laid on the lost 
continent of Lemuria which was sunk by earthquakes and tidal waves fifty 
thousand years ago." [Paul Twitchell, The Shariyat-Ki- Sugmad, Book Two, p. 107, 
Second Edition - 1988] 

43,188 B.C. - Configuration - "Reportedly, modern astrologers who have charted 
the Mayan date for the end of the Fifth Sun calculate that there will be a most 
peculiar arrangement of planets at the time [2012 A.D.], an arrangement so 
peculiar that it can only occur once in 45,200 years." [Graham Hancock, 
Fingerprints Of The Gods] 

43,000 B.C. - Flute / Slovenia - "A fragment of a 45,000 year old flute was found in 
Slovenia." 

40,000 B.C. - Russia - "Humans lived within the Arctic Circle tens of thousands of 
years earlier than previously believed, paleontologists from Norway and Russia 
report. The common assumption has been that humans first colonized the far north
at the end of the last Ice Age, around 13,000 to 14,000 years ago. But stone 
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artifacts, animal bones, and a mammoth tusk with human-made marks found at a 
Paleolithic site in the Russian Arctic push this date back to nearly 40,000 years 
ago. Anatomically modern humans began arriving in Europe and the Middle East 
about 40,000 to 35,000 years ago. Neandertals are thought to have appeared in 
Europe about 120,000 years ago. They disappear from the fossil record about 
28,000 years ago." 

38,000 B.C. - Homo Erectus / Java - "In December 1996, skulls found on the 
Indonesian island of Java suggested that homo erectus [thought to have 
disappeared about 200,000 years ago] was still in existence 40,000 years ago."

38,000 B.C. - Europe - "Reportedly, Stone-age humans came to Europe, probably 
from central Asia and the Middle East, in 2 waves of migration that began about 
this time. DNA evidence from Y-chromosomes in 2,000 A.D. suggested that 4 of 5 
European men shared a common ancestor from this 1st wave." 

38,000 B.C. - Sufism / Central Asia - "Reportedly, there is a tradition in Sufism that 
it originated in Central Asia 40,000 years ago." 

36,000 B.C. - Emerald Tablets - "By one report, an ancient set of tablets ascribed 
to Hermes, or Thoth, etc., date back some 36,000 years B.C." 

35,000 B.C. - Neanderthal / Cro-Magnon Crossover - "In terms of geological time, 
there appeard to be nothing to separate the late neanderthalers and the early Cro-
magnons, but they were as different from each other as cattle are from horses. Not
only that, but their cultures were remarkably dissimilar, with the Cro-Magnons 
displaying an uncanny sophistication in terms of their art, clothing, habitation and 
general lifestyle.
а а"The apparent time-frame for the Neanderthal/Cro-Magnon crossover was 
about 35,000-30,000 BC, and they did exist as contemporaries for a time, thereby 
proving that one did not evolve from the other. It is of particular interest to note that
there has never been a trace of any interbreeding between the distinctly different 
strains, and as the Cro-Magnons grew to prominence, so the Neanderthalers 
became totally extinct." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Holy Grail, p. 67] 

35,000 B.C. - Birth / Adam - "The fact that Adam is credited with the knowledge of 
good and evil, having eaten from the tree that made him wise (Genesis 3:6), 
determines that he was of the strain called homo sapiens. In practice, he would 
actually have been of the further advanced modern strain called homo sapiens-
sapiens. Adam's date, consequently, falls into a post-35,000 BC category. But the 
Neanderthalers and others preceded this era -so how could Adam be said to be 
the 'first' man? Of what particular strain was he the first?" [Laurence Gardner, 
Genesis of the Grail Kings, p. 15] 

35,000 B.C. - Homo Sapien Expansion - "We modern humans emerged 
anatomically earlier than the cultural characteristics that we today commonly 
associate with modern humans. A new set of cultural features appeared in full 
bloom during the Upper Paleolithic, about 30,000 to 35,000 years ago, when 
population expansion spread to extensive new areas in Asia, Europe and Australia.
The cultural baggage of H. sapiens at the time included musical instruments, 
ceramics, sculpture, flaked stone blades, portable art objects, jewelry, and new 
tools and equipment. Materials employed were stone, bone, antler, teeth, ivory, 
wood and clay. The important invention of the needle occurred and sewn, fitted 
clothing and footwear were invented. A dozen bird bone flutes are known from 
between 32,000 and 22,000 BP. Art included the adornment of bodies by 30,000 
years ago. Materials proveniences of hundreds of miles distance indicate long 
distance travel or trade networks." [link 4] 
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32,000 B.C. - Neanderthal Crossbreading? - "Three fossils - 34,000 to 36,000 
years old - may support the theory that early Europeans bred with Neanderthals, a 
WU [Washington University] anthropologist says." [Tina Hesman, St Louis Post-
Dispatch, 09/23/03] 

33,000 B.C. - Indian Tablets - "Most of the ancient nations kept in their temples 
imperishable records - writings on either stone or burnt clay tablets like bricks. 
Reportedly, some of the oldest were written [according to the astrological dates 
written on them] 70,000 years ago. There are hundreds in India dating back 35,000
years and some are even older but without a date." [Col. James Churchward] 

33,000 B.C. - East Timor Settlement - "A settlement twice as old as any previously 
known in East Timor has been identified following carbon dating from an 
archaeological dig. Researchers at the Australian National University [ANU] dated 
the shells from a cave near Tutuala village at the eastern end of the island at 
between 30,000 and 35,000 years old." 

33,000 B.C. - South American Emigration - "The topography of South America 
today is totally different from what it was 20,000 years ago, the time when droves 
of Carians, Karians, and Negro colonists were leaving the Motherland to find new 
homes and more room upon the earth. When this exodus from the Motherland 
commenced we have not as yet been told, but there are various records of 
emigration some 35,000 years ago and others 70,000 years ago. Then South 
America was like the rest of the world - flat and without mountains." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

30,000 B.C. - Japan а- "Although the Japanese do not settle Japan until the third 
century B.C., humans had lived in Japan from about 30,000 B.C. For Japan was 
not always an island. During the Ice Ages, it was connected to the Korean 
peninsula by means of a land bridge. All four main Japanese islands were 
connected, and the southern island of Kyushu was connected to the Korean 
peninsula while the northern island of Hokkaido was connected to Siberia. Around 
10,000 B.C. these original inhabitants developed a unique culture which lasted for 
several thousand years: the Jomon [cord pattern] culture." 

30,000 B.C. - Colonial Empire / India - "Valmiki, the Hindu sage-historian, writing 
from ancient temple records, said: 'that the children of the Motherland were mighty 
navigators who took their ships from the eastern to the western oceans and from 
the southern to the northern seas in days so remote that India was only a colony 
and had not yet become an Empire.' It was more than 30,000 years ago that India 
was turned from a colony into a colonial empire." [Col. James Churchward, The 
Children of Mu] 

30,000 B.C - Nephilim - "We now discover why it was that the Nephilim/Watchers 
were said to have fallen from grace having fathered their offspring from the 
daughters of men. Enoch tells that those of their senior number [the seven 
archangels] were annoyed that the Chiefs of the Tens had begun to teach their 
offspring too muchаtoo soon by imparting some of the secrets of the signs in 
earlier days. It was reported that they had taught about the metals of the earth, and
how to use them; they taught about the roots of the earth and their medicines; they
taught about the sun, the moon and the constellations, and of clouds and weather 
patterns. The Archangels were said to have admonished the chiefs of the 
Watchers for having 'revealed the eternal secrets' and for having thrown 
humankind into an internecine turmoil so that the preeminent sons of the Watchers
were at varience with the evolutionary sons of men.
а а"The writings indicate that, in light of their new-found supremecy, the 
Watchers'аoffspring took advantage of their priviledge and assumed martial control
over their mundane brothers, [who were called the Eljo] slaughtering them 
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wholesale in the process. It is often said that 'a little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing', and this is presented as the case in this regard. Although the sons of the 
Watchers [called the Naphidem] had gained an amount of advanced knowledge 
from their Nephilim fathers, they were genetically still somewhat primitive by way of
their mothers, and they were, seemingly, unable to cope with this knowledge. 
Hence, they demonstrated the darwinian principle of the 'survival of the fittest'. 
They were bigger and stronger than their neighbors; they were generally superior 
to their neighbors; and so they slew their neighbors. Indeed the Jubilees text 
indicates that there was a full-blown genocide, with the Naphidem race against the 
Eljo people, while the Nephilim unsuccessfully endeavored to restrain their 
Naphidem sons." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings, аpp. 59-60]
а а"It is apparent, therefore, that the story of the Naphidem-Eljo racial war comes 
from long before the Flood, and from long before Adam. On that account, it is 
significant [as will be disclosed when we look at the Sumerian historical listings] 
that the Nephilim ancestry is itself said to trace back tens of thousands of years. 
From the time of the genocidal slaughter, the Nephilim became what we might 
describe as 'guardian angels' - the custodians of a salvaged world which they had 
practically destroyed. Their new domain was essentially the world of the Naphidem
- a root breed of culturally advanced Afro-Asian homo sapiens, who had 
superseded their Eljo predecessors by about 30,000 years." [Laurence Gardner, 
Genesis Of The Grail Kings, p.61]а 

30,000 B.C. - Neanderthal Extinction - "Homo Sapiens Neanderthalensis 
disappeared at the beginning of this era [about 30,000 B.C.], but he left behind 
evidence of his Spiritual perceptions. This is most clearly seen in Neanderthal 
Burials at Shanidar in northern Iraq, excavated by Richard Solecki, and in Russian 
Turkestan. The Shanidar grave contained the body of a 42 year old man, sprinkled 
with flowers. The Turkestan grave contained a 4 year old boychild buried with the 
accouterment of a warrior. The Shanidar burial is not in and of itself evidence of a 
belief in an Afterlife. But in the case of the boy from Turkestan, one must ask why a
boy, who could not have been a warrior, were buried with such equipment unless 
there were an expectation that he might need it? This is the best evidence of a 
belief in an afterlife 45,000 years ago, though it is not proof." 
http://mirrorh.com/timeline.html 

IP: 66.222.126.231

Helios
Member 

 posted 10-12-2004 12:11 ааа  а аа  

28,186 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune. аNote: Neptune-Pluto configurations 
later than 600 B.C. represent estimated projections that could be off by several 
years. They are caluclated by subtracting [from 577 B.C.] multiples of а493 years." 

*Trivia: - Phoenix Cycle - "From classical sources we discover that the Greeks 
recognized what was called the Phoenix Cycle, derived from Egyptian legends of 
the Bennu bird that rose from its own ashes every 500 years. There are some 
indications this Cycle was linked with the Plutonic revolution of 247 years doubled. 
According to the Pythagorean/NeoPlatonic Greeks and Egyptians, with each Cycle
culmination and for a hundred years on either side of it, it was prophesied that an 
influx of special souls would be incarnating - variously called savants, masters, 
teachers, messiahs, avatars, and bodhisattvas by different traditions - whose 
chosen work was to raise overall planetary consciousness." 

28,000 B.C. - Equinox at Aries - а"The period of a complete cycle of the vernal 
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point around the celestial sphere is approximately 25,800 [or 25,776] years. In 
other words, after 25,800 years, the vernal point is back at the starting point or 
fiduciary vernal point [zero degrees sidereal Aries]. For the same reason that 
astrologers have allowed for twelve signs as the sun passes through its annual 
orbit, this 25,800 years cycle is also divided into twelve signs, with each of these 
twelve signs averaging some 2,150 [or 2,148] years each." 

28,000 B.C. - Ainu а/ Japan - "The Ainu were the aboriginal inhabitants of the 
Japanese islands back to this time. They had European features, wavy hair and 
thick beards before they intermarried with the Japanese." 

28,000 B.C. - Human Presence / Chile - "In Chile, scientists excavating a 12,500-
year-old settlement at Monte Verde have found evidence of a human presence that
may extend back as far as 30,000 years." 

28,000 B.C. - Primitive Tools - "Evidence has emerged of common origins of 
primitive tools dating back over 30,000 years recovered from ancient sites in 
America, and those from sites in the trans-Baikal region of Siberia." 

28,000 B.C. - Ice Age Camp / Artic Siberia - "Russian scientists uncovered a 
30,000-year-old site where ancient hunters lived on the Yana River in Siberia, 
about 300 miles north of the Artic Circle and not far from the Bering land bridge 
that then connected Asia with North America." [The Associated Press, 01/02/04] 

27,000 B.C. - Villages - "It is unlikely that we will ever determine which of the 
'cities' currently contending for the honor of being oldest is the more ancient. It is 
indeed probable hat none of the settlements now being considered was the first to 
develop into a city. The evidence now available suggests 7,000 B.C. as a likely 
date for the beginning of cities. That would be 20,000 years after the oldest known 
'villages'." 

25,000 B.C. - 13 Moon Calendar - "The 13 Moon calendar reflects the natural cycle
of the thirteen month lunar year, and is, in fact, a cycle used by all indigenous 
cultures present and past. Amazingly, human understanding of lunar phases can 
be traced back to around 25000 BC. The modern version of this calendar is formed
by 13 regular months of 28 days each, plus one day out of time. This period also 
equals the length of a solar year. The cycle of 28 days reflects the natural female 
cycle of menstruation. Moreover, the days are designated by the progression of the
Tzolkin count. Each day is formed by the combination of one of the 13 pulsations, 
one of the 20 solar frequencies, and a color which represents one of the four 
directions. The most effective way to break the hypnotic spell of artificial time is to 
follow the thirteen month calendar. The 13:20 frequency transcends all cultural 
boundaries, and this calendar has been made available in a number of different 
languages. The 13 Moon calendar synchronizes all people of Earth with the natural
cycles of planetary, solar, and galactic rhythms." а 

24,000 B.C. - Beginning / Grand Cycle - "Approximate [theoretical ] beginning date 
for the 26,000-year Grand Cycle period of evolution that reportedly culminates in 
December, 2012." 

23,400 B.C. - Atlantis - а"Reportedly, Atlantis was governed by a king, that is, 
Atlantis was a kingdom over 25,400 years ago. An Egyptian papyrus states that 
Poseidon was the first king of Atlantis and that he was followed by a long line of 
Poseidons, thus forming a Poseidon Dynasty. A map drawn up by Admiral Piri Reis
[believed to have been compiled from earlier source documents at the library of 
Constantinople in 1513 A.D.] portrays a large island in the Atlantic Ocean to the 
east of the South American coast where аno such island now exists. The island is 
located right over the sub-oceanic Mid-Atlantic Ridge just north of the equator and 
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700 miles east of the coast of Brazil, where the tiny rocks of the Sts Peter and Paul
now jut above the waves." 

23,000 B.C. - Amazon Sea - "There are a collection of clay tablets in a monastary 
located in western Tibet that contain maps of various parts of the earth. Twenty-
five thousand years ago, according to one map, two great streams of colonists 
were crossing the center of South America in boats. They were going from the 
Motherland [Mu] in the Pacific Ocean to Atlantis and points beyond, even through 
the Mediterranean Sea as far as Asia Minor. This map showed the Amazon Sea 
opening to the Atlantic Ocean on the east, and connecting [by canal] to the Pacific 
Ocean on the west. The Amazon basin only became a swamp after the great 
island of Atlantis was submerged." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

23,000 B.C. - Indo-European - а"According to popular history, basic Indo-European
is thought to have started 25 thousand years ago in central Europe and through 
Russia and Iran to the Indian subcontinent.” 

20,000 B.C. - Birth / Osiris - "Osiris was a man and his history has been recorded 
by the Naacals, Their writings say: 'Osiris was born in Atlantis [about] 22,000 years
ago. On arriving at young manhood, he left Atlantis and went to the Motherland to 
study in her colleges. He entered a Naacal college where he studied and remained
until he became a Master and a Holy Brother. He then returned to Atlantis and 
there purged religion of the extravagances and excesses which had crept into it. 
He then became the head of the Atlantian Church, a position which he held 
through a long life....' " [Col. James Churchward] 

20,000 B.C. - Russian Artifacts - "Unusual, mostly spiral-shaped objects found in 
years 1991-1993 on the small river Narada, on the eastern side of the Ural 
mountains [Russia]. Their size ranges from a maximum of 3 cm [1.2 in.] down to 
an incredible 0.003 mm, about 1/10,000th of an inch! The larger ones are of 
copper, while the small and very small ones are of the rare metals tungsten and 
molybdenum. Exact measurements of these often microscopically-small objects 
have shown that the dimensions of the spirals are in the so-called Golden Mean 
ratio. All tests carried out to date give an age for the objects of between 20,000 
and 318,000 years ago, depending on the depth and the situation of the site." Link 
1 [19th photo] 

19,000 B.C. 

18,000 B.C. - Mountains - "Mountains were relatively unknown before 20,000 
years ago. Most of our mountains were аnot raised until about 10,000 to 11,000 
B.C. There are Oriental records which speak of both the first and second 
migrations of Uighurs into Europe. The first entered Europe during the Pliocene, 
before the mountains were raised. The second migration took place during the 
Pleistocene and after the mountain raising, many thousands of years after the first 
migration. The people of the first migration were pretty generally wiped out by the 
Great magnetic Cataclysm and subsequent mountain raising. They were not 
entirely wiped out as three small communities or families were saved. The 
descendants of these today are: the Bretons of France, the Basques of Spain, and 
the genuine Irish. They are all linguistically related." [Col. James Churchward] 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward,The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 
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18,000 B.C. - Human Art / Spain - а"There were paintings discovered in northern 
Spain [Altimira cave] of bison, deer, and other animals, in red and black, drawn 
perhaps as long as 20,000 years ago." 

18,000 B.C. - Babylon а- "The history of Babylonia is made up of the histories of 
the Akkadians, the Sumerians, the Chaldaens, the Assyrians, the Medes, and the 
Persians; only one of which today exists as a distinctive people. The recorded 
history such as has been found, referring to what historians have called 'the Old 
Oriental Empires' and recorded by our scientists, consists of the reading of a few 
tablets and inscriptions written in cuneiform and then matching up the translations 
with the Biblical Legends. The furthest any of these go back is 5,000 years ago. 
The commencement of Babylonia dates back 18,000 years or more when a 
settlement on the river Euphrates was made by a company of Naga-Mayas from 
India. In after times they met the end of the Eastern Line from Mu. The people they
met were Semitic. After the Akkad settlement was firmly established, the Akkadians
worked inland up the Euphrates River and became known as Sumerians. 
Herodotus, Lib. 1-181, says; Berosus, who was an early Babylonian priest-
historian, wrote, 'the first inhabitants of Babylonia were foriegners of another race.' 
Berosus then proceeds to establish distinctions between the foriegners and the 
Babylonians and Assyrians, and follows by saying, 'Civilization was brought to 
Mesopotamia by Oannes and six other beings, half man and half fish who came up
the river from the persian gulf.' " [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Sumeria а- "Sumer is a Naga-Maya word meaning 'flat lands or 
plains.' From this they took or were given the name Sumerians, plainsmen or men 
of the plains. It is thus seen that the Sumerians and the Akkadians were one and 
the same people; the difference being that one set lived inland, countrymen, and 
the other set lived on the seashore, shoremen. Historians, however have written as
if the Akkadians and Sumerians were two different peoples, which is erroneous. 
Valmiki, the Hindu sage-historian, in his works written 1,300 B.C., tells us that 
'these colonists...of the Euphrates settlement' [Akkadians and Sumerians] 'called 
their settlement Babylonia and their chief city, Babylon.' Babylon was also 'Ka Ra' 
which is Naga-Maya meaning 'the city of the Sun.' Valmiki also states 'that the 
Naacals left India and went to Babylonia, there to teach the religion and the 
sciences of the Motherland.' " [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Akkadians - а"According to popular history: About 3,000 B.C. a group
of people called Akkadians drifted into the Tigris-Euphrates valley along the 
northern fringes of Sumeria. They spoke a language [Semitic] entirely unrelated to 
Sumerian." 

* Trivia: "The first Akkadians were a company of Naga-Mayas from India who came
through the Persian Gulf and made their first settlement at the mouth of the 
Euphrates river. They called the place Akkad. Akkad is a Naga-Maya word 
meaning 'soft and marshy ground' which today is the character of the ground on 
the Euphrates Delta. When the settlement was formed the people adopted the 
name they had given to their settlement and thus became known as Akkadians. 
Temple records in India speak of this settlement but give no date. Contemporary 
records have dates of about 18,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Chaldaens а- "The Akkadians and Sumerians, the real and ancient 
Babylonians, were far in advance of a Semitic people living to the north of them, as
regards both civilization and learning. Surrounding the settlement at Akkad, and at 
various places along the river, there were large areas of tall reeds, the homes of 
vicious animals. To protect themselves against these marauding beasts the settlers
built stockades around their homes and villages. These stockades they called 
Chaldi. All of their colleges and temples of learning were within an enclosure. This 
enclosure was called Chaldi. Later, Chaldi was the name given to the learned class
and their colleges." [Col. James Churchward] 
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B.C. - Semites - а"The Sumerians and Akkadians were attacked and conqured by 
a Semitic people coming down from the North. These Semitics finding the 
civilization of the Akkadians and Sumerians so far in advance of their own, instead 
of putting them to the sword or enslaving them, assimilated them, that is, they were
placed on an equality with their conquers and intermarried. Their scientists were 
given the greatest honors. So successfully did this work that in the absorbtion the 
Akkadians and Sumerians were never known again as a separate people. They 
disappeared from history. There is no mystery about the origin of the Semitic race 
which came down from the north. They left the Motherland, Mu, and first made a 
settlement in Yucatan calling their city Zahia, the remains of which are to be found 
a few miles from Uxmal. From there a company migrated to the east, forming a 
settlement on the Caucasian Plains and around the foot of the Caspian sea. This is
the hinterland of asia minor and where we find the Biblical historical mountain, Mt. 
Ararat, raising its imposing head some 15,000 or 16,000 feet above the level of the
plain. The Egyptians called this country Zahia after the Yucatan name." [Col. 
James Churchward] 

B.C. - Art - "Reportedly, 'Classical scholars know about the orientalising periods in 
Greek art; and near eastern specialists are familar with Minoan, Mycenaean, 
Hellinistic and still later Greek influence in Western Asia and Egypt. The 
interconnections antedate not only the earliest Hebrew and Greek writings, but 
also the earliest texts of Sumer and Egypt." 

17,000 B.C. 

16,354 - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

16,000 B.C. 

15,000 B.C. - Tiahuanaco - "Just 12 miles southward of the southernmost tip of 
Lake Titicaca lie the remains of Tiahuanaco, the site of a technologically advanced 
culture considered by many archaeologists to be the oldest ruins in the world. 
Although some misguided scholars have attributed the аbuildings of Tiahuanaco to
the Incas, it has now been established that аthe city was already in ruins when the 
first Incas came upon the scene.аIn his voluminous work Tianacu: the Cradle of 
American Man, the late Professor Arthur Posnansky explains the archaeo-
astronomical calculations which led to his controversial re-dating of Tiahuanaco. 
According to Posnansky, Tiahuanaco had been in active use as a port as early as 
15,000 B.C. Based on the mathematical/astronomical calculations of Prof. 
Posansky, and Professor Rolf Muller [who has also challenged the official dating of
Machu Picchu], it pushes the main phase of construction of Tiahuanaco back to 
15,000 B.C. This chronology also indicates that the city later suffered immense 
destruction in a phenomenal natural catastrophe around the eleventh millennium 
B.C., and thereafter rapidly became separated from the lakeshore.аThe orthodox 
historical view is that the ruins of Tiahuanaco cannot possibly be dated much 
earlier than 500 A.D." More Links: 1, 2, 3, 4 

15,000 B.C. - Athens, Greece - ""There are many records stating that Asia Minor, 
the Lower Balkans and Egypt were first colonized through Mayax and Atlantis. 
According to the temple records at Sais, a city existed on the spot which Athens 
occupied 11,500 years ago and which was built 17,000 years ago - a thousand 
years before the history of Lower Egypt commenced." [Col. James Churchward] 

15,000 B.C. - Human Art / France - "The cave art of Paleolithic man of Lascaux, 
France dates to this time. It contains some 600 paintings, 1,500 engravings, and 
innumerable mysterious dots and geometric figures." 

15,000 B.C. - Maximum Extent /аNorh American Glaciation - "The Tazewell 
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Advance saw the North American glaciation reach its maximum extent around 
15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C., however, millions of square miles of ice had melted, 
for reasons that have never properly been explained, and by 8,000 B.C. the 
Wisconsin had withdrawn completely." [Based on, popular Geological Theory] 

15,000 B.C. - Maximum Extent / European Ice Age - "Known technically as the 
Wurm Glaciation, this European Ice Age attained its maximum extent 17,000 years
ago, and then experienced the same rapid withdrawl, and shared the same 
terminal date [8,000 B.C.]." [Based on, popular Geological Theory]

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward] 

15,000 B.C. - Height of Civilization / Uighur - "Chinese legend tells that the Uighurs
were at the height of their civilization about 17,000 years ago. This date agrees 
with geological phenomenon." 

15,000 B.C. - Destruction / Uighur Empire - "Various Oriental traditions record that 
the destruction of the Uighur Empire occurred 17,000 years ago.... The Uighurs 
were the forefathers of all of the present-day Aryan Races." [Col. James 
Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.133-134] 

15,000 B.C. - Species Extinction - "... in different parts of the earth (for different 
reasons and at different times) the long epoch of glaciation witnessed several quite
distinct episodes of extinction. In all areas, the vast majority of the many destroyed
species were lost in the final seven thousand years from about 15,000 BC down to 
8,000 BC.... In the New World, for example, more than seventy genera of large 
animals became extinct between 15,000 BC and 8,000 BC, including all North 
American members of seven families, and one complete order, the Proboscidea. 
These staggering losses, involving the violent obliteration of more than 40 million 
animals, were not spread out evenly over the whole period; on the contrary, the 
vast majority of the extinctions occured in just two thousand years, between 11,000
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BC and 9000 BC. To put this in perspective, during the previous 300,000 years 
only about twenty genera had disappeared.
а а"The same pattern of late and massive extinctions was repeated across Europe
and Asia. Even far-off Australia was not exempt, losing perhaps nineteen genera of
large vertebrates, not all of them mammals, in a relatively short period of time.
а а"The northern regions of Alaska and Siberia appear to have been the worst hit 
by the murderous upheavals between 13,000 and 11,000 years ago. In a great 
swathe of death around the edge of the Artic Circle the remains of uncountable 
numbers of large animals have been found - including many carcases with the 
flesh still intact, and astonishing quantities of perfectly preserved mammoth tusks. 
Indeed, in both regions, mammoth carcases have been thawed to feed to sled 
dogs and mammoth steaks have featured on restaurant menus in Fairbanks. One 
authority has commented, 'Hundreds of thousands ofindividuals must have been 
frozen immediately after death and remained frozen, otherwise the meat and the 
ivory would have spoiled ... Some powerful general force was certainly at work to 
bring the catastrophe about.' " [Graham Hancock, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 
212-213] 

15,000 B.C. 

14,000 B.C. - Height of Civilization / Atlantis а- "A reported date marking the height 
of Atlantian civilization." 

14,000 B.C. - Lower Egypt - "The Nile Colony was the original name of Lower 
Egypt. It was started at Sais on the Nile Delta by Mayas, coming from Atlantis 
under the leadership of Thoth about 16,000 years ago. Thoth was the Son of an 
Atlantean Priest, who founded a temple at Sais on the banks of the Nile, where he 
taught the Osirian Religion. Thoth was the god of writing, learning, and medicine. It
was he who composed the early and most important portions [the 64th chapter] of 
the Book of the Dead at the commencement of Egyptian Civilization. He was 
depicted as having the head of an ibis bird." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. - Egyptian Book of the Dead - "The earliest texts bear within 
themselves proofs, not only of having been composed, but also of having been 
revised, or edited, long before the days of king Meni, and judging from many 
passages in the copies inscribed in hieroglyphics upon the pyramids of Unas [the 
last king of the Vth dynasty, about B.C. 3,333], and Teta, Pepi I., Mer-en-Ra, and 
Pepi II. [kings of the VIth dynasty, about B.C. 3,300-3,166], it would seem that, 
even at that remote date, the scribes were perplexed and hardly understood the 
texts which they had before them. The most moderate estimate makes certain 
sections of the Book of the Dead as known from these tombs older than three 
thousand years before Christ. We are in any case justified in estimating the earliest
form of the work to be contemporaneous with the foundation of the civilization 
which we call Egyptian in the valley of the Nile." 

14,000 B.C. - Egyptian Sky Chart - "Reportedly, the original sky chart of the remote
Ancient Egyptians [dating back to 11:57 pm July 3rd 14,000 BCE] was 
incorporated into the Narmer Plate in 4,468 B.C. Plato [4th century B.C.] reported 
that the Egyptians had observed the stars 'for ten thousand years'." 

14,000 B.C. - Human Art / France - "Several thousand engravings are made at La 
Marche, France, mostly of animals but also including some humans." 

14,000 B.C. - Human Civilization / Peru - "Reportedly, sixteen thousand years or 
more ago Peru enjoyed a civilization as prominent as the civilization of Yucatan - 
this was about the time Egyptian history commenced."
а аа"The walls of Sacsahuaman in Peru, that in a certain way resemble the 
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underwater constructions of Bimini, are an archeological mystery because they 
date back to an ancient age and because the stones are disposed in a way to 
appear merged together. Nobody can explain how such big stones, with so strange
internal and external angles, were transported, cut and measured, and disposed 
with precise purposes, but also in an irregular manner by prehistorical people, so 
ancient that even Incas haven't documentations on them. Some of the lines near 
Nazca [Peru] continue in parallel for kilometers though they come across 
mountains and valleys on their way. Who could trace them and what was their 
purpose?" Link 1 а[8th and 9th photos]." 

14,000 B.C. - Cara Maya - "Maya records state that Karas [Carians, Chancas] 
made settlements along the coasts of South and Central America [Mayax] during 
the time of Queen Moo. According to the Troano Manuscript, Queen Moo lived 
16,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward]."

14,000 B.C. - Manoa - "According to legends, a group of Cara Mayas left Central 
America and founded the city of Manoa [The City of Gold] more than sixteen 
thousand yearsago." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. - Tiahuanaco - "On top of the Andes Mountains, 13,500 feet above the
level of the Pacific Ocean on the shores of Lake Titicaca, are the ruins of a 
prehistoric city called Tiahuanaco. Among the ruins of this city there is a wonderful 
monolith called by archaeologists 'one of the archaeological wonders of the world.' 
It is completely covered with inscriptions, most of which are Cara-Maya. The stone 
is reportedly about 16,000 years old." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. 

13,800 B.C. - Fossil Remains / Dogs - а"Fossil remains of dogs have been found 
in human-occupied caves. Reportedly the oldest date back some 14,000 years." 

13,000 B.C. 

13,000 B.C. - Mountains - "Many records show that from 12,000 to 15,000 years 
ago mountains were unknown. Reportedly, the Bible relates that the waters of the 
'flood' rose 26 feet and covered the mountains. Also, in Psalms, there is a 
reference: 'before the mountains were raised.' Many of the Central Asiatic tribes 
date their time from the raising of the Himalayas and mountains of Central Asia. 
The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa from the north, as their country in 
the north was ruined by the raising of the mountains. Legends say that hundreds of
millions of lives were lost during the raising of the Asiatic mountains. Geological 
phenomena throughout the world confirm the fact that mountains are of recent 
origin. But the greatest exibits of all are: the Valley of Mexico and the Andes in 
south America [Col. James Churchward]." 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward,The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 

13,000 B.C. - Melting Ice? / North America - "The Tazewell Advance saw the North 
American glaciation reach its maximum extent around 15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C.,
however, millions of square miles of ice had melted, for reasons that have never 
properly been explained, and by 8,000 B.C. the Wisconsin had withdrawn 
completely." [Based on, popular Geological Theory] 
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13,000 B.C. - Transition Period - "Fifteen thousand years ago in a span of several 
decades a dramatic shift in global weather brought a rapid end to the cold, glacial 
Pleistocene epoch. The impact of this period of intense transitions for humanity is 
aptly expressed in the survival of flood epics in so many now disparate 
mythologies." [link number 14] 

* Trivia: "Since 13,000 B.C. a vast area of land [the size of Australia, Canada, and 
North America combined], now [2,000 A.D.] lies below sea level. For the most part,
modern archaeology continues to 'avoid' this area, in spite of the numerous man-
made structures that litter its surface." 

13,000 B.C. - Upper Egypt - "Both Indian and Egyptian records speak about a 
settlement called Maioo, in Nubia [Upper Egypt]аnear the modern town of Suakin. 
Colonization reportedly took place somewhere in the neighborhood of 15,000 
years ago. Valmiki: 'The Mayas from India established a colony in Egypt, giving it 
the name of Maioo.' Valmiki in 'Ramayana,' Vol 1, page 342, Fauche's translation 
reads: 'The Naacals first established themselves in the Deccan, India, and from 
there carried their religion and learning to the colonies of Babylonia and Egypt'." 
[Col. James Churchward] 

13,000 B.C. - Egyptian Agriculture - "At some point between 13,000 B.C. and 
10,000 B.C. Egypt has enjoyed a period of what has been described as 
'precocious' agricultural development - possibly the earliest agricultural revolution 
anywhere in the world identified with certainty by historians. This golden age of 
agricultural plenty, however, was brought to an abrupt halt around the middle of the
11th millennium B.C. " 

12,410 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - а 

12,000 B.C. 

12,000 B.C. - Ancient Letters - "In one of the caves at Mas d'azil in southern 
France, as in Spain, Portugal and England, pebbles were found covered with 
mysterious geometrical signs and decorations partly similar to letters of our 
alphabet [ex: M, T, EI]. The French archaeologist Piette dated them as far back as 
12,000 to 8,000 B.C." 
http://mirrorh.com/timeline.html 

IP: 66.222.126.231

Helios
Member 

 posted 10-12-2004 12:13 ааа  а аа  

11,000 B.C. - Ancient Human Bones / North America - "In 1959, the partial skeletal 
remains of an ancient woman estimated to be 10,000 years old were unearthed in 
Arlington Springs on Santa Rosa Island, one of the eight Channel Islands off the 
southern California coast. They were discovered by Phil C. Orr, curator of 
anthropology and natural history at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. 
The remains of the so-called Arlington Springs woman were recently reanalyzed by
the latest radiocarbon dating techniques and were found to be approximately 
13,000 years old. The new date makes her remains older than any other known 
human skeleton found so far in North America." а 

*Trivia: "In 1959-60, two femurs were excavated at a site called Arlington Springs 
on Santa Rosa Island. Responsible for the digs was Phil C. Orr, Curator of 
Anthropology at the Museum of Natural History in Santa Barbara. He published his
findings in Science 135, 3499 (1962): 219 and American Antiquity 27, 3 (1962): 
417-419, followed up by full account in Prehistory of Santa Rosa Island (Santa 
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Barbara, 1968). Jon Erlandson reviews the evidence Orr collected at Arlington 
Springs in Early Hunter-Gatherers of the California Coast (New York: Plenum, 
1994), pp. 184-186.... The main discovery is that Arlington Springs Man was in fact
a woman and significantly earlier than previously thought. Radiocarbon dating has 
moved Orr's estimate of 10,000 years ago back to 13,000 B.P." а 

11,000 B.C. - Holocene Period - "The Holocene is the name given to the last 
11,000 years of the Earth's history - the time since the end of the last major glacial 
epoch, or 'ice age'. Since then, there have been small-scale climate shifts but in 
general, the Holocene has been a relatively warm period in between ice ages." 
Links: 1 

*Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

*Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

*Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward]

11,000 B.C. - Gas Belts - "Gas belts could not form until after the rock above was 
too thick to raise and puncture. This occured about 12,500 to 13,000 years ago, so
that mountains are of camparatively recent origin." [Col. James Churchward] 

11,000 B.C. - Species Extinction - "... in different parts of the earth (for different 
reasons and at different times) the long epoch of glaciation witnessed several quite
distinct episodes of extinction. In all areas, the vast majority of the many destroyed
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species were lost in the final seven thousand years from about 15,000 BC down to 
8,000 BC.... In the New World, for example, more than seventy genera of large 
animals became extinct between 15,000 BC and 8,000 BC, including all North 
American members of seven families, and one complete order, the Proboscidea. 
These staggering losses, involving the violent obliteration of more than 40 million 
animals, were not spread out evenly over the whole period; on the contrary, the 
vast majority of the extinctions occured in just two thousand years, between 11,000
BC and 9000 BC. To put this in perspective, during the previous 300,000 years 
only about twenty genera had disappeared.
а а"The same pattern of late and massive extinctions was repeated across Europe
and Asia. Even far-off Australia was not exempt, losing perhaps nineteen genera of
large vertebrates, not all of them mammals, in a relatively short period of time.
а а"The northern regions of Alaska and Siberia appear to have been the worst hit 
by the murderous upheavals between 13,000 and 11,000 years ago. In a great 
swathe of death around the edge of the Artic Circle the remains of uncountable 
numbers of large animals have been found - including many carcases with the 
flesh still intact, and astonishing quantities of perfectly preserved mammoth tusks. 
Indeed, in both regions, mammoth carcases have been thawed to feed to sled 
dogs and mammoth steaks have featured on restaurant menus in Fairbanks. One 
authority has commented, 'Hundreds of thousands ofindividuals must have been 
frozen immediately after death and remained frozen, otherwise the meat and the 
ivory would have spoiled ... Some powerful general force was certainly at work to 
bring the catastrophe about.' " [Graham Hancock, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 
212-213] 

11,000 B.C. - North American Extinction - "Reportedly, a mass extinction occurred 
in parts of North America and coincided with the growing population of Indian 
hunters." 

11,000 B.C. - Plentiful Wild Game / Ohio - "North-central Ohio's flat, almost 
featureless landscape is covered with fields of corn, soybeans, wheat, and alfalfa 
as far as the eye can see. But at Sheriden Cave, more than 32 feet below the 
surface, we have found remains of plants and animals that tell of a very different 
landscape at the end of the Ice Age, some 12,000 to 13,000 years ago. Then, 
there were spruce and pine parklands, open patches of grassland interrupted by 
occasional cedars, and shallow streams and wetlands bounded by willows and 
poplars. Some of the animals inhabiting this landscape - white-tailed deer, 
raccoon, woodchuck, and fox - are found in Ohio today, while others - caribou, pine
marten, and lemming - were far south of their modern ranges. Most spectacular 
were the now extinct species, including short-faced bear, giant beaver, stag 
moose, and herds of pig-like peccaries. In this game-rich environment, a small 
band of hunters made use of the cave." 

11,000 B.C. - Egyptian Rock Art - "Rock art in the El-Hosh area of Upper Egypt has
been firmly dated to at least 8,000 years old, making it the oldest artwork ever 
recorded in the Nile Valley. One of the samples, taken from a typical 'fish-trap' 
design, gave a radiocarbon date of about 5,900 to 5,300 B.C. This date provides a 
minimum-age estimate for the petroglyphs. It is estimated that the curvilinear 
designs are between 13,000 and 8,000 years old, well beyond the age of any other
graphic activity known in the Nile Valley. " 

10,970 B.C. - Equinox at Leo - "According to one report, the Age of Leo spanned 
from 10,970 B.C. to 8,810 B.C." [Based on, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 240, by 
Graham Hancock] 

10,500 B.C. - Stone-Age Egyptians - "No one knows exactly why, but after about 
10,500 B.C. the early sickle blades and grinding disappear to be replaced 
throughout Egypt by hunting, fishing and gathering peoples who use stone tools." 
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10,500 B.C. - Giza Complex - "Robert Bauval and Graham Hancock argue that in 
10,500 BCE, an advanced culture in Egypt decided upon the ground plan of the 
Giza complex." [The Stargate Conspiracy, p. 24] 

10,500 B.C. - Skulls - "Reportedly, specimens of modern humans after about 
10,500 B.C. have smaller craniums. Another skullа coming from Ica [Peru] and 
Merida [Mexico] is equivalent to the modern skull type, but with several factors out 
of proportion. The eye sockets are about 15% larger than the ones of a modern 
man skull, but the most significant thing is the cranial capacity, that ranges 
between minimum of 2,600 and maximum of 3,200 ccm [our current cranial 
capacity is about 1,450 ccm!]." 

10,500 B.C. - Jomon Period / Japan - "Japanese Jomon [cord pattern] Period 
[10,500-300 B.C.]." 

10,450 B.C. - Giza Pyramids -а"According to archaeo-astronomer Robert Bauval, 
the pattern traced out on the ground [in almost fifteen million tons of perfectly 
dressed stone] matched exactly the pattern in the sky [of Orion's belt] during the 
epoch of 10,450 B.C. Using a sophisticated computer programme capable of 
plotting the precessionally induced changes in the declinations of all the stars 
visible in the sky over any part of the world in any epoch, Bauval found that the 
Pyramids/Orion's Belt correlation was general and obvious in all all epochs, but 
specific and exact in only one: At 10,450 B.C. - and at that date only - we find that 
the pattern of the pyramids on the ground provides a perfect reflection of the 
pattern of the stars in the sky." 

10,000 B.C. - Sumer - "Although Mesopotamia was a world leader in numerous 
aspects from around 10,000 B.C., there appears to have been a very marked 
further advancement аfrom about 4,000 B.C. when southern Mesopotamia 
became identified as Sumer and the truly municipal cities flourished. By that time 
they were formally recognized as city-states which operated as individual 
kingdoms, and it is the story of the amazing rise of Sumer which provides the very 
thrust of the patriarchal narrative in Genesis. This sudden cultural expansion was 
not simply a matter of general evolvement; it was a mighty technical and academic
revolution which has long baffled scholars and historians worldwide."

10,000 B.C. - Egyptian / Sphinx - а"The Sphinx is supposed to have been built by 
Khafre around 2,500 B.C., but since the beginning of dynastic times - say 3,000 
B.C. onwards - there just hasn't been enough rain on the Giza plateau to have 
caused the very extensive erosion that we see all over the Sphinx's body. You 
really have to go back to before 10,000 B.C. to find a wet enough climate in Egypt 
to account for weathering of this type and on this scale. It therefore follows that the
Sphinx must have been built before 10,000 B.C. and since it's a massive, 
sophisticated work of art it also follows that it must have been built by a high 
civilization." 

10,000 B.C. - Thailand Settlements - "Over 10,000 years ago, man lived near the 
waterways in the north and central Thailand. Archaeological evidence of Neolithic 
settlements has been discovered in an area covering no less than 40 provinces. 
They include tools and decorative objects made of flint, bone and shells. Primitive 
paintings dating to this period exist in a number of caves." 

10,000 B.C. - Burma Disaster - а"The ancient civilization of Burma was reportedly 
wiped out about 12,000 years ago, during the forging of various gas belts, and the 
raising of mountains." [Col. James Churchward]

10,000 B.C. - Mu Disaster а- Reportedly: "Nearly the entire continent of Mu fell into
the Pacific Ocean around 10,000 B.C. After the sinking of the Motherland Mu, all 
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civilizations throughout the world either degenerated or came to a standstill, not 
only Egypt, but all others, including India." [Col. James Churchward] 

*Commentary: "At the destruction of Mu, the King and High Priest of the 
Motherland, addressed the pleading crowds, saying: 'You shall all die together, you
and your servants and your riches. From your ashes new nations shall arise and if 
they forget they are superior, not because of what they put on but what they put 
out, the same will befall them.' [Col. James Churchward, The Sacred Symbols of 
Mu, p. 34] 

10,000 B.C. - Nez Perce / North America - "The Nez Perce are a North American 
Indian people of the Sahaptin family. The name is from the French and means 
pierced nose. They lived in the Wallowa Valley of Oregon, Washington and Idaho 
for some 12,000 years." 

10,000 B.C. - Lake Titicaca Ruins - "There are stone 'ruins' more 'ancient' than the 
stone causeway leading out of Lake Titicaca. These 'ruins' are buried under six 
feet of 'sediment' on the shallow 'bottom' of Lake Titicaca. The sediment contains 
'pre-historic' [more ancient than 12,000 B.C.] sea shell fossils." 

10,000 B.C. - Antartica а- "According to theorists, the continent of Antartica 
[between 10,000 to13,000 yrs. ago] drifted to its present location as the result of 
earth-crust displacement. The combined effect of the Piri Reis, Oronteus Finaeus, 
Mercator, and Buache maps is the strong, though disturbing, impression that 
Antartica may have been continuously surveyed over a period of several 
thousands of years as the ice cap gradually spread outwards from the interior, 
increasing its grip with every passing millennium but not engulfing all the coasts of 
the southern continent until around 4000 B.C." 

10,000 B.C. - Ruins / Bimini - "The ruins of temples dated at 12,000 years old have
been found near Bimini, Bahamas. Preliminary analysis has revealed that the 
original structures, although smaller in size than the Great Pyramid of Giza, appear
to have been more advanced. Casing stones have been measured which are of 
the same unique angle as those at the Great Pyramid. The ruins are megalithic 
and bear a remarkable resemblance to ancient sites in Egypt. So called 'quarry 
marks' found in the Aswan quarries and also on the Great Pyramid, itself, appear 
to be identical matches with those found on the Bimini temple stones. Other 
characteristics closely match features at megalithic sites in Peru, the Yucatan, 
Ireland and Scandinavia." 

10,000 B.C. 

10,000 B.C. - Glacial Decline - а"During this period [10,000 - 8,000 B.C.], the last 
period of glaciation that Earth has experienced [so far] was drawing to its close. 
The glaciers were receding, and Earth's climate was beginning to approach what it 
is today.
а а"With the glaciers gone, great changes came about. The Sahara Desert, for 
instance, once a lush grassland, began to dry out and become a desert. The land-
bridges joining Asia with North America in the north, and with Australia in the south,
were drowned. The people, who had now occupied the Americas and Australia 
were separated from the main population on the World Island and would remain 
separated for over 9000 years...."
а а"... large strands of wild grain grew throughout the Middle East." [Isaac Asimov, 
Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 23] 

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
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misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

* Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward] 

10,000 B.C. - Native Americans / Tennessee - "Reportedly, Native Americans lived 
in Tennessee about 12,000 years ago." 

10,000 B.C. - Villages and Towns - "From around 10,000 – 7,000 B.C. 
communities based on agriculture [link 7] appeared in various places throughout 
the world. Excavations at Catal Huyuk in what is now Turkey, Teleilat el Ghassul in 
the Jordan valley, the Hussuna, Samarran and Halaf cultures of the Mesopotamian
plain just to mention a few, all show conclusively that these early agricultural 
communities were well planned villages and towns, some with elaborate irrigation 
and even sanitation systems. One of the most striking features about these 
communities however, was the fact they were all built without any fortifications or 
defenses of any kind. And astonishingly these early cultures didn’t manufacture 
weapons of war." 

9,975 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - "Uranus-Pluto conjunctions and 
oppositions might bring sudden and radical changes, like a cathartic diarrhoea, yet 
their full integration takes ages." 

Note: Uranus-Pluto configurations later than 577 B.C. represent estimated 
projections only. They are caluclated here by subtracting alternating multiples of 
111 and 143 years." [Etznab Mathers]
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9,945 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune." а 

аNote: "Neptune-Pluto configurations later than 600 B.C. represent estimated 
projections only. They are caluclated here by subtracting alternating multiples of 
а493 years." [Etznab Mathers] 

9,700 B.C. - African Ice Core Analysis - "A detailed analysis of six cores retrieved 
from the rapidly shrinking ice fields atop Tanzania's Mount Kilimanjaro shows that 
those tropical glaciers began to form about 11,700 years ago." [COLUMBUS, Ohio,
October 22nd] 

9,610 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

9,500 B.C. - Atlantis Disaster - а"A traditional date when Atlantis 'began' to sink." 

*Trivia: "When Atlantis was first submerged she only went down deep enough to 
be awash at low tide so that at low tide mud banks appeared with masses of 
seaweed which made the Northern Atlantic Ocean impassable. This fact is 
recorded in the temple histories of Egypt." [Col. James Churchward] 

9,500 B.C. - Syrian Flood - "The Neolithic site of Abu Hureyra, 40 miles 
downstream from Jerf el-Ahmar, Syria, was flooded [9,500 - 6,100 B.C.] under the 
waters of the Taqba Dam in the 1970s."

9,500 B.C. - Athens Disaster - "From Egypt we learn that one of the Athenian 
capital cities, ancient Athens, was destroyed by earthquakes and submerged 
11,500 years ago, about the same time that Atlantis was submerged. The 
Egyptians further tell us that ancient Athens was built 17,000 years ago." [Col. 
James Churchward, The Children ofMu] 

9,500 B.C. - North American Mountains - "The various phenomena which are 
shown throughout the Valley of Mexico today demonstrate without the possibility of
controversy that the mountain ranges in North America are not over 11,500 years 
old, if as much." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward, The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 

9,500 B.C. - Chinese Agriculture - "Rice cultivation began in China ca. 11,500 
years ago, some 3,500 years earlier than previously believed, according to 
Chinese and Japanese archaeologists who studied 125 samples of rice grains, 
husks, plant remains, and grain impressions in pottery excavated from more than 
100 sites along the Yangtze River. The oldest specimens were from sites on the 
middle Yangtze in Hubei and Hunan provinces, while samples from both upstream 
and downstream were dated between 10,000 and 4,000 years ago. Syuichi 
Toyama, an environmental archaeologist at Japan's Kogakukan University, says 
the evidence suggests rice cultivation began in the middle Yangtze and spread 
from there." 

9,467 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction" 
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9,452 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

9,000 B.C. - Atlantis Disaster - "Traditional date when the continent of Atlantis sank
beneath the waves. Researchers probing the ocean bottom have found 18-story-
high towers of stone deep in the ocean near a section of volcanic fault ridges that 
extend for 6,200 miles along the Atlantic Ocean floor." 

9,000 B.C. - Jericho Settlement - "This city, located near a permanent spring a few 
miles west of the Jordan River was excavated by Kathleen Kenyon. There were 
indications of settlement after 9,000 B.C. This settlement grew to city status by 
7,000 B.C. and is perhaps the oldest continuously occupied city on Earth." 

9,000 B.C. - Wooly Mammoth Extinction - "The wooly mammoth became extinct 
about 11,000 years ago." 

9,000 B.C. - Large City / Iraq - "The town of Chemi Shanidar, later part of Iraq, was
the largest city of the time with 150 people." 

9,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Denmark - "The finest record [9,000 B.C. - 4,000 
B.C.] of Mesolithic and Neolithic peoples exists in Denmark, due to the country's 
numerous bogs." 

IP: 66.222.126.231
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9,000 B.C. - Lunar Calendar / Uganda - "The Ishango bone from modern Uganda 
in equatorial east Africa was identified by Marshak as a Lunar Calendar, dated 
about 9,000 B.C." 

9,000 B.C. - Wheat Cultivation / Turkey - "The wild progenitor of einkorn wheat, 
one of the first crops to be domesticated (ca. 9000 B.C.), has been identified 
genetically in southeastern Turkey, according to a report in the journal Science. 
Manfred Heun of the Agricultural University of Norway, along with Norwegian, 
German, and Italian colleagues, examined the DNA of 68 lines of cultivated 
einkorn (Triticum monococcum monococcum), 194 lines of wild einkorn (T. m. 
boeoticum) from nine geographical regions within the Fertile Crescent, and nine 
lines of a weedy einkorn (T. m. aegilopoides) found in the Balkans." 

9,000 B.C. - Tools / North America - "The Wenachee site, dated to 11,000 B.P. and 
located in the Inner Columbia River Basin, presents evidence of a new 
assemblage of stone tools in the Americas at their earliest known horizon." [link 5] 

8,810 B.C. - Equinox at Cancer - "About this time, the Vernal Equinox was at 
Cancer." 

8,600 B.C. - Irish Elk - "Until this time, Irish Elk [Megaloceros giganteus] lived in 
temperate climates throughout Europe and western Asia."

8,500 B.C. - Cities / Middle East - "According to popular history, this was the date 
when the first cities were established in the Middle East. One of the leading 
contenders is Jericho." 

8,466 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "There are five major planets with average 
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cycles of motion relevant to the study of history. These are: Pluto [250 years], 
Neptune [165 years], Uranus [84 years], Saturn [28 years] and Jupiter [12 years]." 

8,451 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

8,000 B.C. - Neolithic Age а- "According to popular history, this period [10,000 - 
8,000 B.C.] in which herding and agriculture came into use, is called the 'New 
Stone Age' or [in Latin] the 'Neolithic Age.' " 

8,000 B.C. - Glacial Decline / Northern Hemisphere - "Popular Belief: By 8,000 
B.C. the Wisconsin Glaciation and the European Wurm Glaciation had withdrawn 
completely.

8,000 B.C. - Vedas - "Reportedly, the Vedas have been passed down through oral 
tradition for over 10,000 years, appearing in written form between 2,000 - 4,000 
B.C." 

8,000 B.C. - Ancient Ruins / India - "At Poompuhur, facing the Bay of Bengal, 
Indian divers found a horseshoe-shaped object, measuring 85 metres in length, in 
water more than 23 metres deep. According to one scientist, the land on which this
structure was built last stood above water more than 11,000 years ago. In January 
[2002], Indian marine scientists discovered what may be the more extensive 
remains of two ancient cities in the Gulf of Cambay. The site spans an area of 
about 25 square kilometres, 35 metres deep, which, until as late as 6,900 years 
ago, was entirely above water. About 2,000 possibly man-made artifacts have 
been dredged and carbon-dated from 8,500 to 9,500 years old." 

8,000 B.C. - Civilization / Ur - "The Ur culture developed during the Neolithic Age 
and became global in expanse by 8,000 B.C. According to popular belief: 'Where 
the Sumerians came from is still disputed. Typologically, the language of Sumer 
resembles Chinese, which suggests an eastern origin. Some scholars have 
proposed that the Sumerians came by ship, landing on the north shore of the 
Persian Gulf.' " 

8,000 B.C. - Writing - "Clay tokens have been used since as early as 8,000 B.C. in 
Mesopotamia for some form of record-keeping." 

8,000 B.C. - European Inscriptions - "Epigraphers remain perplexed concerning 
such ancient European inscriptions as the Azillian signary c.8000 B.C.E. from 
southern France." 

8,000 B.C. - Stonehenge - "Stonehenge was for a long while thought to have built 
slowly - over about 1000 years between 2,100 and 1,100 BC. This chronology was
called into question in 1996 by new archaeological evidence. Following a two-year 
study commisioned by the English Heritage Foundation, researchers concluded 
that аthe great circles of blustones and sarsens had in fact been put up between 
2,600 BC and 2,030 BC. Less than a year after these results were published 
another study showed that the stone circles had been preceded by wooden circles 
of 6-metre pine 'totem poles' dated to 8,000 BC. [Heaven's Mirror, Quest For The 
Lost Civilization, by Graham Hancock and Santha Faiia, p. xiii] 

8,000 B.C. - Geography / Ireland - "The shape and landscape of present-day 
Ireland—an island of 27,100 square miles [70,200 square kilometers]—were 
formed 10,000 years ago when Atlantic Ocean glaciers slowly began their retreat. 
The event left the country rich with the soil that has nurtured Ireland's flora and 
fauna for centuries, and which offered a hospitable environment for migrating 
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people to settle and plant seeds." 

8,000 B.C. - Bog Bodies - "Over the past centuries, remains of many hundreds of 
people - men, women, and children - have come to light during peat cutting 
activities in northwestern Europe, especially in Ireland, Great Britain, the 
Netherlands, northern Germany, and Denmark. These are the "bog bodies." The 
individual bog bodies show a great degree of variation in their state of 
preservation, from skeletons, to well-preserved complete bodies, to isolated heads 
and limbs. They range in date from 8,000 B.C. to the early medieval period. Most 
date from the centuries around the beginning of our era. We do not know exactly 
how many bog bodies have been found--many have disappeared since their 
discovery." 

8,000 B.C. - Florida Indians - "Florida's Aucilla River is yielding evidence of the 
adaptability of Paleoindians to their changing environment at the end of the 
Pleistocene, 10,000 years ago. For a decade, researchers from the Florida 
Museum of Natural History have been excavating the Page-Ladson site, and this 
past fall [1996] they uncovered the ground surface of a Paleoindian habitation at a 
depth of 15 feet.аRadiocarbon dates place the beginning of the occupation at ca. 
10,000 years ago. At the time, the site, now only five miles from the Gulf Coast 
near Tallahassee, was nearly 100 miles inland, and Florida's landscape resembled 
Africa's savannahs. Within 100 years, however, rising water at the end of the last 
glaciation flooded the site, sealing it with deposits that contain shells of freshwater 
molluscs." 

8,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / South America - "The altiplano of Peru and 
Bolivia appears at first sight to be a very inhospitable land. Its high mountains, 
windswept plains, and icy waters of Lake Titicaca make it a stark, yet beautiful 
landscape. This 'high plain' (literally!) at a base elevation of 12,600 feet above sea 
level, is the ancestral home to the famous Andean animals (llamas and alpacas) 
and plants (potatoes and quiёoa). These creatures evolved in this harsh 
environment through natural selection. However, the highly successful human 
occupation of the area that began approximately 10,000 years ago depended 
largely on cultural adaptations, rather than biological ones. These cultural 
developments from the Archaic (ca.9,500- 4000 years ago) through the Formative 
Period (ca. 3200-2000 years ago) attest to a long period of economic and social 
intensification, a trend that is common throughout the world. In this 7,000 year 
span, we see the first colonization of the altiplano, the settling of permanent 
villages, and the rise of chiefly societies that formed the basis of Tiwanaku, one of 
the high civilizations of the New World. Dating of squash seeds from a cave in 
Oaxaca, Mexico, has confirmed that plant domestication in the Americas began 
some 10,000 years ago. The new finding, reported by Smithsonian archaeologist 
Bruce Smith in the journal Science, indicates that planting began in the New World
about the same time as in the Near East and China." 

7,422 B.C. - Copper Age - "Theoretical date for the beginning of the Copper Age 
based on computations using the number 2,160 years for the length of Kali Yuga." 

7,420 B.C. - Mummy / Nevada - "A mummy excavated in 1940 and stored at the 
Nevada State Museum in Carson City was recently dated to ca. 7,420 B.C., 
making it the oldest mummy ever discovered in North America. 

7,300 B.C. - Kennewick Man - "A skeleton was found in July, 1996 A.D. by the 
Columbia River in Kennewick, Washington. It was named the 'Richland Man.' The 
9,300 year old bones were later studied and determined to be most closely related 
to Asian people, particularly the Ainu of northern Japan. It was concluded in 2,000 
A.D. that he was an American Indian. The bones were dated to 7514-7324 B.C. 
Most intriguing is that the mummy was wearing moccasins and shrouds of woven 
marsh plants. The weave of the shrouds indicates that it was made on a 
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loom.а'Kennewick Man' represents the best-preserved - human remains yet found 
in this part of the world, among the oldest anywhere in North America." 

7,300 B.C. - Neolithic Surgery - "New accelerator radiocarbon dating of the 
Dnieper Rapids cemeteries near Kiev in Ukraine by the Oxford Radiocarbon 
Laboratory has produced evidence that trepanation, the surgical removal of bone 
from the cranial vault, was performed during the Mesolithic period. During a study 
of 14 individuals at the Vasilyevka II cemetery, Malcolm C. Lillie, a 
geoarchaeologist and palaeoenvironmentalist at the University of Hull, found one 
skeleton [no. 6285-9] to have evidence of trepanation. The cemetery, excavated in 
1953 by A.D. Stolyar, has been dated to 7,300-6,220 B.C., making the trepanned 
cranium the oldest known example of a healed trepanation yet discovered. The 
skull, which was originally reported in Russian by I.I. Gokhman in 1966, has a 
depression on its left side with a raised border of bone and 'stepping' in the center 
showing stages of healing during life. The complete closure indicates the survival 
of the patient, a man who was more than 50 years old at his death. The dates for 
the individual are 1,000-2,000 years earlier than those of the skull at Ensisheim in 
France, recently reported by Kurt Alt to be the earliest evidence for trepanation 
[see Neolithic Surgery, September/October 1997]." 

7,000 B.C. - Chinese Fluteа- "Archaeologists discover a 9,000 year old playable 
Flute in China. The 8.6 inch instrument in pristine condition has seven holes and 
was made from a hollow bone of a bird, the red-crowned crane. It is one of six 
flutes and 30 fragments recovered from the Jiahu arcaeological site in henan 
province." 

7,000 B.C. - Human Skeleton / England - "In 1903 A.D. a skeleton of a man, 9,000 
years old, was discovered in the underground caves at Cheddar, 130 miles west of
London, England." 

7,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Alaska - "The Discovery Channel's latest 
archaeological offering takes mummy-mania to an unpublicized corner of the 
known mummy world - Alaska's Aleutian Islands. The Unangan, seafaring 
ancestors of today's Aleut, made their home in the barren archipelago for some 
9,000 years, honing techniques for hunting large sea mammals, building sturdy 
houses, and, perhaps surprisingly, perfecting ritual mummification in a hostile, wet 
climate." 

7,000 B.C. 

6,800 B.C. - Jarmo Settlement / Iraq - "Reportedly, the settlement of Jarmo, in the 
foothills of northern Iraq, dates to about 6,800 B,C." 

6,500 B.C. - Equinox at Gemini - "About this time, the Vernal Equinox was at 
Gemini." 

6,500 B.C. - Catalhuyuk - "A prehistoric city located in Anatolia, or modern day 
Turkey where a number of artifacts appear to support evidence for the widespread 
practice of Goddess worship. Reportedly, 'the oldest layer of Catal Huyuk yet 
excavated [virgin soil has not yet been reached] is reliably carbon dated to 6,500 
B.C.' " 

6,500 B.C. - Mexican Step Pyramid - "Just south of the university campus of 
Mexico City, off the main road connecting the capital to Cuernavaca, stands a 
circular step pyramid of great complexity [with four galleries and a central 
staircase]. It was partially excavated in the 1920's from beneath a mantle of lava. 
Geologists were called to the site to help date the lava, and carried out a detailed 
examination. To everyone's surprise, they concluded that the volcanic eruption 
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which had completely buried three sides of this pyramid [and had then gone on to 
cover about sixty square miles of the surrounding territory] must have taken place 
at least seven thousand years ago. It is worth noting, however that Byron 
Cummings, the American Archaeologist who origianally excavated the site for the 
national geographic Society, was convinced by clearly demarcated stratification 
layers above and below the pyramid [laid down both before and after the volcanic 
eruption] that it was 'the oldest temple yet uncovered on the American continent.' 
He went further than the geologists and stated categorically that this temple 'fell 
into ruins some 8,500 years ago.' " 

6,200 B.C. - Domesticated Cattle - "The archeological record shows traces of 
domesticated cattle back to this time." 

6,001 - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - 

6,000 B.C. - Ocean-Going Vessels / Mesopotamia - "By 6,000 BC, the people of 
the Mesopotamian Near East were using ships on the open sea." 

6,000 B.C. - Flax Cultivation - а"Flax was being cultivated well before 6,000 B.C." 

6,000 B.C. - Pottery Established - а"By 6,000 B.C. pottery was a well established 
product." 

6,000 B.C. - City / Ugarit - "Ugarit experienced a very long history. A city was built 
on the site in the Neolithic period around 6,000 B.C. Since the discovery of the 
Ugaritic texts, the study of the Old Testament has never been the same." 

6,000 B.C. - Ancient Structure / Japan - "The submerged structure near the isle of 
Yonaguni [Japan], that is approximately 75 ft under the sea level, which has an 
evident artificial origin; it is 600 ft wide and 90 ft high, and it's about 8,000 years 
old." Links: 1 [7th photo] 

6,000 B.C. 

5,500 B.C. - Cities Established / Mesopotamia - "Reportedly: "Cities, or 
settlements which became cities, existed in Mesopotamia from 5,500 B.C. The 
earlier cities lay in the northern part of Iraq, and in northeastern Syria. City living 
quickly spread down the Euphrates River and into the valley of the Tigris River, 
reaching the swamps at the head of the Persian Gulf before 4,000 B.C." Links: 1, 2

5,546 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,400 B.C. - Human Settlement / Eridu - "Mesopotamia is located on the fertile 
flood plain of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in a hot desert ecology. Human 
settlements based on irrigation agriculture first appeared coincident to the 
establishment of Eridu about 7,400 BP. A great stepped tower, a ziggurat, which 
culminated a series of 20 structures built one upon another during a span of 3,500 
years evidences Eridu's importance. Public architectural monuments were the 
focus of early Mesopotamian community centers. By 6,500 BP. large scale canal 
systems and many towns with public architecture had been founded. Eridu was the
largest." 

5,508 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,292 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

5,149 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 
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5,038 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

5,015 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,000 B.C. - Horus - "According to reports, many Egyptologists have endowed 
Horus with a grand old age. He commenced life at the time of Osiris 22,000 years 
ago and kept up his health and strength down to the time of Menes 5,000 years 
ago. A grand old age of 17,000 years. This goes the Hindu mistranslation about 
Rama one better. Rama lasted only 10,000 years. From the commencement of 
Egyptian history, and apparently for thousands of years, Egypt was governed by 
the Church with a Horus. The last Horus as the Hieratic head of religion in Lower 
Egypt was the Horus that immediately preceded King Menes, according to 
Manetho [in the writings of Manetho there are references to six different Horuses 
as Hieratic heads]. The date of Mena, the first king of Egypt, is variously given B.C.
5,867 [Champollion], B.C. 5,004 [Mariette], B.C. 5,892 [Lepsius], and B.C. 4,455 
[Brugsch]." 

5,000 B.C. - Megaliths / Egypt - "Standing megaliths and a ring of stones were 
erected from 6,700 to 7,000 years ago in the southern Sahara desert. They are the
oldest dated astronomical alignment discovered so far and bear a striking 
resemblance to Stonehenge and other megalithic sites constructed a millennium 
later in England, Brittany, and Europe." 

5,000 B.C. - Sahara Ecology - "Dried-up riverbeds as well as cave paintings 
indicate that at this time the Sahara was a land of flowing rivers, lush green 
pastures, and forests." 

5,000 B.C. - I Ching - "The I Ching, or Book of Changes, is the most widely read of 
the five Chinese Classics. The book was traditionally written by the legendary 
Chinese Emperor Fu Hsi [2953-2838 B.C.]. It is possible that the the I Ching 
originated from a prehistoric divination technique which dates back as far as 5,000 
B.C. Futher commentaries were added by King Wen and the Duke of Chou in the 
eleventh century B.C." 

5,000 B.C. - Trepanation - "A 7,000-year-old burial at Ensisheim, in the French 
region of Alsace, has yielded the earliest [1997] unequivocal evidence for 
trepanation, according to Kurt W. Alt of Freiburg University and his colleagues. 
Trepanation is a surgical operation that involves the removal of a rectangle or disk 
of bone from the cranial vault. Most previous claims to cases predating the Late 
Neolithic age have been shown to be untreated head injuries or the results of 
decomposition." 

5,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Lebanon - "Stone age farmers and fisherman 
inhabited the area around Byblos, Lebanon. Archeologists at Byblos found at least 
12 layers of civilizations that dated back 7,000 years." 

5,000 B.C. 

4,900 B.C. - Abandonment / Catalhuyuk - "An estimated date when the Catalhuyuk
area was abandoned." 

4,895 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,784 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,700 B.C. - Megaliths / Carnac - " 'Prehistory' itself is just the name that аwe give 
to the almost total amnesia аthat our species has suffered concerning more than 
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40,000 years of our own past. This amnesia covers the entire period from the 
emergence of anatomically modern humans until the first 'historical records' began 
to be written down in Sumer and in Egypt in the third millenium BC. 
а а"Out of that long period of amnesia, and from its borders with history, a number 
of mighty monuments have come down to us. These include rock-hewn temples, 
circles of megaliths, and sacred sites arranged in dead straight lines over vast 
distances, such as the avenues of standing stones at Carnac in northern France. 
One earthern mound there, which contains a megalithic passageway orientated to 
the winter solstice sunrise, has been carbon-dated to 4.700 BC. [Heaven's Mirror, 
Quest For The Lost Civilization, by Graham Hancock and Santha Faiia, pp. x-xi] 

4,641 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,530 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,522 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,500 B.C. - Elephants / China - "A sacrificial dump [4,500 - 2,000 B.C.] in 
Guanghan, Sichuan Province, in China was uncovered in 1976. Large quantities of
elephants tusks reveal that elephants roamed the area. Human figures, monster 
masks, and tree fragments made of bronze tubes were also found." 

4,500 B.C. - Cities / Assyria - а"Between 4,500 and 2,400 B.C., complex societies 
appear in the form of cities, with craft specialization and writing. These features 
were associated with the Sumerians, but they quickly spread to other parts of 
Mesopotamia, including Assyria. In Assyria, settlements had become large and 
guarded by fortifications walls, which implies the risk of attack from outside, and 
hence the need for defense and warfare. 

4,500 B.C. - Burial Cave / Galilee - "A 6,500-year-old burial cave full of clay 
ossuaries, ceramic and stone vessels, figurines thought to have been ritual 
objects, and piles of human skulls and bones has been discovered in Galilee in 
northern Israel. Until now, archaeologists believed that Chalcolithic cultures in 
different parts of Israel were more or less self-sufficient. But clay jugs found at the 
new site are similar to those uncovered in the Golan Heights, and bronze ax heads
are like those from the Judean Desert, suggesting some interaction between 
cultures. The ossuaries, however, are unique. 'Decorated ossuary facades 
characteristic of this period that depict human faces are flat, with protruding noses,'
says Zvi Gal, director of the Israel Antiquities Authority Northern Region. 'Here we 
found three-dimensional sculpted heads, with distinct eyes, noses, and ears, unlike
any ever found.' " 

4,468 B.C. - Narmer Plate - "The original sky chart of the remote Ancient Egyptians
was incorporated into the Narmer Plate in 4,468 B.C." 

4,387 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction" 

4,380 B.C. - Equinox at Taurus - "The immediate predecessor of the Age of Aries 
was the Age of Taurus - the Bull - which spanned the period between 4,380 аB.C. 
and 2,200 B.C. It was during this precessional epoch [when the sun on the vernal 
equinox rose in the constellation of Taurus] that the Bull-cult of Minoan Crete 
flourished. It is interesting to note that at the very beginning of the dynastic period, 
the Egyptians were already venerating the Apis and Mnevis Bulls. Furthermore, the
Sumerians represented the Bull of Heaven with human head and bull's body. The 
Greek representations of the Minotaur, depict him with human body and bull's 
head." Links: 1 
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4,276 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

4,241 B.C. - Egyptian Calendar - "A date believed to indicate the earliest recorded 
date in the Egyptian calendar." 

4,200 B.C. - Rise of Patriarchy - " The Great Cycle of the Mayan calendar definitely
has relevance to something, but what? If we look back into the past we will 
rediscover that the event which coincides with the beginning of the Great Cycle is 
none other than the birth of written language. This time in the evolution of our 
species represents the commencement of history itself. The period from 4200 to 
3000 BC also coincides with the rise of patriarchy which ended the peaceful 
goddess culture that existed before history during the Early Neolithic." а 

4,133 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

4,029 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

4,022 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

*Interlude:а"Did orthodox church dogma for many years suggest Earth was 
created about 4,000 B.C.? Apparently, it did. Unfortunately, this long-held popular 
paradigm has seriously warped our modern view of the ancient world by attributing
post-4,000 B.C. dates to the oldest civilizations and world cultures on the planet 
today. If we believe that the world had not been created until 4,000 B.C., then we 
might also believe that no ancient civilizations or Earth history existed prior to that 
date. Knowing about this pathetic paradigm, however, will help us to understand 
why we find for ancient history - even today - many of the same retarded dates 
concocted hundreds of years ago by people who didn't know any better. Not only 
the first people, the first civilizations, the first languages, the first calendars, the 
first monuments, the first governments and religions, but after about 4,000 B.C. we
find all of the Biblical events. We still find things this way, apparently because it 
was the way that some people once believed. Apparently, some still do!" [Etznab 
Mathers] 

4,004 B.C. - Biblical Creation - а"Reported date for the creation of the world 
according to Bishop Ussher [1581-1656]. Based on O.T. Chronology, according to 
Ussher, Adam and Eve were driven from Paradise on Monday 10 November 4,004 
B.C. Ussher was Archbishop of Armagh, Primate of All Ireland, and Vice-
Chancellor of Trinity College in Dublin. According to John Lightfoot [1602-1675], 
Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University and a contemporary of Ussher, man was 
created on October 23, 4,004 B.C., at nine o'clock in the morning. Other dates for 
the beginning of the world include: August 21st, 4004 B.C. and March 21st, 4004 
B.C." 
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4,000 B.C. - Stone Age - "The entire period of hominid history prior to 4,000 B.C. 
might be termed the Stone Age." 

4,000 B.C. - Mesopotamian Flood - "Among some 20,000 preserved clay tablets, 
excavated from the world's most famous library at Nineveh [old Ninua] in 
Mesopotamian Assyria, are twelve which tell the story of the Flood. According to 
these texts, the hero of the epic, who was commanded by the gods to 'build a 
ship', was King Uta-napishtim of Shuruppak, who reigned around 4,000 BC. His 
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story even states that when the waters had abated, 'All mankind had turned to 
clay; the ground was flat like a roof'." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail 
Kings] 

*Trivia: "Flood strata of Mesopotamia has been scientifically dated to about 4,000 
B.C." 

4,000 B.C. - Ancient Scythians - "The ancient Scythians [a transient kingly tribe 
who first domesticated the horse before 4000 BC] were indeed the early occupiers 
of Akkad in pre-Sumerian times." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings, 
p. 46]а 

4,000 B.C. - Megoliths / Malta - Reportedly: "Malta is the site of the world's most 
ancient temple complexes: recent dendrochronological dating has put the age of 
these monuments at just short of 6,000 years." 

4,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Indus Valley - "The Indus Valley encompasses a 
large floodplain of rich alluvial soils that supported human occupation sites with 
irrigation based agriculture as early as 6,000 BP." [use link number 10] 

4,000 B.C. - Human Advancement / Sumer - "Although Mesopotamia was a world 
leader in numerous aspects from around 10,000 B.C., there appears to have been 
a very marked further advancement аfrom about 4,000 B.C. when southern 
Mesopotamia became identified as Sumer and the truly municipal cities flourished. 
By that time they were formally recognized as city-states which operated as 
individual kingdoms, and it is the story of the amazing rise of Sumer which 
provides the very thrust of the patriarchal narrative in Genesis. This sudden 
cultural expansion was not simply a matter of general evolvement; it was a mighty 
technical and academic revolution which has long baffled scholars and historians 
worldwide." 

*Trivia: "To this day, the majority are baffled by the sudden, extraordinary 
emergence of the Sumerians, seemingly from nowhere. But there is no doubt that, 
upon their advent in southern Mesopotamia, they were already highly advanced to 
a level far beyond that recorded or sustained from anyplace where logically they 
could have emanated. Nowhere on earth was there a culture like that of the 
Sumerians, who appeared soon after 4000 BC - at least that is what is generally 
supposed." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis of the Grail Kings, p. 45] 

4,000 B.C. - Temple of Ur - "In the early 1900's, the builders of the Baghdad 
railway placed a station about 120 miles north of Basra because the landmarked 
site was a recognized travellers' rest. Here, an enormous solitary hill rose above 
the desert - a hill known to the Bedouins as Tell al Muqayyar [Mound of Pitch]. But 
some thousands of years ago this desert waste was a lush, fertile valley with 
cornfields and date groves. As was soon to be discovered, within this great mound 
was the towering multi-levelled Temple of Ur, along with the rest of the ancient city.
а а"In 1923 , the archaeologist Sir Charles Leonard Wooley, with a joint team from 
the British Museum and the University of Pennsylvania, set out to excavate the 
mound because some years earlier a collection of very old texts, engraved on 
stone cylinders, had been unearthed near the summit. One of these cylinder-seals 
[as they became known] had revealed the name of Ur-nammu, King of Ur in about 
2,010 BC, and so it was determined that this was probably the location of 
Abraham's home." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings]
а а"When the Wooley team investigated beneath the foundations of the 4,000-
year-old ziggurat and its confines, they fiound the remains of another great 
ziggurat and a buried city from even more ancient times, with courtyard bricks 
dating back to the 4th millennium BC. Also there were graves and artifacts from 
3,700 BC, around the time of Adam, along with numerous archaeologically 
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valuable items from a far more distant era. They even discovered a kingly burial 
ground, together with documentary records and cultural treasures unsurpassed in 
all Egypt." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings] 

4,000 B.C. - Set [the "Devil"] / Egypt - "About ten thousand years after the time of 
Thoth [about 14,000 B.C.], the vile, unscrupolous Egyptian priesthood, to bring fear
and dread into the hearts of people and to enslave them for their priestly purposes,
turned Set into the devil of today. Before a devil was invented by the Egyptians, a 
devil was unknown. Before that it was a fight between the Soul or Divine Force and
the material affinities for control of man's mind and, through his mind, his bodily 
actions. The Soul's endeavor was to raise the material man to a higher plane. This 
the material affinities fought against and tried to keep him down to their own level." 
[Col. James Churchward]

4,000 B.C. - Hittite Settlements / Cappadocia - "The Hittites settled around 
Cappadocia in present day Turkey. According to reports: 'Sumerian as well as 
Akkadian words were borrowed into the Hittite language. Wherever Akkadian 
influence spread [among the Hurrians, Hittites, Elamites, Canaanites and still 
farther afield into the Aegean and Egypt], the Sumerian impact was felt. 'Cuneiform
Hittite texts are not only written in the script of Mesop

In this thread, I 
mean to explore 
the evidence 
concerning 
Atlantis in the 
time that Plato 
places it, circa 
9000 b.c. At first 
glance the earlier 
time period 
seems to have no
basis. Humanity is
suggested to still 
be hunter-
gatherers dwelling
in caves at this 
time. That would 
be an assumption
that would be, at 
best, a shallow 
one. 

Most of my 
evidence comes 
from the book 
"Plato 
Prehistorian" by 
Mary Settegast, 
although I have 
become inspired 
to also investigate
it on my own 
when I've had the 
time.

Among the 
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evidence 
presented in the 
book:

-During the 
Magdalenian era
(roughly 16,000 
to 9,000 b.c.), 
the horse 
figures 
prominently in 
cave art in Spain
and France. 
Many of you are 
also probably 
aware that the 
horse was the 
animal of 
Poseidon. 

-As the Azilians 
take hold of 
Europe around 
10,000 b.c., the 
cave paintings 
change. For the 
first time, 
human figures 
dominate, the 
figures of 
people engaged 
in war, using 
spears, bows 
and arrows. 
Rather than 
depicting them 
in the process of
the hunt, they 
seem to be 
fighting each 
other. It is a 
depiction of a 
prehistoric war. 

-The Azilians 
made a harpoon,
consistent with 
Poseidon's 
trident, and 
painted designs 
on pebbles. 
Many points 
(arrowheads) 
begin to also 
appear at this 
time, and the 
earliest Azilian 
sites date to 
approximately 
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10,000 b.c. 

-In the Middle 
East, great 
fortifications 
such as the 
walls of Jericho 
first appear. 

-Obsidian (not to
be confused 
with orichalcum)
appears in the 
Franchthi Cave 
of Greece, one 
of the few caves 
in Greece dated 
to the same era 
as Plato places 
the story of 
Atlantis, 10,000 
b.c. 

The author's 
solution to the fact
that the Athens 
Plato spoke of 
has yet to be 
found is that the 
Greece of 10,000 
b.c. was 
undoubtedly 
much bigger (as 
well as simpler in 
form), settled 
along the 
coastline, and is 
probably now 
underwater. As 
yet, she makes no
firm commitment 
as to a position 
for Atlantis.

I think it's 
important to state 
that we aren't 
speaking 
precisely of an 
Atlantis that 
precisely 
resembles the 
one Plato spoke 
of. Even Plutarch 
has said that the 
story received 
some 
"embellishments."
Having said this, I
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firmly believe that 
the story existed 
moreorless as 
"true." We do 
know that at this 
time, ancient sea 
travel was 
probably more 
prevalent than 
historians 
suggest, that the 
horse was 
domesticated and
that weapons of 
war such as the 
spear and the 
bow were in 
existence. 
Perhaps the older 
Atlantis is 
perhaps still out 
there, waiting to 
be discovered. 

[This message 
has been edited 
by Helios (edited 
10-11-2004).]
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Here is one history of the humanity: apologies for it's length:

600,000 B.C. - Ice Age - а"About 600,000 years ago, the Earth entered the first 
series of а'ice ages,' аwhich it had experienced in the most recent period of its 
existence. When the glaciers were at their peak, the sea level reportedly dropped 
as much as 300 feet." [based on, Popular Geologic Theory] 

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
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more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125]
а аа а
500,000 B.C. - Human Remains / Germany - "A human jawbone of about this age, 
homo Heidelbergensis, was found in Heidelberg, Germany, in 1907. "

500,000 B.C. - Human Remains / Britain - "In a gravel pit at Boxgrove, just outside 
Chichester, the remains of a man have been discovered, half a million years old. 
Only a shin bone and two teeth were discovered, but his position, under thick 
layers of gravel show that he is the oldest 'man' so far discovered in Britain. Also in
Boxgrove England, a fossilized rhinoceros shoulder blade with a projectile wound 
was found recently and dated to this time." 

500,000 B.C. - Geode - "The 'geode of Coso', an ancient geode [a cavity of rock 
with walls covered with crystals] picked up near Olancha [California] in which a 
very strange object was found, made of metal and porcelain. In figure A we see the
geode sectioned in two parts, in B the two halfs of the geode seen from the inside. 
The figure C is a frontal radiography of the object: there's a metallic structure, 
uncommon for a so ancient object [fossil shells encrusting its surface are at least 
half a million years old!]. And finally, in D, two images of the metallic structure that 
appears in the interior of the geode of Coso in a lateral radiography." Link 1 [6th 
photo]."

400,000 B.C. - Homo sapiens - "The transition from Homo erectus to Homo 
sapiens, the earliest forms of our own species, occurred approximately 300,000 to 
400,000 years ago." Links: 1 

*Commentary: - Adam? - "If [according to popular literary translations of the Holy 
Bible] Adam was a thinking-feeling type of person with a state of consciousness 
comparable to Homo sapiens [or Homo sapiens-sapiens], who then [or what] 
exactly were Neanderthals, Homo erectus, and Lucy, etc?" [Etznab Mathers]

400,000 B.C. - Irish Elk - "Irish Elk [Megaloceros giganteus] lived in temperate 
climates throughout Europe and western Asia from about this time to a last record 
in Ireland at 10,600 years ago."

400,000 B.C. - Wolf Bones - "Human and wolf bones have been found in the same
place from about this time." 

400,000 B.C. - Hearths - "What may be one of Europe's oldest hearths has been 
found at a 400,000-year-old Stone Age site in southeastern England by 
archaeologists from Liverpool University. The find consisted of an area of red, 
baked sediments, whose limited expanse suggests a controlled fire rather than a 
natural one. The burnt sediments have been removed intact as part of a one-cubic-
meter block so laboratory tests can be undertaken to help identify the nature of the
burning. The site, near Bury St. Edmunds in Suffolk, was in a favorable spot near a
source of water. According to Gowlett, it seems to have been used over centuries 
during a lull between the Ice Ages, when numerous large mammals, including bear
and deer, undoubtedly hunted by early humans, were found in the area. 
Thousands of flint flakes have been discovered at the camp, the by-products of 
stone tool manufacturing, and many have been matched to the cores from which 
they were struck. Human control of fire is well documented at sites dating from 
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150,000 to 200,000 years ago, and remains of hearths between 300,000 and 
400,000 years old have been found at a handful of sites in France, Hungary, and 
China. If confirmed, this latest find will provide further evidence that early humans 
had mastered the use of fire, in this case the ancestors of Neandertals in northern 
Europe." 

300,000 B.C. - Prehistoric Rock Art - "The most ancient evidence of the production 
of art predates the generally accepted earliest dates for the appearance of modern
humans. Cup marks and a meandering line were etched into a sandstone cave in 
India two or three hundred thousand years ago. Line markings on bone, teeth, 
ivory and bone of equal antiquity are known from the campsites of archaic 
humans. Sculpture, in the form of modified natural forms, has been dated to 250-
300,000 years ago in the Near East." Links: 1 

280,000 B.C. - Animal Remains / Los Angeles Bones - "Reportedly, a mastodon 
tooth and camel jaw of about this time were found in tunnels under Los Angeles in 
1997." 

278,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Jinniushan cranium found in 1985 
by a student excavation team from Peking University under the direction of Prof. 
Lu Zun'e, is one of the more recent fossil human specimens discovered in China. 
The cranium was directly associated with a partial skeleton, including a complete 
pelvis, portions of the spinal column, and nearly complete hand and foot bones. 
The remains were recovered from a collapsed limestone cave in Yingkou county, 
Liaoning. The human bearing deposits have been dated to approximately 250-
280,000 years ago. The Jinniushan cranium shows certain derived features that 
ally it to early forms of H. sapiens. These traits include a cranial capacity within the
range of modern people, thin vault bones, an expansion of the parietal region, a 
more gracile cranial base and a more rounded occipital bone, posteriorly. In other 
respects it shares features with H. erectus such as projecting brow ridges, low 
cranial height and an elongate, strongly buttressed cranial vault." 

250,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Siberia - "Russian Archeologist Yuri Mochanov 
of the Yakutish Academy of Sciences announced the discovery of human 
habitation in northern Siberia that dated back to at least 30,000 years. More 
precise techniques later measured the stone artifacts at the site to 250-300,000 
years ago." 

250,000 B.C. - Evolution / Human Brain - "Reportedly, about this time the human 
brain size stopped its slow trend toward enlargement. It may correspond with the 
human attainment of the rudiments of language." 

200,000 B.C. - Evolution / Human Speech - "Reportedly, human speech began no 
earlier than about this time." 

200,000 B.C. - Homo Erectus / Java - "In December 1996, skulls found on the 
Indonesian island of Java suggested that homo erectus [thought to have 
disappeared about 200,000 years ago] was still in existence 40,000 years ago."

200,000 B.C. - Mu - "Man made his advent on earth about two hundred thousand 
years ago, on the continent of Mu, or Lemuria. Mu, the 'Empire of the Sun,' was a 
continent that supported over 60 million inhabitants in the Pacific Ocean, and 
consisted of ten distinct tribes, or peoples all under one government. As legend 
has it, nearly the entire continent fell into the Pacific Ocean by 10,000 B.C." [based
on, Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

* Trivia: "The time I have given as the time man had been on earth may appear 
long but it is taken from two tablets written by the Naacals, which state that about 
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the time Mu went down [10,000 B.C.] man had been on earth 200,000 years. 
There are many Oriental legends stating the same thing." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

* Trivia: "Other names associated with Mu include: Lemuria, and Kuiland." [Etznab 
Mathers] 

178,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Dali specimen from Shaanxi, is 
dated to approximately 180,000 YA. It is similar in many ways to Jinniushan and 
represents a pre-modern form of H. sapiens. Its cranial capacity is intermediate 
between earlier forms of H. erectus and later more modern forms of H. sapiens, 
although it overlaps the range of variation seen in both. Dali is also intermediate in 
its morphological character, retaining many features associated with Asian H. 
erectus while evincing a number of derived features associated with modern 
humans such as expansion of the parietals and transformation in cranial base 
anatomy." 

174,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Australia - "A remarkable find in the Northern 
Territory, Australia, has opened a fierce debate on the prehistory of humans. The 
date of the find, if correct, dramatically pushes back the date at which people 
began to create art and language, and triples the date of occupation of Australia. It 
is, however, strongly contended.... Enormous sculpted boulders, described by 
Australian scientists Richard Fullagar and Paul Tacon as similar in concept to 
Stonehenge, and thousands of detailed circular engravings have been dated by 
them at around 75,000 years old, with stone tools dating back to 176,000 
years.аFullagar and Tacon say that the engravings and sculptures are possibly the
oldest rock art in the world - more than twice the age of the famous French rock art
paintings at Chauvet and Cosquer. But the most extraordinary find, published in 
British Antiquity in December 1996, revealed that Australia may have been 
occupied for up to 176,000 years - more than 110,000 years longer than previously
thought. While excavating in sediments below the rock art, the scientists recovered
ochre dating back between 116,000 and 176,000 years. If Aboriginals really have 
been in Australia for over 100,000 years it enormously changes the traditional view
of pre-history in several ways. Hieroglyphs [over 250] discovered in the National 
Park forest of the Hunter Valley, 100 km north of Sydney [Australia], were known in
the first years of 1900. They resemble archaic Egyptian hieroglyphs and among 
them there is the unmistakable image of Anubis, the ancient Egyptian judge of the 
dead!" Link 1 [12th photo] 

135,000 B.C. - Modern Dog - "DNA evidence in 1997 indicated that the modern 
dog has been around since about this time." 

118,000 B.C. - Human Remains / China - "The Maba cranium, dated to 
approximately 120,000 years ago was discovered in 1958 in the southern Chinese 
province of Guangdong. It was the first substantial specimen of a pre-modern form 
of H. sapiens found in East Asia. It was iniatially thought to be an Asian Neandertal
but does not in fact show any of the derived features of Neandertals as known 
from Europe and the Near East. The Maba skull is similar to other more complete 
finds of pre-modern H. sapiens subsequantly found in China, differing only in minor
ways, such as the size and shape of the orbits and nasal bones. Maba is also 
somewhat reminiscent of the recently discovered Narmada skull from India." 

118,000 B.C. - Carbon 14 - "According to popular science, the age of fossils of 
once-living creatures can be determined by radio carbon dating, often abbreviated 
as carbon dating. When plants take up carbon dioxide from the air, the carbon they
'inhale' includes a radioactive form of carbon, carbon-14, as well as the normal, 
non-radioactive carbon-12. Carbon-14's half life is precisely known: 5,730 years. 
By comparing the amount of carbon-12 in a fossil to the remaining amount of 
carbon-14, the age of the fossil can be determined. Animal fossils [including 
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human] can be dated this way because the animals eat plant matter. This 
technique only works to an age of about 120,000 years, because beyond that time 
so little carbon-14 remains that it is impossible to measure it." 

113,000 B.C. - North American Ice Age - "In North America the last Ice Age is 
called the Wisconsin Glaciation [named for rock deposits studied in the state of 
Wisconsin] and its early phase has been dated by geologists to 115,000 years ago.
There were various advances and retreats of the ice-cap after that, with the fastest
rate of accumulation taking place between 60,000 years ago and 17,000 years ago
- a process culminating in the Tazewell Advance, which saw the glaciation reach its
maximum extent around 15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C., however, millions of square 
miles of ice had melted, for reasons that have never properly been explained, and 
by 8,000 B.C. the Wisconsin had withdrawn completely. The Ice Age was a global 
phenomenon, affecting both the northern and the southern hemispheres; similar 
climatic and geological conditions therefore prevailed in many other parts of the 
world as well [notably in eastern Asia, Australia, new Zealand, and South 
America]." [based on, Popular Gologic Theory] 

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125]

100,000 B.C. - Afro-Arabian Expansion - "The 'Weak Garden of Eden' model for 
the origin and dispersal of modern humans posits a spread around 100,000 years 
ago followed by population bottlenecks. Then around 50,000 years ago a dramatic 
growth occurred in genetically isolated, small population. In a 1998 article Stanley 
Ambrose proposed an alternative hypothesis, a volcanic winter scenario, to explain
recent human differenciation. The bottleneck was caused by a volcanic winter 
resulting from the super-eruption of Toba in Sumatra. If Ambrose's hypothesis is 
correct modern human races differentiated abruptly through founder effect, genetic
drift and adaptation to local environments around 70,000 years ago. Ambrose 
points out that the Out of Africa dispersal date of around 100,000 years ago fits the
generally warm, humid last interglacial period, 130 - 74,000 years ago. An 
impressive body of paleontological evidence shows an Afro-Arabian biotic 
community expanded northward during this period. Several such multi-species 
dispersals out of Africa have occurred during previous interglacial phases. He 
considers the variants of the Replacement model to be more accurate and realistic
than the Multiregional models." 
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100,000 B.C. - аHominid Fossils / Australasia - "The hominid fossils from 
Australasia are argued to show a continuous anatomic sequence, with the earliest 
Australians displaying features seen in Indonesia 100,000 years ago. Similar 
evidence is seen in northern Asia. One million years old Chinese fossils differ from 
Javan fossils in ways that parallel the differences between north Asians and 
Australians today. Morphological continuity is also evidenced by prominently 
shoveled maxdlary incisors occurring in high frequency in living east Asians and in 
all the earlier Asian fossils. They point out the fact that the Neandertals and 
modern humans in the Near East shared an identical culture. They also argue that 
the Neandertals were not fully replaced. The more recent DNA isolation from 
Neandertal fossils counters this belief." 

100,000 B.C. - Hominids - "The fossil record shows that about 100,000 years ago, 
several species of hominids populated Earth. Homo sapiens could be found in 
Africa and the Middle East; Homo erectus, as typified by Java Man and Peking 
Man, occupied Southeast Asia and China; and Neanderthals roamed across 
Europe." 
http://mirrorh.com/timeline.html 
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90,000а B.C. - Pottery - "Potassium-argon dating and thermoluminescence can be 
used to date pieces of pottery back to about this time." 

80,000 B.C. - Expansion / Homo sapiens - "After millions of years of sluggish 
evolution a major population expansion of early modern Homo sapiens occurs 
from 80,000 to 30,000 years ago. A scenario consistent with ecological and genetic
evidence indicates spread to separate regions from an initial restricted area about 
100,000 years ago followed by dramatic population growth, especially after 50,000 
B. P." [link number 3] 

74,000 B.C. - Volcanic Eruption / Sumatra - "According to one report, a major 
volcanic eruption occurred in Sumatra at this time." 

73,000 B.C. - Fashioned Ornaments - "WASHINGTON - About 75,000 years ago, 
in a Stone Age cave overlooking the ocean, someone collected shells and bored 
holes in them, producing the oldest known evidence that humans had fashioned an
ornament. Discovery of the set of beads pushes back by about 30,000 years the 
first indications of the ability to make and use such symbolic materials.... The 
previously oldest known human ornaments are perforated teeth and eggshell 
beads from Bulgaria and Turkey, dated 41,000 to 43,000 years old, and 40,000-
year-old ostrich-shell beads from Kenya." [By Randolph E. Schmid, The 
Associated Press, 04/16/04]

73,000 B.C. - Human Art / Australia - "A remarkable find in the Northern Territory, 
Australia, has opened a fierce debate on the prehistory of humans. The date of the
find, if correct, dramatically pushes back the date at which people began to create 
art and language, and triples the date of occupation of Australia. It is, however, 
strongly contended. Enormous sculpted boulders, described by Australian 
scientists Richard Fullagar and Paul Tacon as similar in concept to Stonehenge, 
and thousands of detailed circular engravings have been dated by them at around 
75,000 years old, with stone tools dating back to 176,000 years. While excavating 
in sediments below the rock art, the scientists recovered ochre dating back 
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between 116,000 and 176,000 years. If Aboriginals really have been in Australia for
over 100,000 years it enormously changes the traditional view of pre-history in 
several ways." 

70,000 B.C. - Historical Records - "Most of the ancient nations kept in their temples
imperishable records - writings on either stone or burnt clay tablets like bricks. 
Some of the oldest known are in Tibet and some were written, according to the 
astrological dates written on them, 70,000 years ago. There are hundreds in India 
dating back 35,000 years and some are even older but without a date. In the 
Himalayan monastaries, writings of 70,000 years ago are to be seen. Some of 
these date man back 200,000 years or 270,000 years. The dates are given by the 
positions of stars, one to the other." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Mu - "All who left the motherland [Mu] in any direction were called 
Mayas. Colonization must have started at least 70,000 years before Mu sank 
[about 10,000 B.C.], for there are Naacal writings in the Orient stating that the Holy
Brothers carried the religion and the sciences of the Motherland to the colonies 
'over 70,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Uighur Empire а- "The Uighur Empire was possibly the first, and 
unquestionably the largest, most important, and most powerful of all the colonial 
empires belonging to Mu. Colonization commenced just north of Burma more than 
70,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

70,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Greece - "The country of Greece has been 
inhabited since 70,000 B.C." [The History Channel, 2004] 

69,000 B.C. - Volcanic Winter - "A new hypothesis about recent human evolution 
suggests that humans came close to extinction because of a 'volcanic winter' that 
occured 71,000 years ago. Reportedly, the 'volcanic winter' [subsequent to the 
eruption of Mount Toba in Sumatra] lasted about six years and was followed by 
1,000 years of the coldest Ice Age on record." 

68,000 B.C. - European Ice Age - "Known technically as the Wurm Glaciation, this 
European Ice Age started about 70,000 years ago, a little later than its American 
counterpart [at 115,000 yrs. ago], but attained its maximum extent at the same 
time [17,000 years ago], and then experienced the same rapid withdrawl [15,000 - 
13,000 B.C.], and shared the same terminal date [8,000 B.C.]." [based on, Popular 
Geologic Theory] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

68,000 B.C. - South American Emigration - "The topography of South America 
today is totally different from what it was 20,000 years ago, the time when droves 
of Carians, Karians, and Negro colonists were leaving the Motherland to find new 
homes and more room upon the earth. When this exodus from the Motherland 
commenced we have not as yet been told, but there are various records of 
emigration some 35,000 years ago and others 70,000 years ago. Then South 
America was like the rest of the world - flat and without mountains." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 
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60,000 B.C. - Neanderthals - "Homo Neanderthalensis discovered at Shanidar 
cave, Iraq." 

57,000 B.C. - Human Presence / Australia - "In 1974 a near complete skeleton was
found near Lake Mungo, a dry lakes in western New South Wales. The corpse of 
this individual, Lake Mungo 3 was covered with red ochre before burial. In 1999 
the specimen was restudied (Thorne, et. al.,1999). The researchers carried out 
ESR and U-series dating study. The age estimate obtained for the human skeleton 
through the combination of U-series and ESR analyses was 62,000 ▒ 6000 years. 
The age agrees with age estimates for the burial sediment, 61,000 ▒ 2000 years. 
The age results are far older than previously assumed. The authors concluded that
the Lake Mungo 3 burial documents the earliest known human presence on the 
Australian continent. The specimens age implies that the present Australian 
indigenous population colonized the continent by 57,000-71,000 years ago." 

58,000 B.C. - Rapid Advance / Norh American Glaciation - "There were various 
advances and retreats of the ice-cap after 113,000 B.C., with the fastest rate of 
accumulation taking place between 60,000 years ago and 17,000 years ago." 
[based on Popular Geologic Theory] 

50,000 B.C. - Mexico - а"Mu's 1st colony in North America was established at 
Mexico more than 50,000 years. B.C." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of 
Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - North America -а"If we were to start the beginning of man's history in
America we would have to go back beyond 50,000 years ago and possibly more 
than 100,000 years ago. Geological records show very high and advanced 
civilization in North America more than 50,000 years ago. [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - Scandinavia - "That part of Europe which now forms the 
Scandinavian countries had a settlement made from Central America at least 
50,000 years ago. The Central American tradition says that the Quetzals 'had milk 
white skins, blue eyes and light, flaxen hair', the characteristics of the 
Scandinavians today." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

50,000 B.C. - Mediterranean Population Boom - "A population boom some 40,000 
to 50,000 years ago may have given rise to some uniquely modern human 
behaviors - like flashy dressing. Archaeologists Mary Stiner and Steve Kuhn of the 
University of Arizona and Erksin G№leч of Ankara University say their study of 
animal bones suggests a rise in population density around the Mediterranean that 
accompanied, and may have even caused, a proliferation in objects of personal 
adornment like shell beads. The archaeologists have noticed a shift in diet during 
this time from slow-reproducing animals that are relatively easy to capture 
['unless,' says Kuhn 'you have a really bad back'], like tortoises and shellfish, to 
quickly reproducing, hard-to-catch game like rabbits and birds. They speculate that
a burgeoning human population forced people to broaden their diet to include 
animals that were more difficult to hunt. Finds of shell beads from places like 
▄чagizli Cave in Turkey and Ksar' Akil in Lebanon also suggest a growing 
population. 'Youuse ornaments to identify things about yourself,' says Kuhn. 'The 
target audience for the beads is people who are more or less strangers, that know 
just enough about you to understand what ornaments mean. As populations grow, 
you deal with more strangers. Beads are a new form of communication, so that 
you know at a distance who the person is and how you should deal with them.' " 

50,000 B.C. - Cataclysm / Mu а[Lemuria] - "These records tell us that the 
legendary paradise of man, thought of as the Garden of Eden, was laid on the lost 
continent of Lemuria which was sunk by earthquakes and tidal waves fifty 
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thousand years ago." [Paul Twitchell, The Shariyat-Ki- Sugmad, Book Two, p. 107, 
Second Edition - 1988] 

43,188 B.C. - Configuration - "Reportedly, modern astrologers who have charted 
the Mayan date for the end of the Fifth Sun calculate that there will be a most 
peculiar arrangement of planets at the time [2012 A.D.], an arrangement so 
peculiar that it can only occur once in 45,200 years." [Graham Hancock, 
Fingerprints Of The Gods] 

43,000 B.C. - Flute / Slovenia - "A fragment of a 45,000 year old flute was found in 
Slovenia." 

40,000 B.C. - Russia - "Humans lived within the Arctic Circle tens of thousands of 
years earlier than previously believed, paleontologists from Norway and Russia 
report. The common assumption has been that humans first colonized the far north
at the end of the last Ice Age, around 13,000 to 14,000 years ago. But stone 
artifacts, animal bones, and a mammoth tusk with human-made marks found at a 
Paleolithic site in the Russian Arctic push this date back to nearly 40,000 years 
ago. Anatomically modern humans began arriving in Europe and the Middle East 
about 40,000 to 35,000 years ago. Neandertals are thought to have appeared in 
Europe about 120,000 years ago. They disappear from the fossil record about 
28,000 years ago." 

38,000 B.C. - Homo Erectus / Java - "In December 1996, skulls found on the 
Indonesian island of Java suggested that homo erectus [thought to have 
disappeared about 200,000 years ago] was still in existence 40,000 years ago."

38,000 B.C. - Europe - "Reportedly, Stone-age humans came to Europe, probably 
from central Asia and the Middle East, in 2 waves of migration that began about 
this time. DNA evidence from Y-chromosomes in 2,000 A.D. suggested that 4 of 5 
European men shared a common ancestor from this 1st wave." 

38,000 B.C. - Sufism / Central Asia - "Reportedly, there is a tradition in Sufism that 
it originated in Central Asia 40,000 years ago." 

36,000 B.C. - Emerald Tablets - "By one report, an ancient set of tablets ascribed 
to Hermes, or Thoth, etc., date back some 36,000 years B.C." 

35,000 B.C. - Neanderthal / Cro-Magnon Crossover - "In terms of geological time, 
there appeard to be nothing to separate the late neanderthalers and the early Cro-
magnons, but they were as different from each other as cattle are from horses. Not
only that, but their cultures were remarkably dissimilar, with the Cro-Magnons 
displaying an uncanny sophistication in terms of their art, clothing, habitation and 
general lifestyle.
а а"The apparent time-frame for the Neanderthal/Cro-Magnon crossover was 
about 35,000-30,000 BC, and they did exist as contemporaries for a time, thereby 
proving that one did not evolve from the other. It is of particular interest to note that
there has never been a trace of any interbreeding between the distinctly different 
strains, and as the Cro-Magnons grew to prominence, so the Neanderthalers 
became totally extinct." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Holy Grail, p. 67] 

35,000 B.C. - Birth / Adam - "The fact that Adam is credited with the knowledge of 
good and evil, having eaten from the tree that made him wise (Genesis 3:6), 
determines that he was of the strain called homo sapiens. In practice, he would 
actually have been of the further advanced modern strain called homo sapiens-
sapiens. Adam's date, consequently, falls into a post-35,000 BC category. But the 
Neanderthalers and others preceded this era -so how could Adam be said to be 
the 'first' man? Of what particular strain was he the first?" [Laurence Gardner, 
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Genesis of the Grail Kings, p. 15] 

35,000 B.C. - Homo Sapien Expansion - "We modern humans emerged 
anatomically earlier than the cultural characteristics that we today commonly 
associate with modern humans. A new set of cultural features appeared in full 
bloom during the Upper Paleolithic, about 30,000 to 35,000 years ago, when 
population expansion spread to extensive new areas in Asia, Europe and Australia.
The cultural baggage of H. sapiens at the time included musical instruments, 
ceramics, sculpture, flaked stone blades, portable art objects, jewelry, and new 
tools and equipment. Materials employed were stone, bone, antler, teeth, ivory, 
wood and clay. The important invention of the needle occurred and sewn, fitted 
clothing and footwear were invented. A dozen bird bone flutes are known from 
between 32,000 and 22,000 BP. Art included the adornment of bodies by 30,000 
years ago. Materials proveniences of hundreds of miles distance indicate long 
distance travel or trade networks." [link 4] 

32,000 B.C. - Neanderthal Crossbreading? - "Three fossils - 34,000 to 36,000 
years old - may support the theory that early Europeans bred with Neanderthals, a 
WU [Washington University] anthropologist says." [Tina Hesman, St Louis Post-
Dispatch, 09/23/03] 

33,000 B.C. - Indian Tablets - "Most of the ancient nations kept in their temples 
imperishable records - writings on either stone or burnt clay tablets like bricks. 
Reportedly, some of the oldest were written [according to the astrological dates 
written on them] 70,000 years ago. There are hundreds in India dating back 35,000
years and some are even older but without a date." [Col. James Churchward] 

33,000 B.C. - East Timor Settlement - "A settlement twice as old as any previously 
known in East Timor has been identified following carbon dating from an 
archaeological dig. Researchers at the Australian National University [ANU] dated 
the shells from a cave near Tutuala village at the eastern end of the island at 
between 30,000 and 35,000 years old." 

33,000 B.C. - South American Emigration - "The topography of South America 
today is totally different from what it was 20,000 years ago, the time when droves 
of Carians, Karians, and Negro colonists were leaving the Motherland to find new 
homes and more room upon the earth. When this exodus from the Motherland 
commenced we have not as yet been told, but there are various records of 
emigration some 35,000 years ago and others 70,000 years ago. Then South 
America was like the rest of the world - flat and without mountains." [Col. James 
Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

30,000 B.C. - Japan а- "Although the Japanese do not settle Japan until the third 
century B.C., humans had lived in Japan from about 30,000 B.C. For Japan was 
not always an island. During the Ice Ages, it was connected to the Korean 
peninsula by means of a land bridge. All four main Japanese islands were 
connected, and the southern island of Kyushu was connected to the Korean 
peninsula while the northern island of Hokkaido was connected to Siberia. Around 
10,000 B.C. these original inhabitants developed a unique culture which lasted for 
several thousand years: the Jomon [cord pattern] culture." 

30,000 B.C. - Colonial Empire / India - "Valmiki, the Hindu sage-historian, writing 
from ancient temple records, said: 'that the children of the Motherland were mighty 
navigators who took their ships from the eastern to the western oceans and from 
the southern to the northern seas in days so remote that India was only a colony 
and had not yet become an Empire.' It was more than 30,000 years ago that India 
was turned from a colony into a colonial empire." [Col. James Churchward, The 
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Children of Mu] 

30,000 B.C - Nephilim - "We now discover why it was that the Nephilim/Watchers 
were said to have fallen from grace having fathered their offspring from the 
daughters of men. Enoch tells that those of their senior number [the seven 
archangels] were annoyed that the Chiefs of the Tens had begun to teach their 
offspring too muchаtoo soon by imparting some of the secrets of the signs in 
earlier days. It was reported that they had taught about the metals of the earth, and
how to use them; they taught about the roots of the earth and their medicines; they
taught about the sun, the moon and the constellations, and of clouds and weather 
patterns. The Archangels were said to have admonished the chiefs of the 
Watchers for having 'revealed the eternal secrets' and for having thrown 
humankind into an internecine turmoil so that the preeminent sons of the Watchers
were at varience with the evolutionary sons of men.
а а"The writings indicate that, in light of their new-found supremecy, the 
Watchers'аoffspring took advantage of their priviledge and assumed martial control
over their mundane brothers, [who were called the Eljo] slaughtering them 
wholesale in the process. It is often said that 'a little knowledge is a dangerous 
thing', and this is presented as the case in this regard. Although the sons of the 
Watchers [called the Naphidem] had gained an amount of advanced knowledge 
from their Nephilim fathers, they were genetically still somewhat primitive by way of
their mothers, and they were, seemingly, unable to cope with this knowledge. 
Hence, they demonstrated the darwinian principle of the 'survival of the fittest'. 
They were bigger and stronger than their neighbors; they were generally superior 
to their neighbors; and so they slew their neighbors. Indeed the Jubilees text 
indicates that there was a full-blown genocide, with the Naphidem race against the 
Eljo people, while the Nephilim unsuccessfully endeavored to restrain their 
Naphidem sons." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings, аpp. 59-60]
а а"It is apparent, therefore, that the story of the Naphidem-Eljo racial war comes 
from long before the Flood, and from long before Adam. On that account, it is 
significant [as will be disclosed when we look at the Sumerian historical listings] 
that the Nephilim ancestry is itself said to trace back tens of thousands of years. 
From the time of the genocidal slaughter, the Nephilim became what we might 
describe as 'guardian angels' - the custodians of a salvaged world which they had 
practically destroyed. Their new domain was essentially the world of the Naphidem
- a root breed of culturally advanced Afro-Asian homo sapiens, who had 
superseded their Eljo predecessors by about 30,000 years." [Laurence Gardner, 
Genesis Of The Grail Kings, p.61]а 

30,000 B.C. - Neanderthal Extinction - "Homo Sapiens Neanderthalensis 
disappeared at the beginning of this era [about 30,000 B.C.], but he left behind 
evidence of his Spiritual perceptions. This is most clearly seen in Neanderthal 
Burials at Shanidar in northern Iraq, excavated by Richard Solecki, and in Russian 
Turkestan. The Shanidar grave contained the body of a 42 year old man, sprinkled 
with flowers. The Turkestan grave contained a 4 year old boychild buried with the 
accouterment of a warrior. The Shanidar burial is not in and of itself evidence of a 
belief in an Afterlife. But in the case of the boy from Turkestan, one must ask why a
boy, who could not have been a warrior, were buried with such equipment unless 
there were an expectation that he might need it? This is the best evidence of a 
belief in an afterlife 45,000 years ago, though it is not proof." 
http://mirrorh.com/timeline.html 

IP: 66.222.126.231

Helios
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28,186 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
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years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune. аNote: Neptune-Pluto configurations 
later than 600 B.C. represent estimated projections that could be off by several 
years. They are caluclated by subtracting [from 577 B.C.] multiples of а493 years." 

*Trivia: - Phoenix Cycle - "From classical sources we discover that the Greeks 
recognized what was called the Phoenix Cycle, derived from Egyptian legends of 
the Bennu bird that rose from its own ashes every 500 years. There are some 
indications this Cycle was linked with the Plutonic revolution of 247 years doubled. 
According to the Pythagorean/NeoPlatonic Greeks and Egyptians, with each Cycle
culmination and for a hundred years on either side of it, it was prophesied that an 
influx of special souls would be incarnating - variously called savants, masters, 
teachers, messiahs, avatars, and bodhisattvas by different traditions - whose 
chosen work was to raise overall planetary consciousness." 

28,000 B.C. - Equinox at Aries - а"The period of a complete cycle of the vernal 
point around the celestial sphere is approximately 25,800 [or 25,776] years. In 
other words, after 25,800 years, the vernal point is back at the starting point or 
fiduciary vernal point [zero degrees sidereal Aries]. For the same reason that 
astrologers have allowed for twelve signs as the sun passes through its annual 
orbit, this 25,800 years cycle is also divided into twelve signs, with each of these 
twelve signs averaging some 2,150 [or 2,148] years each." 

28,000 B.C. - Ainu а/ Japan - "The Ainu were the aboriginal inhabitants of the 
Japanese islands back to this time. They had European features, wavy hair and 
thick beards before they intermarried with the Japanese." 

28,000 B.C. - Human Presence / Chile - "In Chile, scientists excavating a 12,500-
year-old settlement at Monte Verde have found evidence of a human presence that
may extend back as far as 30,000 years." 

28,000 B.C. - Primitive Tools - "Evidence has emerged of common origins of 
primitive tools dating back over 30,000 years recovered from ancient sites in 
America, and those from sites in the trans-Baikal region of Siberia." 

28,000 B.C. - Ice Age Camp / Artic Siberia - "Russian scientists uncovered a 
30,000-year-old site where ancient hunters lived on the Yana River in Siberia, 
about 300 miles north of the Artic Circle and not far from the Bering land bridge 
that then connected Asia with North America." [The Associated Press, 01/02/04] 

27,000 B.C. - Villages - "It is unlikely that we will ever determine which of the 
'cities' currently contending for the honor of being oldest is the more ancient. It is 
indeed probable hat none of the settlements now being considered was the first to 
develop into a city. The evidence now available suggests 7,000 B.C. as a likely 
date for the beginning of cities. That would be 20,000 years after the oldest known 
'villages'." 

25,000 B.C. - 13 Moon Calendar - "The 13 Moon calendar reflects the natural cycle
of the thirteen month lunar year, and is, in fact, a cycle used by all indigenous 
cultures present and past. Amazingly, human understanding of lunar phases can 
be traced back to around 25000 BC. The modern version of this calendar is formed
by 13 regular months of 28 days each, plus one day out of time. This period also 
equals the length of a solar year. The cycle of 28 days reflects the natural female 
cycle of menstruation. Moreover, the days are designated by the progression of the
Tzolkin count. Each day is formed by the combination of one of the 13 pulsations, 
one of the 20 solar frequencies, and a color which represents one of the four 
directions. The most effective way to break the hypnotic spell of artificial time is to 
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follow the thirteen month calendar. The 13:20 frequency transcends all cultural 
boundaries, and this calendar has been made available in a number of different 
languages. The 13 Moon calendar synchronizes all people of Earth with the natural
cycles of planetary, solar, and galactic rhythms." а 

24,000 B.C. - Beginning / Grand Cycle - "Approximate [theoretical ] beginning date 
for the 26,000-year Grand Cycle period of evolution that reportedly culminates in 
December, 2012." 

23,400 B.C. - Atlantis - а"Reportedly, Atlantis was governed by a king, that is, 
Atlantis was a kingdom over 25,400 years ago. An Egyptian papyrus states that 
Poseidon was the first king of Atlantis and that he was followed by a long line of 
Poseidons, thus forming a Poseidon Dynasty. A map drawn up by Admiral Piri Reis
[believed to have been compiled from earlier source documents at the library of 
Constantinople in 1513 A.D.] portrays a large island in the Atlantic Ocean to the 
east of the South American coast where аno such island now exists. The island is 
located right over the sub-oceanic Mid-Atlantic Ridge just north of the equator and 
700 miles east of the coast of Brazil, where the tiny rocks of the Sts Peter and Paul
now jut above the waves." 

23,000 B.C. - Amazon Sea - "There are a collection of clay tablets in a monastary 
located in western Tibet that contain maps of various parts of the earth. Twenty-
five thousand years ago, according to one map, two great streams of colonists 
were crossing the center of South America in boats. They were going from the 
Motherland [Mu] in the Pacific Ocean to Atlantis and points beyond, even through 
the Mediterranean Sea as far as Asia Minor. This map showed the Amazon Sea 
opening to the Atlantic Ocean on the east, and connecting [by canal] to the Pacific 
Ocean on the west. The Amazon basin only became a swamp after the great 
island of Atlantis was submerged." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

23,000 B.C. - Indo-European - а"According to popular history, basic Indo-European
is thought to have started 25 thousand years ago in central Europe and through 
Russia and Iran to the Indian subcontinent.” 

20,000 B.C. - Birth / Osiris - "Osiris was a man and his history has been recorded 
by the Naacals, Their writings say: 'Osiris was born in Atlantis [about] 22,000 years
ago. On arriving at young manhood, he left Atlantis and went to the Motherland to 
study in her colleges. He entered a Naacal college where he studied and remained
until he became a Master and a Holy Brother. He then returned to Atlantis and 
there purged religion of the extravagances and excesses which had crept into it. 
He then became the head of the Atlantian Church, a position which he held 
through a long life....' " [Col. James Churchward] 

20,000 B.C. - Russian Artifacts - "Unusual, mostly spiral-shaped objects found in 
years 1991-1993 on the small river Narada, on the eastern side of the Ural 
mountains [Russia]. Their size ranges from a maximum of 3 cm [1.2 in.] down to 
an incredible 0.003 mm, about 1/10,000th of an inch! The larger ones are of 
copper, while the small and very small ones are of the rare metals tungsten and 
molybdenum. Exact measurements of these often microscopically-small objects 
have shown that the dimensions of the spirals are in the so-called Golden Mean 
ratio. All tests carried out to date give an age for the objects of between 20,000 
and 318,000 years ago, depending on the depth and the situation of the site." Link 
1 [19th photo] 

19,000 B.C. 

18,000 B.C. - Mountains - "Mountains were relatively unknown before 20,000 
years ago. Most of our mountains were аnot raised until about 10,000 to 11,000 
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B.C. There are Oriental records which speak of both the first and second 
migrations of Uighurs into Europe. The first entered Europe during the Pliocene, 
before the mountains were raised. The second migration took place during the 
Pleistocene and after the mountain raising, many thousands of years after the first 
migration. The people of the first migration were pretty generally wiped out by the 
Great magnetic Cataclysm and subsequent mountain raising. They were not 
entirely wiped out as three small communities or families were saved. The 
descendants of these today are: the Bretons of France, the Basques of Spain, and 
the genuine Irish. They are all linguistically related." [Col. James Churchward] 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward,The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 

18,000 B.C. - Human Art / Spain - а"There were paintings discovered in northern 
Spain [Altimira cave] of bison, deer, and other animals, in red and black, drawn 
perhaps as long as 20,000 years ago." 

18,000 B.C. - Babylon а- "The history of Babylonia is made up of the histories of 
the Akkadians, the Sumerians, the Chaldaens, the Assyrians, the Medes, and the 
Persians; only one of which today exists as a distinctive people. The recorded 
history such as has been found, referring to what historians have called 'the Old 
Oriental Empires' and recorded by our scientists, consists of the reading of a few 
tablets and inscriptions written in cuneiform and then matching up the translations 
with the Biblical Legends. The furthest any of these go back is 5,000 years ago. 
The commencement of Babylonia dates back 18,000 years or more when a 
settlement on the river Euphrates was made by a company of Naga-Mayas from 
India. In after times they met the end of the Eastern Line from Mu. The people they
met were Semitic. After the Akkad settlement was firmly established, the Akkadians
worked inland up the Euphrates River and became known as Sumerians. 
Herodotus, Lib. 1-181, says; Berosus, who was an early Babylonian priest-
historian, wrote, 'the first inhabitants of Babylonia were foriegners of another race.' 
Berosus then proceeds to establish distinctions between the foriegners and the 
Babylonians and Assyrians, and follows by saying, 'Civilization was brought to 
Mesopotamia by Oannes and six other beings, half man and half fish who came up
the river from the persian gulf.' " [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Sumeria а- "Sumer is a Naga-Maya word meaning 'flat lands or 
plains.' From this they took or were given the name Sumerians, plainsmen or men 
of the plains. It is thus seen that the Sumerians and the Akkadians were one and 
the same people; the difference being that one set lived inland, countrymen, and 
the other set lived on the seashore, shoremen. Historians, however have written as
if the Akkadians and Sumerians were two different peoples, which is erroneous. 
Valmiki, the Hindu sage-historian, in his works written 1,300 B.C., tells us that 
'these colonists...of the Euphrates settlement' [Akkadians and Sumerians] 'called 
their settlement Babylonia and their chief city, Babylon.' Babylon was also 'Ka Ra' 
which is Naga-Maya meaning 'the city of the Sun.' Valmiki also states 'that the 
Naacals left India and went to Babylonia, there to teach the religion and the 
sciences of the Motherland.' " [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Akkadians - а"According to popular history: About 3,000 B.C. a group
of people called Akkadians drifted into the Tigris-Euphrates valley along the 
northern fringes of Sumeria. They spoke a language [Semitic] entirely unrelated to 
Sumerian." 

* Trivia: "The first Akkadians were a company of Naga-Mayas from India who came
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through the Persian Gulf and made their first settlement at the mouth of the 
Euphrates river. They called the place Akkad. Akkad is a Naga-Maya word 
meaning 'soft and marshy ground' which today is the character of the ground on 
the Euphrates Delta. When the settlement was formed the people adopted the 
name they had given to their settlement and thus became known as Akkadians. 
Temple records in India speak of this settlement but give no date. Contemporary 
records have dates of about 18,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward] 

18,000 B.C. - Chaldaens а- "The Akkadians and Sumerians, the real and ancient 
Babylonians, were far in advance of a Semitic people living to the north of them, as
regards both civilization and learning. Surrounding the settlement at Akkad, and at 
various places along the river, there were large areas of tall reeds, the homes of 
vicious animals. To protect themselves against these marauding beasts the settlers
built stockades around their homes and villages. These stockades they called 
Chaldi. All of their colleges and temples of learning were within an enclosure. This 
enclosure was called Chaldi. Later, Chaldi was the name given to the learned class
and their colleges." [Col. James Churchward] 

B.C. - Semites - а"The Sumerians and Akkadians were attacked and conqured by 
a Semitic people coming down from the North. These Semitics finding the 
civilization of the Akkadians and Sumerians so far in advance of their own, instead 
of putting them to the sword or enslaving them, assimilated them, that is, they were
placed on an equality with their conquers and intermarried. Their scientists were 
given the greatest honors. So successfully did this work that in the absorbtion the 
Akkadians and Sumerians were never known again as a separate people. They 
disappeared from history. There is no mystery about the origin of the Semitic race 
which came down from the north. They left the Motherland, Mu, and first made a 
settlement in Yucatan calling their city Zahia, the remains of which are to be found 
a few miles from Uxmal. From there a company migrated to the east, forming a 
settlement on the Caucasian Plains and around the foot of the Caspian sea. This is
the hinterland of asia minor and where we find the Biblical historical mountain, Mt. 
Ararat, raising its imposing head some 15,000 or 16,000 feet above the level of the
plain. The Egyptians called this country Zahia after the Yucatan name." [Col. 
James Churchward] 

B.C. - Art - "Reportedly, 'Classical scholars know about the orientalising periods in 
Greek art; and near eastern specialists are familar with Minoan, Mycenaean, 
Hellinistic and still later Greek influence in Western Asia and Egypt. The 
interconnections antedate not only the earliest Hebrew and Greek writings, but 
also the earliest texts of Sumer and Egypt." 

17,000 B.C. 

16,354 - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

16,000 B.C. 

15,000 B.C. - Tiahuanaco - "Just 12 miles southward of the southernmost tip of 
Lake Titicaca lie the remains of Tiahuanaco, the site of a technologically advanced 
culture considered by many archaeologists to be the oldest ruins in the world. 
Although some misguided scholars have attributed the аbuildings of Tiahuanaco to
the Incas, it has now been established that аthe city was already in ruins when the 
first Incas came upon the scene.аIn his voluminous work Tianacu: the Cradle of 
American Man, the late Professor Arthur Posnansky explains the archaeo-
astronomical calculations which led to his controversial re-dating of Tiahuanaco. 
According to Posnansky, Tiahuanaco had been in active use as a port as early as 
15,000 B.C. Based on the mathematical/astronomical calculations of Prof. 
Posansky, and Professor Rolf Muller [who has also challenged the official dating of
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Machu Picchu], it pushes the main phase of construction of Tiahuanaco back to 
15,000 B.C. This chronology also indicates that the city later suffered immense 
destruction in a phenomenal natural catastrophe around the eleventh millennium 
B.C., and thereafter rapidly became separated from the lakeshore.аThe orthodox 
historical view is that the ruins of Tiahuanaco cannot possibly be dated much 
earlier than 500 A.D." More Links: 1, 2, 3, 4 

15,000 B.C. - Athens, Greece - ""There are many records stating that Asia Minor, 
the Lower Balkans and Egypt were first colonized through Mayax and Atlantis. 
According to the temple records at Sais, a city existed on the spot which Athens 
occupied 11,500 years ago and which was built 17,000 years ago - a thousand 
years before the history of Lower Egypt commenced." [Col. James Churchward] 

15,000 B.C. - Human Art / France - "The cave art of Paleolithic man of Lascaux, 
France dates to this time. It contains some 600 paintings, 1,500 engravings, and 
innumerable mysterious dots and geometric figures." 

15,000 B.C. - Maximum Extent /аNorh American Glaciation - "The Tazewell 
Advance saw the North American glaciation reach its maximum extent around 
15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C., however, millions of square miles of ice had melted, 
for reasons that have never properly been explained, and by 8,000 B.C. the 
Wisconsin had withdrawn completely." [Based on, popular Geological Theory] 

15,000 B.C. - Maximum Extent / European Ice Age - "Known technically as the 
Wurm Glaciation, this European Ice Age attained its maximum extent 17,000 years
ago, and then experienced the same rapid withdrawl, and shared the same 
terminal date [8,000 B.C.]." [Based on, popular Geological Theory]

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward] 
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15,000 B.C. - Height of Civilization / Uighur - "Chinese legend tells that the Uighurs
were at the height of their civilization about 17,000 years ago. This date agrees 
with geological phenomenon." 

15,000 B.C. - Destruction / Uighur Empire - "Various Oriental traditions record that 
the destruction of the Uighur Empire occurred 17,000 years ago.... The Uighurs 
were the forefathers of all of the present-day Aryan Races." [Col. James 
Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.133-134] 

15,000 B.C. - Species Extinction - "... in different parts of the earth (for different 
reasons and at different times) the long epoch of glaciation witnessed several quite
distinct episodes of extinction. In all areas, the vast majority of the many destroyed
species were lost in the final seven thousand years from about 15,000 BC down to 
8,000 BC.... In the New World, for example, more than seventy genera of large 
animals became extinct between 15,000 BC and 8,000 BC, including all North 
American members of seven families, and one complete order, the Proboscidea. 
These staggering losses, involving the violent obliteration of more than 40 million 
animals, were not spread out evenly over the whole period; on the contrary, the 
vast majority of the extinctions occured in just two thousand years, between 11,000
BC and 9000 BC. To put this in perspective, during the previous 300,000 years 
only about twenty genera had disappeared.
а а"The same pattern of late and massive extinctions was repeated across Europe
and Asia. Even far-off Australia was not exempt, losing perhaps nineteen genera of
large vertebrates, not all of them mammals, in a relatively short period of time.
а а"The northern regions of Alaska and Siberia appear to have been the worst hit 
by the murderous upheavals between 13,000 and 11,000 years ago. In a great 
swathe of death around the edge of the Artic Circle the remains of uncountable 
numbers of large animals have been found - including many carcases with the 
flesh still intact, and astonishing quantities of perfectly preserved mammoth tusks. 
Indeed, in both regions, mammoth carcases have been thawed to feed to sled 
dogs and mammoth steaks have featured on restaurant menus in Fairbanks. One 
authority has commented, 'Hundreds of thousands ofindividuals must have been 
frozen immediately after death and remained frozen, otherwise the meat and the 
ivory would have spoiled ... Some powerful general force was certainly at work to 
bring the catastrophe about.' " [Graham Hancock, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 
212-213] 

15,000 B.C. 

14,000 B.C. - Height of Civilization / Atlantis а- "A reported date marking the height 
of Atlantian civilization." 

14,000 B.C. - Lower Egypt - "The Nile Colony was the original name of Lower 
Egypt. It was started at Sais on the Nile Delta by Mayas, coming from Atlantis 
under the leadership of Thoth about 16,000 years ago. Thoth was the Son of an 
Atlantean Priest, who founded a temple at Sais on the banks of the Nile, where he 
taught the Osirian Religion. Thoth was the god of writing, learning, and medicine. It
was he who composed the early and most important portions [the 64th chapter] of 
the Book of the Dead at the commencement of Egyptian Civilization. He was 
depicted as having the head of an ibis bird." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. - Egyptian Book of the Dead - "The earliest texts bear within 
themselves proofs, not only of having been composed, but also of having been 
revised, or edited, long before the days of king Meni, and judging from many 
passages in the copies inscribed in hieroglyphics upon the pyramids of Unas [the 
last king of the Vth dynasty, about B.C. 3,333], and Teta, Pepi I., Mer-en-Ra, and 
Pepi II. [kings of the VIth dynasty, about B.C. 3,300-3,166], it would seem that, 
even at that remote date, the scribes were perplexed and hardly understood the 
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texts which they had before them. The most moderate estimate makes certain 
sections of the Book of the Dead as known from these tombs older than three 
thousand years before Christ. We are in any case justified in estimating the earliest
form of the work to be contemporaneous with the foundation of the civilization 
which we call Egyptian in the valley of the Nile." 

14,000 B.C. - Egyptian Sky Chart - "Reportedly, the original sky chart of the remote
Ancient Egyptians [dating back to 11:57 pm July 3rd 14,000 BCE] was 
incorporated into the Narmer Plate in 4,468 B.C. Plato [4th century B.C.] reported 
that the Egyptians had observed the stars 'for ten thousand years'." 

14,000 B.C. - Human Art / France - "Several thousand engravings are made at La 
Marche, France, mostly of animals but also including some humans." 

14,000 B.C. - Human Civilization / Peru - "Reportedly, sixteen thousand years or 
more ago Peru enjoyed a civilization as prominent as the civilization of Yucatan - 
this was about the time Egyptian history commenced."
а аа"The walls of Sacsahuaman in Peru, that in a certain way resemble the 
underwater constructions of Bimini, are an archeological mystery because they 
date back to an ancient age and because the stones are disposed in a way to 
appear merged together. Nobody can explain how such big stones, with so strange
internal and external angles, were transported, cut and measured, and disposed 
with precise purposes, but also in an irregular manner by prehistorical people, so 
ancient that even Incas haven't documentations on them. Some of the lines near 
Nazca [Peru] continue in parallel for kilometers though they come across 
mountains and valleys on their way. Who could trace them and what was their 
purpose?" Link 1 а[8th and 9th photos]." 

14,000 B.C. - Cara Maya - "Maya records state that Karas [Carians, Chancas] 
made settlements along the coasts of South and Central America [Mayax] during 
the time of Queen Moo. According to the Troano Manuscript, Queen Moo lived 
16,000 years ago." [Col. James Churchward]."

14,000 B.C. - Manoa - "According to legends, a group of Cara Mayas left Central 
America and founded the city of Manoa [The City of Gold] more than sixteen 
thousand yearsago." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. - Tiahuanaco - "On top of the Andes Mountains, 13,500 feet above the
level of the Pacific Ocean on the shores of Lake Titicaca, are the ruins of a 
prehistoric city called Tiahuanaco. Among the ruins of this city there is a wonderful 
monolith called by archaeologists 'one of the archaeological wonders of the world.' 
It is completely covered with inscriptions, most of which are Cara-Maya. The stone 
is reportedly about 16,000 years old." [Col. James Churchward] 

14,000 B.C. 

13,800 B.C. - Fossil Remains / Dogs - а"Fossil remains of dogs have been found 
in human-occupied caves. Reportedly the oldest date back some 14,000 years." 

13,000 B.C. 

13,000 B.C. - Mountains - "Many records show that from 12,000 to 15,000 years 
ago mountains were unknown. Reportedly, the Bible relates that the waters of the 
'flood' rose 26 feet and covered the mountains. Also, in Psalms, there is a 
reference: 'before the mountains were raised.' Many of the Central Asiatic tribes 
date their time from the raising of the Himalayas and mountains of Central Asia. 
The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa from the north, as their country in 
the north was ruined by the raising of the mountains. Legends say that hundreds of
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millions of lives were lost during the raising of the Asiatic mountains. Geological 
phenomena throughout the world confirm the fact that mountains are of recent 
origin. But the greatest exibits of all are: the Valley of Mexico and the Andes in 
south America [Col. James Churchward]." 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward,The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 

13,000 B.C. - Melting Ice? / North America - "The Tazewell Advance saw the North 
American glaciation reach its maximum extent around 15,000 B.C. By 13,000 B.C.,
however, millions of square miles of ice had melted, for reasons that have never 
properly been explained, and by 8,000 B.C. the Wisconsin had withdrawn 
completely." [Based on, popular Geological Theory] 

13,000 B.C. - Transition Period - "Fifteen thousand years ago in a span of several 
decades a dramatic shift in global weather brought a rapid end to the cold, glacial 
Pleistocene epoch. The impact of this period of intense transitions for humanity is 
aptly expressed in the survival of flood epics in so many now disparate 
mythologies." [link number 14] 

* Trivia: "Since 13,000 B.C. a vast area of land [the size of Australia, Canada, and 
North America combined], now [2,000 A.D.] lies below sea level. For the most part,
modern archaeology continues to 'avoid' this area, in spite of the numerous man-
made structures that litter its surface." 

13,000 B.C. - Upper Egypt - "Both Indian and Egyptian records speak about a 
settlement called Maioo, in Nubia [Upper Egypt]аnear the modern town of Suakin. 
Colonization reportedly took place somewhere in the neighborhood of 15,000 
years ago. Valmiki: 'The Mayas from India established a colony in Egypt, giving it 
the name of Maioo.' Valmiki in 'Ramayana,' Vol 1, page 342, Fauche's translation 
reads: 'The Naacals first established themselves in the Deccan, India, and from 
there carried their religion and learning to the colonies of Babylonia and Egypt'." 
[Col. James Churchward] 

13,000 B.C. - Egyptian Agriculture - "At some point between 13,000 B.C. and 
10,000 B.C. Egypt has enjoyed a period of what has been described as 
'precocious' agricultural development - possibly the earliest agricultural revolution 
anywhere in the world identified with certainty by historians. This golden age of 
agricultural plenty, however, was brought to an abrupt halt around the middle of the
11th millennium B.C. " 

12,410 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - а 

12,000 B.C. 

12,000 B.C. - Ancient Letters - "In one of the caves at Mas d'azil in southern 
France, as in Spain, Portugal and England, pebbles were found covered with 
mysterious geometrical signs and decorations partly similar to letters of our 
alphabet [ex: M, T, EI]. The French archaeologist Piette dated them as far back as 
12,000 to 8,000 B.C." 
http://mirrorh.com/timeline.html 

IP: 66.222.126.231
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11,000 B.C. - Ancient Human Bones / North America - "In 1959, the partial skeletal 
remains of an ancient woman estimated to be 10,000 years old were unearthed in 
Arlington Springs on Santa Rosa Island, one of the eight Channel Islands off the 
southern California coast. They were discovered by Phil C. Orr, curator of 
anthropology and natural history at the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. 
The remains of the so-called Arlington Springs woman were recently reanalyzed by
the latest radiocarbon dating techniques and were found to be approximately 
13,000 years old. The new date makes her remains older than any other known 
human skeleton found so far in North America." а 

*Trivia: "In 1959-60, two femurs were excavated at a site called Arlington Springs 
on Santa Rosa Island. Responsible for the digs was Phil C. Orr, Curator of 
Anthropology at the Museum of Natural History in Santa Barbara. He published his
findings in Science 135, 3499 (1962): 219 and American Antiquity 27, 3 (1962): 
417-419, followed up by full account in Prehistory of Santa Rosa Island (Santa 
Barbara, 1968). Jon Erlandson reviews the evidence Orr collected at Arlington 
Springs in Early Hunter-Gatherers of the California Coast (New York: Plenum, 
1994), pp. 184-186.... The main discovery is that Arlington Springs Man was in fact
a woman and significantly earlier than previously thought. Radiocarbon dating has 
moved Orr's estimate of 10,000 years ago back to 13,000 B.P." а 

11,000 B.C. - Holocene Period - "The Holocene is the name given to the last 
11,000 years of the Earth's history - the time since the end of the last major glacial 
epoch, or 'ice age'. Since then, there have been small-scale climate shifts but in 
general, the Holocene has been a relatively warm period in between ice ages." 
Links: 1 

*Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

*Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

*Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
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magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward]

11,000 B.C. - Gas Belts - "Gas belts could not form until after the rock above was 
too thick to raise and puncture. This occured about 12,500 to 13,000 years ago, so
that mountains are of camparatively recent origin." [Col. James Churchward] 

11,000 B.C. - Species Extinction - "... in different parts of the earth (for different 
reasons and at different times) the long epoch of glaciation witnessed several quite
distinct episodes of extinction. In all areas, the vast majority of the many destroyed
species were lost in the final seven thousand years from about 15,000 BC down to 
8,000 BC.... In the New World, for example, more than seventy genera of large 
animals became extinct between 15,000 BC and 8,000 BC, including all North 
American members of seven families, and one complete order, the Proboscidea. 
These staggering losses, involving the violent obliteration of more than 40 million 
animals, were not spread out evenly over the whole period; on the contrary, the 
vast majority of the extinctions occured in just two thousand years, between 11,000
BC and 9000 BC. To put this in perspective, during the previous 300,000 years 
only about twenty genera had disappeared.
а а"The same pattern of late and massive extinctions was repeated across Europe
and Asia. Even far-off Australia was not exempt, losing perhaps nineteen genera of
large vertebrates, not all of them mammals, in a relatively short period of time.
а а"The northern regions of Alaska and Siberia appear to have been the worst hit 
by the murderous upheavals between 13,000 and 11,000 years ago. In a great 
swathe of death around the edge of the Artic Circle the remains of uncountable 
numbers of large animals have been found - including many carcases with the 
flesh still intact, and astonishing quantities of perfectly preserved mammoth tusks. 
Indeed, in both regions, mammoth carcases have been thawed to feed to sled 
dogs and mammoth steaks have featured on restaurant menus in Fairbanks. One 
authority has commented, 'Hundreds of thousands ofindividuals must have been 
frozen immediately after death and remained frozen, otherwise the meat and the 
ivory would have spoiled ... Some powerful general force was certainly at work to 
bring the catastrophe about.' " [Graham Hancock, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 
212-213] 

11,000 B.C. - North American Extinction - "Reportedly, a mass extinction occurred 
in parts of North America and coincided with the growing population of Indian 
hunters." 

11,000 B.C. - Plentiful Wild Game / Ohio - "North-central Ohio's flat, almost 
featureless landscape is covered with fields of corn, soybeans, wheat, and alfalfa 
as far as the eye can see. But at Sheriden Cave, more than 32 feet below the 
surface, we have found remains of plants and animals that tell of a very different 
landscape at the end of the Ice Age, some 12,000 to 13,000 years ago. Then, 
there were spruce and pine parklands, open patches of grassland interrupted by 
occasional cedars, and shallow streams and wetlands bounded by willows and 
poplars. Some of the animals inhabiting this landscape - white-tailed deer, 
raccoon, woodchuck, and fox - are found in Ohio today, while others - caribou, pine
marten, and lemming - were far south of their modern ranges. Most spectacular 
were the now extinct species, including short-faced bear, giant beaver, stag 
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moose, and herds of pig-like peccaries. In this game-rich environment, a small 
band of hunters made use of the cave." 

11,000 B.C. - Egyptian Rock Art - "Rock art in the El-Hosh area of Upper Egypt has
been firmly dated to at least 8,000 years old, making it the oldest artwork ever 
recorded in the Nile Valley. One of the samples, taken from a typical 'fish-trap' 
design, gave a radiocarbon date of about 5,900 to 5,300 B.C. This date provides a 
minimum-age estimate for the petroglyphs. It is estimated that the curvilinear 
designs are between 13,000 and 8,000 years old, well beyond the age of any other
graphic activity known in the Nile Valley. " 

10,970 B.C. - Equinox at Leo - "According to one report, the Age of Leo spanned 
from 10,970 B.C. to 8,810 B.C." [Based on, Fingerprints Of The Gods, p. 240, by 
Graham Hancock] 

10,500 B.C. - Stone-Age Egyptians - "No one knows exactly why, but after about 
10,500 B.C. the early sickle blades and grinding disappear to be replaced 
throughout Egypt by hunting, fishing and gathering peoples who use stone tools." 

10,500 B.C. - Giza Complex - "Robert Bauval and Graham Hancock argue that in 
10,500 BCE, an advanced culture in Egypt decided upon the ground plan of the 
Giza complex." [The Stargate Conspiracy, p. 24] 

10,500 B.C. - Skulls - "Reportedly, specimens of modern humans after about 
10,500 B.C. have smaller craniums. Another skullа coming from Ica [Peru] and 
Merida [Mexico] is equivalent to the modern skull type, but with several factors out 
of proportion. The eye sockets are about 15% larger than the ones of a modern 
man skull, but the most significant thing is the cranial capacity, that ranges 
between minimum of 2,600 and maximum of 3,200 ccm [our current cranial 
capacity is about 1,450 ccm!]." 

10,500 B.C. - Jomon Period / Japan - "Japanese Jomon [cord pattern] Period 
[10,500-300 B.C.]." 

10,450 B.C. - Giza Pyramids -а"According to archaeo-astronomer Robert Bauval, 
the pattern traced out on the ground [in almost fifteen million tons of perfectly 
dressed stone] matched exactly the pattern in the sky [of Orion's belt] during the 
epoch of 10,450 B.C. Using a sophisticated computer programme capable of 
plotting the precessionally induced changes in the declinations of all the stars 
visible in the sky over any part of the world in any epoch, Bauval found that the 
Pyramids/Orion's Belt correlation was general and obvious in all all epochs, but 
specific and exact in only one: At 10,450 B.C. - and at that date only - we find that 
the pattern of the pyramids on the ground provides a perfect reflection of the 
pattern of the stars in the sky." 

10,000 B.C. - Sumer - "Although Mesopotamia was a world leader in numerous 
aspects from around 10,000 B.C., there appears to have been a very marked 
further advancement аfrom about 4,000 B.C. when southern Mesopotamia 
became identified as Sumer and the truly municipal cities flourished. By that time 
they were formally recognized as city-states which operated as individual 
kingdoms, and it is the story of the amazing rise of Sumer which provides the very 
thrust of the patriarchal narrative in Genesis. This sudden cultural expansion was 
not simply a matter of general evolvement; it was a mighty technical and academic
revolution which has long baffled scholars and historians worldwide."

10,000 B.C. - Egyptian / Sphinx - а"The Sphinx is supposed to have been built by 
Khafre around 2,500 B.C., but since the beginning of dynastic times - say 3,000 
B.C. onwards - there just hasn't been enough rain on the Giza plateau to have 
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caused the very extensive erosion that we see all over the Sphinx's body. You 
really have to go back to before 10,000 B.C. to find a wet enough climate in Egypt 
to account for weathering of this type and on this scale. It therefore follows that the
Sphinx must have been built before 10,000 B.C. and since it's a massive, 
sophisticated work of art it also follows that it must have been built by a high 
civilization." 

10,000 B.C. - Thailand Settlements - "Over 10,000 years ago, man lived near the 
waterways in the north and central Thailand. Archaeological evidence of Neolithic 
settlements has been discovered in an area covering no less than 40 provinces. 
They include tools and decorative objects made of flint, bone and shells. Primitive 
paintings dating to this period exist in a number of caves." 

10,000 B.C. - Burma Disaster - а"The ancient civilization of Burma was reportedly 
wiped out about 12,000 years ago, during the forging of various gas belts, and the 
raising of mountains." [Col. James Churchward]

10,000 B.C. - Mu Disaster а- Reportedly: "Nearly the entire continent of Mu fell into
the Pacific Ocean around 10,000 B.C. After the sinking of the Motherland Mu, all 
civilizations throughout the world either degenerated or came to a standstill, not 
only Egypt, but all others, including India." [Col. James Churchward] 

*Commentary: "At the destruction of Mu, the King and High Priest of the 
Motherland, addressed the pleading crowds, saying: 'You shall all die together, you
and your servants and your riches. From your ashes new nations shall arise and if 
they forget they are superior, not because of what they put on but what they put 
out, the same will befall them.' [Col. James Churchward, The Sacred Symbols of 
Mu, p. 34] 

10,000 B.C. - Nez Perce / North America - "The Nez Perce are a North American 
Indian people of the Sahaptin family. The name is from the French and means 
pierced nose. They lived in the Wallowa Valley of Oregon, Washington and Idaho 
for some 12,000 years." 

10,000 B.C. - Lake Titicaca Ruins - "There are stone 'ruins' more 'ancient' than the 
stone causeway leading out of Lake Titicaca. These 'ruins' are buried under six 
feet of 'sediment' on the shallow 'bottom' of Lake Titicaca. The sediment contains 
'pre-historic' [more ancient than 12,000 B.C.] sea shell fossils." 

10,000 B.C. - Antartica а- "According to theorists, the continent of Antartica 
[between 10,000 to13,000 yrs. ago] drifted to its present location as the result of 
earth-crust displacement. The combined effect of the Piri Reis, Oronteus Finaeus, 
Mercator, and Buache maps is the strong, though disturbing, impression that 
Antartica may have been continuously surveyed over a period of several 
thousands of years as the ice cap gradually spread outwards from the interior, 
increasing its grip with every passing millennium but not engulfing all the coasts of 
the southern continent until around 4000 B.C." 

10,000 B.C. - Ruins / Bimini - "The ruins of temples dated at 12,000 years old have
been found near Bimini, Bahamas. Preliminary analysis has revealed that the 
original structures, although smaller in size than the Great Pyramid of Giza, appear
to have been more advanced. Casing stones have been measured which are of 
the same unique angle as those at the Great Pyramid. The ruins are megalithic 
and bear a remarkable resemblance to ancient sites in Egypt. So called 'quarry 
marks' found in the Aswan quarries and also on the Great Pyramid, itself, appear 
to be identical matches with those found on the Bimini temple stones. Other 
characteristics closely match features at megalithic sites in Peru, the Yucatan, 
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Ireland and Scandinavia." 

10,000 B.C. 

10,000 B.C. - Glacial Decline - а"During this period [10,000 - 8,000 B.C.], the last 
period of glaciation that Earth has experienced [so far] was drawing to its close. 
The glaciers were receding, and Earth's climate was beginning to approach what it 
is today.
а а"With the glaciers gone, great changes came about. The Sahara Desert, for 
instance, once a lush grassland, began to dry out and become a desert. The land-
bridges joining Asia with North America in the north, and with Australia in the south,
were drowned. The people, who had now occupied the Americas and Australia 
were separated from the main population on the World Island and would remain 
separated for over 9000 years...."
а а"... large strands of wild grain grew throughout the Middle East." [Isaac Asimov, 
Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 23] 

* Commentary: "The geological Glacial Period is one of those bizarre, fantastic, 
mythical theories that has taken strong root in the minds of our present-day 
scientists. The Glacial Period is history repeating itself. Such scientific 
misconceptions have pervaded the scientific world all through history and even 
back beyond historical times, as is shown by the symbolical Tower of Babel; and 
when there was Atlas disturbing the scientific fraternity until they clubbed together 
and unceremoniously buried him in the Northwest corner of Africa. The Glacial 
Period is really modern and up-to-date, for it boasts of having a family of little 
glaciations, so that there will be some support for it in its old age. Agassiz and his 
assistants, who framed the Glacial Period Theory and surrounded it with such a 
corrollary of impossibilities, never studied the origin and workings of forces or 
natural laws, otherwise they would never have foisted such a raw scientific 
proposition on an unsuspecting public." [Col. James Churchward, Cosmic Forces 
of Mu, Volume Two, pp.114-115] 

* Commentary: "To form an ice cap around the Northern parts of the Northern 
Hemisphere down to the 40th Parallel, of a thickness of 20,000 feet, would require 
more water than now exists in the Artic Ocean, North Atlantic and North Pacific 
Oceans. Where did the water come from? and where has it gone to since? The 
water which formed the Northern Ice Cap could not have come from the the South,
because the South Pole was imitating her northern sister by dressing herself also 
up in an equally imposing ice cap. Between the two, there was more water used in 
forming these two lumps of ice than now exists on the face of the earth!" [Col. 
James Churchward, Cosmic Forces of Mu, Volume Two, p.125] 

* Commentary: "The earth has been subjected to two forms of cataclysms, arising 
from two distinct causes. First, the volcanic cataclysm arising from volcanic 
workings. These cataclysms affect local areas only. Second, the magnetic 
cataclysm, caused by a lurch of the earth going back into magnetic balance. A 
magnetic cataclysm results from the earth getting out of magnetic balance. The 
earth is out of magnetic balance when her pole gets drawn towards the sun more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from its mean position. When the pole has been drawn more 
than 23 1/2 degrees from mean, the earth's gyroscopical force carries it back at too
great a velocity, which causes a displacement of the earth's surface 
waters.аDuring the early part of the earth's history, magnetic cataclysms were of 
frequent occurence, as shown by various rock formations. They continued down to
the end of the Tertiary Era, when the earth's crust had been so thickened and 
compacted that the earth went into the final magnetic balance." [Col. James 
Churchward] 

10,000 B.C. - Native Americans / Tennessee - "Reportedly, Native Americans lived 
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in Tennessee about 12,000 years ago." 

10,000 B.C. - Villages and Towns - "From around 10,000 – 7,000 B.C. 
communities based on agriculture [link 7] appeared in various places throughout 
the world. Excavations at Catal Huyuk in what is now Turkey, Teleilat el Ghassul in 
the Jordan valley, the Hussuna, Samarran and Halaf cultures of the Mesopotamian
plain just to mention a few, all show conclusively that these early agricultural 
communities were well planned villages and towns, some with elaborate irrigation 
and even sanitation systems. One of the most striking features about these 
communities however, was the fact they were all built without any fortifications or 
defenses of any kind. And astonishingly these early cultures didn’t manufacture 
weapons of war." 

9,975 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - "Uranus-Pluto conjunctions and 
oppositions might bring sudden and radical changes, like a cathartic diarrhoea, yet 
their full integration takes ages." 

Note: Uranus-Pluto configurations later than 577 B.C. represent estimated 
projections only. They are caluclated here by subtracting alternating multiples of 
111 and 143 years." [Etznab Mathers]

9,945 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune." а 

аNote: "Neptune-Pluto configurations later than 600 B.C. represent estimated 
projections only. They are caluclated here by subtracting alternating multiples of 
а493 years." [Etznab Mathers] 

9,700 B.C. - African Ice Core Analysis - "A detailed analysis of six cores retrieved 
from the rapidly shrinking ice fields atop Tanzania's Mount Kilimanjaro shows that 
those tropical glaciers began to form about 11,700 years ago." [COLUMBUS, Ohio,
October 22nd] 

9,610 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

9,500 B.C. - Atlantis Disaster - а"A traditional date when Atlantis 'began' to sink." 

*Trivia: "When Atlantis was first submerged she only went down deep enough to 
be awash at low tide so that at low tide mud banks appeared with masses of 
seaweed which made the Northern Atlantic Ocean impassable. This fact is 
recorded in the temple histories of Egypt." [Col. James Churchward] 

9,500 B.C. - Syrian Flood - "The Neolithic site of Abu Hureyra, 40 miles 
downstream from Jerf el-Ahmar, Syria, was flooded [9,500 - 6,100 B.C.] under the 
waters of the Taqba Dam in the 1970s."

9,500 B.C. - Athens Disaster - "From Egypt we learn that one of the Athenian 
capital cities, ancient Athens, was destroyed by earthquakes and submerged 
11,500 years ago, about the same time that Atlantis was submerged. The 
Egyptians further tell us that ancient Athens was built 17,000 years ago." [Col. 
James Churchward, The Children ofMu] 

9,500 B.C. - North American Mountains - "The various phenomena which are 
shown throughout the Valley of Mexico today demonstrate without the possibility of
controversy that the mountain ranges in North America are not over 11,500 years 
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old, if as much." [Col. James Churchward, The Children of Mu] 

*Trivia: "The Bible relates that the waters of the 'Flood' rose 26 feet and covered 
the mountains. In Psalms there is a reference 'before the mountains were raised.' 
Many of the Central Asiatic tribes date their time from the raising of the Himalayas 
and mountains of Central Asia. The Zulus claim that they came to South Africa 
from the north, as their country in the north was ruined by the raising of the 
mountains." [Col. James Churchward, The Children Of Mu, pp. 53-54] 

9,500 B.C. - Chinese Agriculture - "Rice cultivation began in China ca. 11,500 
years ago, some 3,500 years earlier than previously believed, according to 
Chinese and Japanese archaeologists who studied 125 samples of rice grains, 
husks, plant remains, and grain impressions in pottery excavated from more than 
100 sites along the Yangtze River. The oldest specimens were from sites on the 
middle Yangtze in Hubei and Hunan provinces, while samples from both upstream 
and downstream were dated between 10,000 and 4,000 years ago. Syuichi 
Toyama, an environmental archaeologist at Japan's Kogakukan University, says 
the evidence suggests rice cultivation began in the middle Yangtze and spread 
from there." 

9,467 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction" 

9,452 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

9,000 B.C. - Atlantis Disaster - "Traditional date when the continent of Atlantis sank
beneath the waves. Researchers probing the ocean bottom have found 18-story-
high towers of stone deep in the ocean near a section of volcanic fault ridges that 
extend for 6,200 miles along the Atlantic Ocean floor." 

9,000 B.C. - Jericho Settlement - "This city, located near a permanent spring a few 
miles west of the Jordan River was excavated by Kathleen Kenyon. There were 
indications of settlement after 9,000 B.C. This settlement grew to city status by 
7,000 B.C. and is perhaps the oldest continuously occupied city on Earth." 

9,000 B.C. - Wooly Mammoth Extinction - "The wooly mammoth became extinct 
about 11,000 years ago." 

9,000 B.C. - Large City / Iraq - "The town of Chemi Shanidar, later part of Iraq, was
the largest city of the time with 150 people." 

9,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Denmark - "The finest record [9,000 B.C. - 4,000 
B.C.] of Mesolithic and Neolithic peoples exists in Denmark, due to the country's 
numerous bogs." 
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9,000 B.C. - Lunar Calendar / Uganda - "The Ishango bone from modern Uganda 
in equatorial east Africa was identified by Marshak as a Lunar Calendar, dated 
about 9,000 B.C." 

9,000 B.C. - Wheat Cultivation / Turkey - "The wild progenitor of einkorn wheat, 
one of the first crops to be domesticated (ca. 9000 B.C.), has been identified 
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genetically in southeastern Turkey, according to a report in the journal Science. 
Manfred Heun of the Agricultural University of Norway, along with Norwegian, 
German, and Italian colleagues, examined the DNA of 68 lines of cultivated 
einkorn (Triticum monococcum monococcum), 194 lines of wild einkorn (T. m. 
boeoticum) from nine geographical regions within the Fertile Crescent, and nine 
lines of a weedy einkorn (T. m. aegilopoides) found in the Balkans." 

9,000 B.C. - Tools / North America - "The Wenachee site, dated to 11,000 B.P. and 
located in the Inner Columbia River Basin, presents evidence of a new 
assemblage of stone tools in the Americas at their earliest known horizon." [link 5] 

8,810 B.C. - Equinox at Cancer - "About this time, the Vernal Equinox was at 
Cancer." 

8,600 B.C. - Irish Elk - "Until this time, Irish Elk [Megaloceros giganteus] lived in 
temperate climates throughout Europe and western Asia."

8,500 B.C. - Cities / Middle East - "According to popular history, this was the date 
when the first cities were established in the Middle East. One of the leading 
contenders is Jericho." 

8,466 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "There are five major planets with average 
cycles of motion relevant to the study of history. These are: Pluto [250 years], 
Neptune [165 years], Uranus [84 years], Saturn [28 years] and Jupiter [12 years]." 

8,451 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

8,000 B.C. - Neolithic Age а- "According to popular history, this period [10,000 - 
8,000 B.C.] in which herding and agriculture came into use, is called the 'New 
Stone Age' or [in Latin] the 'Neolithic Age.' " 

8,000 B.C. - Glacial Decline / Northern Hemisphere - "Popular Belief: By 8,000 
B.C. the Wisconsin Glaciation and the European Wurm Glaciation had withdrawn 
completely.

8,000 B.C. - Vedas - "Reportedly, the Vedas have been passed down through oral 
tradition for over 10,000 years, appearing in written form between 2,000 - 4,000 
B.C." 

8,000 B.C. - Ancient Ruins / India - "At Poompuhur, facing the Bay of Bengal, 
Indian divers found a horseshoe-shaped object, measuring 85 metres in length, in 
water more than 23 metres deep. According to one scientist, the land on which this
structure was built last stood above water more than 11,000 years ago. In January 
[2002], Indian marine scientists discovered what may be the more extensive 
remains of two ancient cities in the Gulf of Cambay. The site spans an area of 
about 25 square kilometres, 35 metres deep, which, until as late as 6,900 years 
ago, was entirely above water. About 2,000 possibly man-made artifacts have 
been dredged and carbon-dated from 8,500 to 9,500 years old." 

8,000 B.C. - Civilization / Ur - "The Ur culture developed during the Neolithic Age 
and became global in expanse by 8,000 B.C. According to popular belief: 'Where 
the Sumerians came from is still disputed. Typologically, the language of Sumer 
resembles Chinese, which suggests an eastern origin. Some scholars have 
proposed that the Sumerians came by ship, landing on the north shore of the 
Persian Gulf.' " 

8,000 B.C. - Writing - "Clay tokens have been used since as early as 8,000 B.C. in 
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Mesopotamia for some form of record-keeping." 

8,000 B.C. - European Inscriptions - "Epigraphers remain perplexed concerning 
such ancient European inscriptions as the Azillian signary c.8000 B.C.E. from 
southern France." 

8,000 B.C. - Stonehenge - "Stonehenge was for a long while thought to have built 
slowly - over about 1000 years between 2,100 and 1,100 BC. This chronology was
called into question in 1996 by new archaeological evidence. Following a two-year 
study commisioned by the English Heritage Foundation, researchers concluded 
that аthe great circles of blustones and sarsens had in fact been put up between 
2,600 BC and 2,030 BC. Less than a year after these results were published 
another study showed that the stone circles had been preceded by wooden circles 
of 6-metre pine 'totem poles' dated to 8,000 BC. [Heaven's Mirror, Quest For The 
Lost Civilization, by Graham Hancock and Santha Faiia, p. xiii] 

8,000 B.C. - Geography / Ireland - "The shape and landscape of present-day 
Ireland—an island of 27,100 square miles [70,200 square kilometers]—were 
formed 10,000 years ago when Atlantic Ocean glaciers slowly began their retreat. 
The event left the country rich with the soil that has nurtured Ireland's flora and 
fauna for centuries, and which offered a hospitable environment for migrating 
people to settle and plant seeds." 

8,000 B.C. - Bog Bodies - "Over the past centuries, remains of many hundreds of 
people - men, women, and children - have come to light during peat cutting 
activities in northwestern Europe, especially in Ireland, Great Britain, the 
Netherlands, northern Germany, and Denmark. These are the "bog bodies." The 
individual bog bodies show a great degree of variation in their state of 
preservation, from skeletons, to well-preserved complete bodies, to isolated heads 
and limbs. They range in date from 8,000 B.C. to the early medieval period. Most 
date from the centuries around the beginning of our era. We do not know exactly 
how many bog bodies have been found--many have disappeared since their 
discovery." 

8,000 B.C. - Florida Indians - "Florida's Aucilla River is yielding evidence of the 
adaptability of Paleoindians to their changing environment at the end of the 
Pleistocene, 10,000 years ago. For a decade, researchers from the Florida 
Museum of Natural History have been excavating the Page-Ladson site, and this 
past fall [1996] they uncovered the ground surface of a Paleoindian habitation at a 
depth of 15 feet.аRadiocarbon dates place the beginning of the occupation at ca. 
10,000 years ago. At the time, the site, now only five miles from the Gulf Coast 
near Tallahassee, was nearly 100 miles inland, and Florida's landscape resembled 
Africa's savannahs. Within 100 years, however, rising water at the end of the last 
glaciation flooded the site, sealing it with deposits that contain shells of freshwater 
molluscs." 

8,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / South America - "The altiplano of Peru and 
Bolivia appears at first sight to be a very inhospitable land. Its high mountains, 
windswept plains, and icy waters of Lake Titicaca make it a stark, yet beautiful 
landscape. This 'high plain' (literally!) at a base elevation of 12,600 feet above sea 
level, is the ancestral home to the famous Andean animals (llamas and alpacas) 
and plants (potatoes and quiёoa). These creatures evolved in this harsh 
environment through natural selection. However, the highly successful human 
occupation of the area that began approximately 10,000 years ago depended 
largely on cultural adaptations, rather than biological ones. These cultural 
developments from the Archaic (ca.9,500- 4000 years ago) through the Formative 
Period (ca. 3200-2000 years ago) attest to a long period of economic and social 
intensification, a trend that is common throughout the world. In this 7,000 year 
span, we see the first colonization of the altiplano, the settling of permanent 
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villages, and the rise of chiefly societies that formed the basis of Tiwanaku, one of 
the high civilizations of the New World. Dating of squash seeds from a cave in 
Oaxaca, Mexico, has confirmed that plant domestication in the Americas began 
some 10,000 years ago. The new finding, reported by Smithsonian archaeologist 
Bruce Smith in the journal Science, indicates that planting began in the New World
about the same time as in the Near East and China." 

7,422 B.C. - Copper Age - "Theoretical date for the beginning of the Copper Age 
based on computations using the number 2,160 years for the length of Kali Yuga." 

7,420 B.C. - Mummy / Nevada - "A mummy excavated in 1940 and stored at the 
Nevada State Museum in Carson City was recently dated to ca. 7,420 B.C., 
making it the oldest mummy ever discovered in North America. 

7,300 B.C. - Kennewick Man - "A skeleton was found in July, 1996 A.D. by the 
Columbia River in Kennewick, Washington. It was named the 'Richland Man.' The 
9,300 year old bones were later studied and determined to be most closely related 
to Asian people, particularly the Ainu of northern Japan. It was concluded in 2,000 
A.D. that he was an American Indian. The bones were dated to 7514-7324 B.C. 
Most intriguing is that the mummy was wearing moccasins and shrouds of woven 
marsh plants. The weave of the shrouds indicates that it was made on a 
loom.а'Kennewick Man' represents the best-preserved - human remains yet found 
in this part of the world, among the oldest anywhere in North America." 

7,300 B.C. - Neolithic Surgery - "New accelerator radiocarbon dating of the 
Dnieper Rapids cemeteries near Kiev in Ukraine by the Oxford Radiocarbon 
Laboratory has produced evidence that trepanation, the surgical removal of bone 
from the cranial vault, was performed during the Mesolithic period. During a study 
of 14 individuals at the Vasilyevka II cemetery, Malcolm C. Lillie, a 
geoarchaeologist and palaeoenvironmentalist at the University of Hull, found one 
skeleton [no. 6285-9] to have evidence of trepanation. The cemetery, excavated in 
1953 by A.D. Stolyar, has been dated to 7,300-6,220 B.C., making the trepanned 
cranium the oldest known example of a healed trepanation yet discovered. The 
skull, which was originally reported in Russian by I.I. Gokhman in 1966, has a 
depression on its left side with a raised border of bone and 'stepping' in the center 
showing stages of healing during life. The complete closure indicates the survival 
of the patient, a man who was more than 50 years old at his death. The dates for 
the individual are 1,000-2,000 years earlier than those of the skull at Ensisheim in 
France, recently reported by Kurt Alt to be the earliest evidence for trepanation 
[see Neolithic Surgery, September/October 1997]." 

7,000 B.C. - Chinese Fluteа- "Archaeologists discover a 9,000 year old playable 
Flute in China. The 8.6 inch instrument in pristine condition has seven holes and 
was made from a hollow bone of a bird, the red-crowned crane. It is one of six 
flutes and 30 fragments recovered from the Jiahu arcaeological site in henan 
province." 

7,000 B.C. - Human Skeleton / England - "In 1903 A.D. a skeleton of a man, 9,000 
years old, was discovered in the underground caves at Cheddar, 130 miles west of
London, England." 

7,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Alaska - "The Discovery Channel's latest 
archaeological offering takes mummy-mania to an unpublicized corner of the 
known mummy world - Alaska's Aleutian Islands. The Unangan, seafaring 
ancestors of today's Aleut, made their home in the barren archipelago for some 
9,000 years, honing techniques for hunting large sea mammals, building sturdy 
houses, and, perhaps surprisingly, perfecting ritual mummification in a hostile, wet 
climate." 
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7,000 B.C. 

6,800 B.C. - Jarmo Settlement / Iraq - "Reportedly, the settlement of Jarmo, in the 
foothills of northern Iraq, dates to about 6,800 B,C." 

6,500 B.C. - Equinox at Gemini - "About this time, the Vernal Equinox was at 
Gemini." 

6,500 B.C. - Catalhuyuk - "A prehistoric city located in Anatolia, or modern day 
Turkey where a number of artifacts appear to support evidence for the widespread 
practice of Goddess worship. Reportedly, 'the oldest layer of Catal Huyuk yet 
excavated [virgin soil has not yet been reached] is reliably carbon dated to 6,500 
B.C.' " 

6,500 B.C. - Mexican Step Pyramid - "Just south of the university campus of 
Mexico City, off the main road connecting the capital to Cuernavaca, stands a 
circular step pyramid of great complexity [with four galleries and a central 
staircase]. It was partially excavated in the 1920's from beneath a mantle of lava. 
Geologists were called to the site to help date the lava, and carried out a detailed 
examination. To everyone's surprise, they concluded that the volcanic eruption 
which had completely buried three sides of this pyramid [and had then gone on to 
cover about sixty square miles of the surrounding territory] must have taken place 
at least seven thousand years ago. It is worth noting, however that Byron 
Cummings, the American Archaeologist who origianally excavated the site for the 
national geographic Society, was convinced by clearly demarcated stratification 
layers above and below the pyramid [laid down both before and after the volcanic 
eruption] that it was 'the oldest temple yet uncovered on the American continent.' 
He went further than the geologists and stated categorically that this temple 'fell 
into ruins some 8,500 years ago.' " 

6,200 B.C. - Domesticated Cattle - "The archeological record shows traces of 
domesticated cattle back to this time." 

6,001 - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - 

6,000 B.C. - Ocean-Going Vessels / Mesopotamia - "By 6,000 BC, the people of 
the Mesopotamian Near East were using ships on the open sea." 

6,000 B.C. - Flax Cultivation - а"Flax was being cultivated well before 6,000 B.C." 

6,000 B.C. - Pottery Established - а"By 6,000 B.C. pottery was a well established 
product." 

6,000 B.C. - City / Ugarit - "Ugarit experienced a very long history. A city was built 
on the site in the Neolithic period around 6,000 B.C. Since the discovery of the 
Ugaritic texts, the study of the Old Testament has never been the same." 

6,000 B.C. - Ancient Structure / Japan - "The submerged structure near the isle of 
Yonaguni [Japan], that is approximately 75 ft under the sea level, which has an 
evident artificial origin; it is 600 ft wide and 90 ft high, and it's about 8,000 years 
old." Links: 1 [7th photo] 

6,000 B.C. 

5,500 B.C. - Cities Established / Mesopotamia - "Reportedly: "Cities, or 
settlements which became cities, existed in Mesopotamia from 5,500 B.C. The 
earlier cities lay in the northern part of Iraq, and in northeastern Syria. City living 
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quickly spread down the Euphrates River and into the valley of the Tigris River, 
reaching the swamps at the head of the Persian Gulf before 4,000 B.C." Links: 1, 2

5,546 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,400 B.C. - Human Settlement / Eridu - "Mesopotamia is located on the fertile 
flood plain of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in a hot desert ecology. Human 
settlements based on irrigation agriculture first appeared coincident to the 
establishment of Eridu about 7,400 BP. A great stepped tower, a ziggurat, which 
culminated a series of 20 structures built one upon another during a span of 3,500 
years evidences Eridu's importance. Public architectural monuments were the 
focus of early Mesopotamian community centers. By 6,500 BP. large scale canal 
systems and many towns with public architecture had been founded. Eridu was the
largest." 

5,508 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,292 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

5,149 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

5,038 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

5,015 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

5,000 B.C. - Horus - "According to reports, many Egyptologists have endowed 
Horus with a grand old age. He commenced life at the time of Osiris 22,000 years 
ago and kept up his health and strength down to the time of Menes 5,000 years 
ago. A grand old age of 17,000 years. This goes the Hindu mistranslation about 
Rama one better. Rama lasted only 10,000 years. From the commencement of 
Egyptian history, and apparently for thousands of years, Egypt was governed by 
the Church with a Horus. The last Horus as the Hieratic head of religion in Lower 
Egypt was the Horus that immediately preceded King Menes, according to 
Manetho [in the writings of Manetho there are references to six different Horuses 
as Hieratic heads]. The date of Mena, the first king of Egypt, is variously given B.C.
5,867 [Champollion], B.C. 5,004 [Mariette], B.C. 5,892 [Lepsius], and B.C. 4,455 
[Brugsch]." 

5,000 B.C. - Megaliths / Egypt - "Standing megaliths and a ring of stones were 
erected from 6,700 to 7,000 years ago in the southern Sahara desert. They are the
oldest dated astronomical alignment discovered so far and bear a striking 
resemblance to Stonehenge and other megalithic sites constructed a millennium 
later in England, Brittany, and Europe." 

5,000 B.C. - Sahara Ecology - "Dried-up riverbeds as well as cave paintings 
indicate that at this time the Sahara was a land of flowing rivers, lush green 
pastures, and forests." 

5,000 B.C. - I Ching - "The I Ching, or Book of Changes, is the most widely read of 
the five Chinese Classics. The book was traditionally written by the legendary 
Chinese Emperor Fu Hsi [2953-2838 B.C.]. It is possible that the the I Ching 
originated from a prehistoric divination technique which dates back as far as 5,000 
B.C. Futher commentaries were added by King Wen and the Duke of Chou in the 
eleventh century B.C." 

5,000 B.C. - Trepanation - "A 7,000-year-old burial at Ensisheim, in the French 
region of Alsace, has yielded the earliest [1997] unequivocal evidence for 
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trepanation, according to Kurt W. Alt of Freiburg University and his colleagues. 
Trepanation is a surgical operation that involves the removal of a rectangle or disk 
of bone from the cranial vault. Most previous claims to cases predating the Late 
Neolithic age have been shown to be untreated head injuries or the results of 
decomposition." 

5,000 B.C. - Human Habitation / Lebanon - "Stone age farmers and fisherman 
inhabited the area around Byblos, Lebanon. Archeologists at Byblos found at least 
12 layers of civilizations that dated back 7,000 years." 

5,000 B.C. 

4,900 B.C. - Abandonment / Catalhuyuk - "An estimated date when the Catalhuyuk
area was abandoned." 

4,895 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,784 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,700 B.C. - Megaliths / Carnac - " 'Prehistory' itself is just the name that аwe give 
to the almost total amnesia аthat our species has suffered concerning more than 
40,000 years of our own past. This amnesia covers the entire period from the 
emergence of anatomically modern humans until the first 'historical records' began 
to be written down in Sumer and in Egypt in the third millenium BC. 
а а"Out of that long period of amnesia, and from its borders with history, a number 
of mighty monuments have come down to us. These include rock-hewn temples, 
circles of megaliths, and sacred sites arranged in dead straight lines over vast 
distances, such as the avenues of standing stones at Carnac in northern France. 
One earthern mound there, which contains a megalithic passageway orientated to 
the winter solstice sunrise, has been carbon-dated to 4.700 BC. [Heaven's Mirror, 
Quest For The Lost Civilization, by Graham Hancock and Santha Faiia, pp. x-xi] 

4,641 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,530 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,522 - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - 

4,500 B.C. - Elephants / China - "A sacrificial dump [4,500 - 2,000 B.C.] in 
Guanghan, Sichuan Province, in China was uncovered in 1976. Large quantities of
elephants tusks reveal that elephants roamed the area. Human figures, monster 
masks, and tree fragments made of bronze tubes were also found." 

4,500 B.C. - Cities / Assyria - а"Between 4,500 and 2,400 B.C., complex societies 
appear in the form of cities, with craft specialization and writing. These features 
were associated with the Sumerians, but they quickly spread to other parts of 
Mesopotamia, including Assyria. In Assyria, settlements had become large and 
guarded by fortifications walls, which implies the risk of attack from outside, and 
hence the need for defense and warfare. 

4,500 B.C. - Burial Cave / Galilee - "A 6,500-year-old burial cave full of clay 
ossuaries, ceramic and stone vessels, figurines thought to have been ritual 
objects, and piles of human skulls and bones has been discovered in Galilee in 
northern Israel. Until now, archaeologists believed that Chalcolithic cultures in 
different parts of Israel were more or less self-sufficient. But clay jugs found at the 
new site are similar to those uncovered in the Golan Heights, and bronze ax heads
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are like those from the Judean Desert, suggesting some interaction between 
cultures. The ossuaries, however, are unique. 'Decorated ossuary facades 
characteristic of this period that depict human faces are flat, with protruding noses,'
says Zvi Gal, director of the Israel Antiquities Authority Northern Region. 'Here we 
found three-dimensional sculpted heads, with distinct eyes, noses, and ears, unlike
any ever found.' " 

4,468 B.C. - Narmer Plate - "The original sky chart of the remote Ancient Egyptians
was incorporated into the Narmer Plate in 4,468 B.C." 

4,387 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction" 

4,380 B.C. - Equinox at Taurus - "The immediate predecessor of the Age of Aries 
was the Age of Taurus - the Bull - which spanned the period between 4,380 аB.C. 
and 2,200 B.C. It was during this precessional epoch [when the sun on the vernal 
equinox rose in the constellation of Taurus] that the Bull-cult of Minoan Crete 
flourished. It is interesting to note that at the very beginning of the dynastic period, 
the Egyptians were already venerating the Apis and Mnevis Bulls. Furthermore, the
Sumerians represented the Bull of Heaven with human head and bull's body. The 
Greek representations of the Minotaur, depict him with human body and bull's 
head." Links: 1 

4,276 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

4,241 B.C. - Egyptian Calendar - "A date believed to indicate the earliest recorded 
date in the Egyptian calendar." 

4,200 B.C. - Rise of Patriarchy - " The Great Cycle of the Mayan calendar definitely
has relevance to something, but what? If we look back into the past we will 
rediscover that the event which coincides with the beginning of the Great Cycle is 
none other than the birth of written language. This time in the evolution of our 
species represents the commencement of history itself. The period from 4200 to 
3000 BC also coincides with the rise of patriarchy which ended the peaceful 
goddess culture that existed before history during the Early Neolithic." а 

4,133 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto conjunction." 

4,029 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto conjunction - а 

4,022 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

*Interlude:а"Did orthodox church dogma for many years suggest Earth was 
created about 4,000 B.C.? Apparently, it did. Unfortunately, this long-held popular 
paradigm has seriously warped our modern view of the ancient world by attributing
post-4,000 B.C. dates to the oldest civilizations and world cultures on the planet 
today. If we believe that the world had not been created until 4,000 B.C., then we 
might also believe that no ancient civilizations or Earth history existed prior to that 
date. Knowing about this pathetic paradigm, however, will help us to understand 
why we find for ancient history - even today - many of the same retarded dates 
concocted hundreds of years ago by people who didn't know any better. Not only 
the first people, the first civilizations, the first languages, the first calendars, the 
first monuments, the first governments and religions, but after about 4,000 B.C. we
find all of the Biblical events. We still find things this way, apparently because it 
was the way that some people once believed. Apparently, some still do!" [Etznab 
Mathers] 

4,004 B.C. - Biblical Creation - а"Reported date for the creation of the world 
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according to Bishop Ussher [1581-1656]. Based on O.T. Chronology, according to 
Ussher, Adam and Eve were driven from Paradise on Monday 10 November 4,004 
B.C. Ussher was Archbishop of Armagh, Primate of All Ireland, and Vice-
Chancellor of Trinity College in Dublin. According to John Lightfoot [1602-1675], 
Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University and a contemporary of Ussher, man was 
created on October 23, 4,004 B.C., at nine o'clock in the morning. Other dates for 
the beginning of the world include: August 21st, 4004 B.C. and March 21st, 4004 
B.C." 

IP: 66.222.126.231

Helios
Member 

 posted 10-12-2004 12:19 ааа  а аа  

4,000 B.C. - Stone Age - "The entire period of hominid history prior to 4,000 B.C. 
might be termed the Stone Age." 

4,000 B.C. - Mesopotamian Flood - "Among some 20,000 preserved clay tablets, 
excavated from the world's most famous library at Nineveh [old Ninua] in 
Mesopotamian Assyria, are twelve which tell the story of the Flood. According to 
these texts, the hero of the epic, who was commanded by the gods to 'build a 
ship', was King Uta-napishtim of Shuruppak, who reigned around 4,000 BC. His 
story even states that when the waters had abated, 'All mankind had turned to 
clay; the ground was flat like a roof'." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail 
Kings] 

*Trivia: "Flood strata of Mesopotamia has been scientifically dated to about 4,000 
B.C." 

4,000 B.C. - Ancient Scythians - "The ancient Scythians [a transient kingly tribe 
who first domesticated the horse before 4000 BC] were indeed the early occupiers 
of Akkad in pre-Sumerian times." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings, 
p. 46]а 

4,000 B.C. - Megoliths / Malta - Reportedly: "Malta is the site of the world's most 
ancient temple complexes: recent dendrochronological dating has put the age of 
these monuments at just short of 6,000 years." 

4,000 B.C. - Human Occupation / Indus Valley - "The Indus Valley encompasses a 
large floodplain of rich alluvial soils that supported human occupation sites with 
irrigation based agriculture as early as 6,000 BP." [use link number 10] 

4,000 B.C. - Human Advancement / Sumer - "Although Mesopotamia was a world 
leader in numerous aspects from around 10,000 B.C., there appears to have been 
a very marked further advancement аfrom about 4,000 B.C. when southern 
Mesopotamia became identified as Sumer and the truly municipal cities flourished. 
By that time they were formally recognized as city-states which operated as 
individual kingdoms, and it is the story of the amazing rise of Sumer which 
provides the very thrust of the patriarchal narrative in Genesis. This sudden 
cultural expansion was not simply a matter of general evolvement; it was a mighty 
technical and academic revolution which has long baffled scholars and historians 
worldwide." 

*Trivia: "To this day, the majority are baffled by the sudden, extraordinary 
emergence of the Sumerians, seemingly from nowhere. But there is no doubt that, 
upon their advent in southern Mesopotamia, they were already highly advanced to 
a level far beyond that recorded or sustained from anyplace where logically they 
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could have emanated. Nowhere on earth was there a culture like that of the 
Sumerians, who appeared soon after 4000 BC - at least that is what is generally 
supposed." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis of the Grail Kings, p. 45] 

4,000 B.C. - Temple of Ur - "In the early 1900's, the builders of the Baghdad 
railway placed a station about 120 miles north of Basra because the landmarked 
site was a recognized travellers' rest. Here, an enormous solitary hill rose above 
the desert - a hill known to the Bedouins as Tell al Muqayyar [Mound of Pitch]. But 
some thousands of years ago this desert waste was a lush, fertile valley with 
cornfields and date groves. As was soon to be discovered, within this great mound 
was the towering multi-levelled Temple of Ur, along with the rest of the ancient city.
а а"In 1923 , the archaeologist Sir Charles Leonard Wooley, with a joint team from 
the British Museum and the University of Pennsylvania, set out to excavate the 
mound because some years earlier a collection of very old texts, engraved on 
stone cylinders, had been unearthed near the summit. One of these cylinder-seals 
[as they became known] had revealed the name of Ur-nammu, King of Ur in about 
2,010 BC, and so it was determined that this was probably the location of 
Abraham's home." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings]
а а"When the Wooley team investigated beneath the foundations of the 4,000-
year-old ziggurat and its confines, they fiound the remains of another great 
ziggurat and a buried city from even more ancient times, with courtyard bricks 
dating back to the 4th millennium BC. Also there were graves and artifacts from 
3,700 BC, around the time of Adam, along with numerous archaeologically 
valuable items from a far more distant era. They even discovered a kingly burial 
ground, together with documentary records and cultural treasures unsurpassed in 
all Egypt." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings] 

4,000 B.C. - Set [the "Devil"] / Egypt - "About ten thousand years after the time of 
Thoth [about 14,000 B.C.], the vile, unscrupolous Egyptian priesthood, to bring fear
and dread into the hearts of people and to enslave them for their priestly purposes,
turned Set into the devil of today. Before a devil was invented by the Egyptians, a 
devil was unknown. Before that it was a fight between the Soul or Divine Force and
the material affinities for control of man's mind and, through his mind, his bodily 
actions. The Soul's endeavor was to raise the material man to a higher plane. This 
the material affinities fought against and tried to keep him down to their own level." 
[Col. James Churchward]

4,000 B.C. - Hittite Settlements / Cappadocia - "The Hittites settled around 
Cappadocia in present day Turkey. According to reports: 'Sumerian as well as 
Akkadian words were borrowed into the Hittite language. Wherever Akkadian 
influence spread [among the Hurrians, Hittites, Elamites, Canaanites and still 
farther afield into the Aegean and Egypt], the Sumerian impact was felt. 'Cuneiform
Hittite texts are not only written in the script of Mesop

'rulers of foreign lands.' Manetho reported that the Hyksos established themselves 
in the delta at a city named Avaris. And they founded a dynasty there that ruled 
Egypt with great cruelty for more than 500 years.аIn the early years of modern 
research, scholars identified the Hyksos with the kings of the Fifteenth Dynasty of 
Egypt, who ruled from about 1670 to 1570 BCE. The early scholars accepted 
Mantheo's report quite literally and sought evidence for a powerful foreign nation or
ethnic group that came from afar to invade and conquer Egypt. Subsequent 
studies showed that inscriptions and seals bearing the names of Hyksos rulers 
were West Semitic - in other words, Canaanite. Recent archaeological excavations
in the eastern Nile delta have confirmed that conclusion and indicate that the 
Hyksos 'invasion' was a gradual process of immigration from Canaan to Egypt, 
rather than a lightning military campaign." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein 
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& Neil Asher Silberman, pp. 54-55.]а 

1,650 B.C. - Israelites? / Egypt а- "According to one report, this was the time when 
the Israelites were in Egypt [Jacob, Joseph]." 

1,640 B.C. - 14th Egyptian Dynasty - "1640 B.C. - 1540 B.C. encompasses the 
14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th Egyptian Dynasties." 

1,628 B.C. - Volcanic Eruption / Thera а- "New data about climatically-effective 
volcanic eruptions during the past several thousand years may be contained in 
frost-damage zones in the annual rings of [pine] trees. There is good agreement in 
the timing of frost events and recent eruptions, and the damage can be plausibly 
linked to climatic effects of stratospheric aerosol veils on hemispheric and global 
scales. The cataclysmic proto-historic eruption of Santorini [Thera], in the Aegean, 
is tentatively dated to 1,628-1,626 B.C. from frost-ring evidence. Other dates 
attributed to the eruption of Thera include: 1,645, 1,503, and 1,470 B.C."

1,602 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

1,600 B.C. - Early Vedic Period - "According to popular history, this was the 
beginning of the Early Vedic period [1,600-1,000 B.C.] of Indian civilization. 
Reportedly, the Vedas have been passed down through oral tradition for over 
10,000 years, appearing in written form between 2,000 - 4,000 B.C." 

1,600 B.C. - Hittite Invasion / Babylon - "The Hittites Empire stretched from 
Mesopotamia to Syria and Palestine. Their invasion spelled the end of the Old 
Babylonian Empire in Mesopotamia. The Hittite civilization dominated 
Mesopotamia from 1,600 B.C. to 1,200 B.C. The Bible mentions the Hittites among
the early inhabitants of Palestine, and that intermarriage between Hebrews and 
Hittites took place. Ezekiel 16:3 goes so far as to tell the Jerusalemites that they 
are a hybrid people; their father, so to speak, is Amorite, and their mother, Hittite." 

1,600 B.C. - Hellens / Greece - "By 1,600 B.C., invading tribes from the north 
invaded the land we now call Greece, and they were the people we call Greeks 
[They themselves called the land Hellas, and themselves Hellenes. The name 
'Greece' was first used by the Romans]." 

1,600 B.C. - Nebra Sky Disk / Mittelberg Germany - "The recent discovery of an 
astronomical artifact that is probably about 3600 years old just goes to show how 
little we really know about our our ancestors. The location? Atop the Mittelberg, a 
252m hill in the Ziegelroda Forest, 180km south-west of Berlin, in the German 
state of Saxony-Anhalt. The place of discovery, on the mountain's summit, has 
been compared to the Stonehenge ritual site in Britain. The artifact? 
Archaeologists are investigating a 32cm bronze-and-gold disc that maps 32 stars, 
including the Pleiades. The stars are shown as they appear in reference to a local 
mountain on the horizon, the Brocken. The Brocken is fabled in northern European
mythology as the place where witches gather for a coven every April 3. The artifact
was discovered within a pit inside a Bronze Age ringwall. The ringwall was built in 
such a way that the sun seemed to disappear every equinox behind the Brocken. 
Since the Mittelberg is near the German town of Nebra, the star map has been 
dubbed the 'Nebra Disc.' Experts believe the map and site formed an observatory, 
which was used to set the calendar for planting and harvesting crops. The nearby 
forest contains 1000 barrows or princely graves from the period. The identity of the
Bronze Age people of Europe has been lost in the mists of time. They are not 
mentioned in ancient Greek or other Mediterranean sources. Only their hut sites, 
graves and treasures are left. It is impossible to guess the language they spoke." 
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1,600 B.C. 

1,595 B.C. - Kassites / Babylon - "The Hittites captured Babylon and retreated. 
They left the city open to Kassite domination which lasted about 300 years. The 
Kassites maintained the Sumerian/Babylonian culture without innovations of their 
own." 

1,593аB.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

1,570 B.C. - Hyksos Expulsion / Egyptа- "By 1,570 B.C., a century and a half after 
the Hyksos had made their appearance, the Egyptians, under Ahmose, who ruled 
from 1,570 - 1,546 B.C., drove them out of the land. The Egyptians followed them 
across the Sinai Peninsula and annexed Canaan, hoping it would serve as a buffer
against future invasions." [Asimov's Chronology Of The World, Isaac Asimov, p. 40]

*Trivia: "Manetho suggested that after the Hyksos were driven from Egypt, they 
founded the city of Jerusalem and constructed a temple there. Far more 
trustworthy is an Egyptian source of the sixteenth century B.C.E. that recounts the 
exploits of Pharoah Ahmose, of the Eighteenth Dynasty, who sacked Avaris and 
chased the remnants of the Hyksos to their main citadel in southern Canaan - 
Sharuhen, near Gaza - which he stormed after a long siege. And indeed, around 
the middle of the sixteenth century BCE, Tell ed-Daba was abandoned, marking 
the sudden end of the Canaanite influence there." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel 
Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, pp. 55-56] 

*Trivia:а"Beginning after the expulsion of the Hyksos, the Egyptians tightened their
control over the flow of immigrants from Canaan into the delta. They established a 
system of forts along the delta's eastern border and manned them with garrison 
troops and administrators. Incidentally, no mention of the name Israel has been 
found in any of the inscriptions or documents connected with the Hyksos period." 
[The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman] 

1,564 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune. This combined force helps us define our
underlying historical reality on a collective-unconscious level - this world-view and 
body of collective experience being a combination of actualities and perceptions." 
а

Note: "Configuration dates on this timeline prior to the 6th century B.C. represent 
estimated projections only. In most cases they are off by several years." [Etznab 
Mathers] 

1,550 B.C. - 18th Egyptian Dynasty а- "Beginning of Egyptian New Kingdom [1550 
B.C.-1070 B.C.] period. This was also the 'Egyptian Empire,' because it ruled over 
Asians as well as Egyptians. 1,540 B.C. represents a traditional date for the 18th 
Egyptian Dynasty а[1540 B.C.-1514 B.C.]." 

1,550 - Palestine - "The Canaanites lived in small cities on the costal plains of 
Palestine and Syria under the rule of the Semites Hyksos until Amasis I [Ahmose] 
about 1550 B.C. liberated Egypt from the Hyksos and formed the New Kingdom." 
Links: 1 

1,550 B.C. - Destruction / Indus Valley Civilization - "In India writing disappeared 
for a time with the destruction of the Indus Valley civilization."
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1,530 B.C. - Kassites / Mesopotamia - "About 1,530 B.C., a century and a half after
the death of Hammurabi, Babylonia and Assyria alike were conquered by 
charioteers from the north, a group called 'Kassites' by the later histories. Under 
the Assyrian king, Ashur-Dan, the last Kassite king was driven from the Babylonian
throne in the twelfth century B.C." Links: 1 

1,525 B.C. - Birth / Hatshepsut - "In Egypt Queen Hatshepsut, one of the XVIII 
Dynasty rulers, was born. Her name translates as 'The Foremost of Noble Ladies'."

1,504 B.C. - Tuthmosis III Rules Egypt - "Tuthmosis III [1587 - 1375 B.C.] was one 
of the most significant Egyptian rulers during the 18th Dynasty. As a young man he
was co-regent to Queen Hatshepsut, his sister, and when she died in 1,480 B.C. 
Thothmes, whose name means 'born of Thoth,'аruled on his own as supreme 
Pharoah. There were rumours that the young man had murdered his sister to gain 
the crown but there is no proof to support this allegation. " 

1,503 B.C. - Deluge of Deucalionа- "A traditional date for the deluge of Deucalion 
in Thessaly, a country of Greece. Reportedly, the island of Thera [actually the top 
of a volcano sticking out of the sea] exploded. A rain of ashes fell on Crete, and 
tidal waves struck its shores, and also the shores of Greece, which may have 
given rise to Greek legends concerning a great flood. Crete was greatly weakened 
by this explosion and the Minoan civilization tottered to its end, thereafter. Other 
dates attributed to the Thera eruption include: 1,628 B.C." 

1,500 B.C. - Independent Assyria а- "According to popular history, Assyria 
becomes an independant kingdom." 

1,500 B.C. - Aryan Invasion? / India - "According to popular history, by 1,500 B.C. 
charioteers invaded Asia and put an end to the Indus Valley region. The invaders 
of India called themselves 'Aryans,' from their word for 'noble.' They spoke an Indo-
European language known as 'Sanskrit.' It is because they brought this language 
into India, while other charioteers spread related languages westward into Europe, 
that we call the language-family Indo European. In 1999 researchers reported that 
gene patterns confirmed that Caucasoid invaders entered India between 1,000 and
2,000 BC." 

1,500 B.C. - Heroic Age - "A traditional date for the 'Heroic Age' [1,500 B.C. - 1,000
B.C.] of Greece and Israel. Reportedly, the customs of both Greeks and Hebrews 
in the 'Heroic Age' were often alien to their descendants in the classical periods." 

1,500 B.C. - Byblos Script - "Byblos is an ancient Phoenician city along the coast 
of modern day Lebanon. Its name was the origin of the Greek word 'biblion' which 
means 'book', hence 'bibliography' and 'Bible'. In short Byblos is nearly 
synonymous with writing. Ironically, Byblos was also home to a still poorly 
understood script during roughly the middle of the second millenium BCE. There 
are only a few short examples of this script, mainly on stone or metal. This script 
contains roughly 100 signs, which fits with the number of signs necessary for a 
syllabary." 

1,500 B.C. - Linear B - "With such a non-descriptive name, Linear B proved to be 
the oldest surviving record of a Greek dialect, known as Mycenaean, named after 
the great site of Mycenae where the legendary Agamemnon ruled. Its usage 
spanned the time period between 1,500 B.C. and 1,200 B.C. approximately, and 
geographically covered the island of Crete as well as the southern part of the 
Greek Mainland." 

1,500 B.C. - Olmecs - "According to popular belief, the Olmecs were a culture of 
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ancient peoples of the East Mexico lowlands. Other reports suggest a much older 
culture was responsible for the ancient sites which the Olmecs ['their descendants']
later inherited. It was at San Lorenzo that the earliest carbon-dates for an Olmec 
site [around 1,500 B.C.] had been recorded by archaeologists. However, Olmec 
culture appeared to have been fully evolved by that epoch and there was no 
evidence that the evolution had taken place in the vicinity of San Lorenzo. Not a 
single, solitary аsign of anything that could be described as the 'developmental 
phase' of Olmec society had been unearthed anywhere in Mexico [or, for that 
matter, anywhere in the New World]." More Links: 1 [number 12] 

*Trivia: "A four-tonne 'Olmec' head bearing African features located in La Venta, 
Gulf of Mexico, has been approximately dated to 1,500 BC. 

*Trivia: "The roots of the Mayan civilization can be traced back thousands of years 
to the Olmecs, an earlier civilization that inhabited an area along the Gulf of 
Mexico. The Olmec, which means 'rubber people,' date back to at least 4000 BC. 
They began their rise to civilization around 1500 BC, and are considered to have 
reached the first advanced stages of high civilization around 550 BC." а 

1,500 B.C. - Biblical Exodus - "Reportedly, Moses led the Israelites out of Egypt 
and established a calendar with Egyptian features but based on a seven day week.
The later 8-day Sukkot festival commemorates the fall harvest and the wandering 
of the Hebrews in the Sinai desert after the Exodus. In 1998 Jonathan Kirsch 
authored 'Moses: A Life'. Miriam was the sister of Moses and led the celebration 
following the crossing of the Red Sea." 

1,500аB.C. - Kush / Southern Egypt - "By this time the kingdom of Kush was 
established south of Egypt. The Kushites were dark-complexioned Negroids." 
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1,491 - Biblical Exodus - "According to standard Bible chronology, the Hebrews 
went to Egypt some three centuries before the time of Ramesses and made their 
exodus in about 1,491 BC, long before he came to the throne." 

1,483 B.C. - Tuthmosis III / Canaan - "Tuthmosis III led Egyptian armies into Asia 
in 1,483 B.C. and conquered Canaan. He then marched farther northward and 
defeated Mitanni." 

1,480 B.C. - Military Expansion / Egypt - "Following Queen Hatsheput's death, 
Thothmes III [her brother] began a campaign of military expansion which 
transformed аEgypt into a world power." 

1,479 B.C. - Canaanite Defeat / Megiddo - а"Thutmose III defeats Canaanites at 
Megiddo." 

1,475 B.C. - Egyptian Occupation / Palestine - "During the early period of The New
Kingdom the Egyptian armies liberated Palestine Around 1475 B.C. Palestine 
revolted against the rule of the Egyptian Queen Hatshepsut. The next Egyptian 
Pharaoh Tuthmosis III reoccupied Palestine." аLinks: 1а 

1,450аB.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

1,450 B.C. - Amenophis II Rules Egypt - "Amenophis II [son of Thutmosis III] rules 
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[1450-1425 B.C.] Egypt. By 1,450 B.C. Egypt had reached its maximum 
expansion." 

1,450 B.C. - Egyptian Province / Palestine - "Palestine stayed as an Egyptian 
province during The Amarna Period 1450-1350 B.C." Links: 1аа 

1,450 B.C. - Tyre Founded а- "Tyre founded by colonists from Sidon." 

1,450 B.C. - Ugarit Culture - "The conception of a messenger of God that underlies
Biblical prophecy was reportedly Amorite [West Semitic] and found in the tablets at
Mari. Mesopotamian religious and cultural conceptions are reflected in Biblical 
cosmogony, primeval history [including the Flood story in Gen. 6:9-8:22], and law 
collections. The Canaanite component of Israelite culture consisted of the Hebrew 
language and a rich literary heritage - whose Ugaritic form [which flourished in the 
northern Syrian city of Ugarit from the mid-15th century to about 1200 B.C.] 
illuminates the Bible's poetry, style, mythological allusions, and religiocultic terms. 
Though plainer when compared with some of the learned literary creations of 
Mesopotamia, Canaan, and Egypt, the earliest Biblical writings are so imbued with 
contemporary ancient Middle Eastern elements that the once-held assumption that
Israelite religion began on a primitive level must be rejected. Late-born amid high 
civilizations, the Israelite religion had from the start that admixture of high and low 
features characteristic of all the known religions of the area. Implanted on the land 
bridge between Africa and Asia, it was exposed to crosscurrents of foreign thought 
throughout its history." 

1,440 B.C. - Biblical Exodus - "I Kings 6:1 tells us that the start of the construction 
of the Temple in the fourth year of Solomon's reign took place 480 years after the 
Exodus. According to a correlation of the regnal dates of Israelite kings with 
outside Egyptian and Assyrian sources, this would roughly place the Exodus in 
1,440 B.C. That is more than a hundred years after the date of the Egyptian 
expulsion of the Hyksos, around 1,570 B.C." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel 
Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, p. 56] 

1,431 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

1,417 B.C. - Amenophis III аRules Egypt - "Amenophis III, the grandson of 
Thutmosis III, rules Egypt form 1417- 1379 B.C." 

1,413 B.C. - Joseph In Egypt - "Reportedly, Joseph was in Egypt not in the early 
18th century BC, but in the early 15th century BC. There he was appointed Chief 
Minister to Tuthmosis IV [1413-1405]. To the Egyptians, however, Joseph [Yusuf 
the viser] was known as Yuya and his story is particularly revealing - not just in the 
biblical account of Joseph, but also in respect to Moses." [Laurence Gardner] 

1,400 B.C. - аHsiung-nu - "From 1,400 B.C., but particularly around 200 B.C., 
Chinese chroniclers mention the existence of war-like tribes of nomads which they 
refer to as the 'Hiung-nu' or 'Hsiung-nu' who were posing a threat to the empire. 
These were some of the earliest reference to the evolving and growing race of 
nomadic warriors who were to become the Turks." 

1,400 B.C. - Traditions / East Mediterranean - "Reportedly, prior to the Amarna Age
[i.e., before 1,400 B.C.] Egyptian, Canaanite, Mesopotamian, Anatolian, Aegean 
and other influences met around the East Mediterranean to form an international 
order, by which each in turn was effected. Out of the Amarna Age order emerged 
the earliest traditions of Israel and Greece." 

1,400 B.C. - Surya / Middle East - "Clay tablets from about 1,400 B.C. Egypt testify
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to gods with Iranian names in Syria and Palestine, and plainly enough, Syria and 
Assyria contain the name, Surya, itself, 'sura' being a common adjective in Persian
scriptures meaning 'strong' or 'mighty,' evidently derived from the word 'surya.' " 

1,400 B.C. - Mycenaean Greeks - а"After the destruction of Knossos the 
Mycenaean civilization replaced the Minoan. Bronze weapons, war scenes on art, 
Cyclopean defense walls and the burial of male warriors with their weapons 
indicates that the Mycenaeans were militaristic. The horse drawn chariot emerged 
about this time. The Mycenaeans dominated the Aegean world for about 200 
years." 

1,400 B.C. - Phoenician Language - "The Phoenicians, located between Babylonia
and Egypt, could not trade easily unless they could handle both languages. 
Attempts to work out a simpler writing code had begun as early as 1400 B.C., but 
without total success." 

1,400 B.C. 

1,400 B.C. - Ball-Habad / Canaan - "The myth of Marduk and Tiamat seems to 
have influenced the people of Canaan, who told a very similar story about Baal-
Habad, the god of storm and fertility, who is often mentioned in extremely 
unflattering terms in the Bible. The story of Baal's battle with Yam-Nahar, the god 
of the seas and rivers, is told on tablets that date to the fourteenth century BCE. 
Baal and Yam both lived with El, the Canaanite High God. At the council of El, Yam
demands that Baal be delivered up to him. With two magic weapons, Baal defeats 
Yam and is about to kill him when Asherah [El's wife and mother of the gods] 
pleads that it is dishonorable to slay a prisoner. Baal is ashamed and spares Yam, 
who represents the hostile aspect of the seas and rivers which constantly threaten 
to flood the earth, while Baal, the Storm God, makes the earth fertile. In another 
version of the myth, Baal slays the seven-headed dragon Lotan, who is called 
Leviathan in Hebrew. In almost all cultures the dragon symbolizes the latent, the 
unformed and the undifferentiated. Baal has thus halted the slide back to primal 
formlessness in a truly creative act and is rewarded by a beautiful palace built by 
the gods in his honor. In very early religion, therefore, creativity was seen as 
divine: we still use religious language to speak of creative 'inspiration' which 
shapes reality anew and brings fresh meaning to the world.
а а"But Baal undergoes a reverse: he dies and has to descend to the world of Mot,
the god of death and sterility. When he hears of his son's fate, the High God El 
comes down from his throne, puts on sackcloth and gashes his cheeks, but he 
cannot redeem his son. It is Anat, Baal's lover and sister, who leaves the divine 
realm and goes in search of her twin soul, 'desiring him as a cow her calf or a ewe 
her lamb.' When she finds his body, she makes a funeral feast in his honor, seizes 
Mot, cleaves him with her sword, winnows, burns and grinds him like corn before 
sowing him in the ground. Similar stories are told about the other great goddesses 
- Inana, Ishtar, and Isis - who search for the dead god and bring new life to the soil.
The victory of Anat, however must be perpetuated year after year in ritual 
celebration. Later - we are not sure how, since our sources are incomplete - Baal is
brought back to life and restored to Anat. This apotheosis аof wholeness and 
harmony, symbolized by the union of the sexes, was celebrated by means of ritual 
sex in ancient Canaan. By imitating the gods in this way, men and women would 
share their struggle аagainst sterility and ensure creativity and fertility of the world. 
The death of a god, the quest of the goddess and the triumphant return to the 
divine sphere were constant religious themes in many cultures and would recur in 
the very different religion of the One God worshipped by Jews, Christians and 
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Muslims." [A History of God, Karen Armstrong, pp. 10-11] 

1,394 B.C. - Birth / Aminadab [Moses] - "Reportedly, Aminadab was born the son 
of Tiye and Joseph [Yuya]. He was subsequently set afloat downstream in a basket
of reeds in order to save his life. Other words associated with Aminadab include: 
Moses." 

1,390 B.C. - Height of Power / Hittites а- "Hittites at height of power." 

1,379 B.C. - Amenophis IV [Akhenaton] RulesаEgypt - "According to popular 
history, Amenophis IV who ruled Egypt from 1379-1362 B.C. is the first person we 
know [as a historic figure and not as a legend] who was a monotheist and believed
in a single God - in his case, the Sun-God, or Aton. He renamed himself 
Akhenaton ['servent of Aton'] and founded a new capital between Memphis and 
Thebes which is called Akhetaton ['place of power of Aton']." 

1,375 B.C. - Suppiluliumas I / Hittites - "Suppiluliumas I rules [1375-1334 B.C.] the 
Hittites." 

1,375 B.C. - Status / Palestine - "North Palestine was invaded by the Phoenicians 
and then the Hittite around 1375 B.C. The rest of Palestine stayed under the 
Egyptian control. The Egyptian Pharaohs Siti I then Rameses II managed to expel 
the Hittites from Palestine." аLink: 1аа 

1,374 B.C. - Mussilish II / Hittites - "Mussilish II,аthe son of Suppiluliumas I, rules 
[1334-1306 B.C.] the Hittites." 

1,362 B.C. - Tutankhamen Rules Egypt - "The sun-in-law of Akhenaton, 
Tutankhamen, rules Egypt from 1362-1352 B.C., a time in which the old religion 
was restored. The tumb of Tutankhamen was discovered, intact, in 1922." 

1,339аB.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

1,320 B.C. - Ramesses / Egypt - "The first pharaoh named Ramesses came to the 
throne only in 1,320 BCE - more than a century after the traditional Biblical date. 
As a result, many scholars have tended to dismiss the literal value of the Biblical 
dating." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, p. 56] 
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1,306 B.C. - Muwatallish / Hittites - "Muwatallish rules [1,306-1,282 B.C.] the 
Hittites. Under his reign the Hittites fought and won the battle of Kadesh against 
Rameses II." 

1,304 B.C. - Annals / Ramesses II - "The annals of Ramesses II [1304-1237 BC] 
specify that Semitic people were settled in the land of Goshen and it is further 
explained that they went there from Canaan for want of food." 

1,301 B.C. - Solar Eclipse - "Early Chinese Eclipse [June 5th]." 

1,300 B.C. - Iron Age / Caucasian Foothillsа- "About 1,300 B.C. the technique for 
smelting and carbonizing iron was developed in the Caucasian foothills under the 
Hittites. This marked the beginning of the Iron Age." 

1,300 B.C. - Abecedary - "The earliest example of an abecedary [a list of the letters
in an alphabet in the some kind of order] was found in the city of Ugarit. This 
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abecedary shows a total of 30 symbols used in the Ugaritic script." 

1,300 B.C. - South Arabian Script - "The South Arabian alphabet was used 
primarily in the Sabaean and Minaean kingoms in the Southern edge of the 
Arabian Peninsula. It is thought to have diverged from the Proto-Canaanite 
alphabet as early as 1,300 BCE, and a developing form appeared in Babylonia and
near Elath of the Gulf of Aqaba around the 8th/7th centuries BCE." 

1,300 B.C. 

1,300 B.C. - Status / Ur - Reportedly: "As late as the 13th century B.C., one of the 
northern Urs [Ur colonies] was an active community of merchants in the service of 
the Hittite kings." 

1,295 B.C. - 19th Egyptian Dynasty а- "The 19th Egyptian Dynasty а[1295 B.C.- 
1294 B.C.]." 

1,294 B.C. - Egyptian Influence / Canaan - "An Egyptian stronghold was excavated
at the site of Beth-shean to the south of the sea of Galilee in the 1920's. Its various
structures and courtyards contained statues and enscribed heiroglyphic 
monuments from the days of the pharaohs Seti I [1294-1279 BCE], Ramesses II 
[1279-1213 BCE], and Ramsees III [1184-1153 BCE]. The ancient Canaanite city 
of Megiddo disclosed evidence of strong Egyptian influence as late as the days of 
Ramesses VI, who ruled toward the end of the twelfh century BCE. This was long 
after the supposed conquest of Canaan by the Israelites. Other indications - both 
literary and archaeological - seem to show that in the 13th century BCE, the grip of
Egypt on Canaan was stronger than ever." 

1,279 B.C. - Ramesses II / Egypt - "Egyptian sources report that the city of Pi-
Ramesses ['The House of Ramesses'] was built in the delta in the days of the 
great Egyptian king Ramesses II, who ruled 1,279-1,213 BCE, and that Semites 
were apparently employed in its construction." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel 
Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, p. 57] 

*Trivia: "The identification of Ramesses II as the pharaoh of the Exodus came as 
the result of modern scholarly assumptions based on the identification of the place-
name Pi-Ramesses with Raamses [Exodus1:11; 12:37]. In regard to the Biblical 
Exodus, beyond a vague reference to the Israelites' fear of taking аthe coastal 
route, there is no mention of the Egyptian forts in northern Sinai or their 
strongholds in Canaan." 

Trivia: "By tradition, Rameses II is the Pharaoh under whom the Israelites were 
enslaved and in whose court Moses grew to manhood. However there is nothing 
outside the Bible to support this." [Asimov's Chronology Of The World, Isaac 
Asimov, p. 42] 

1,275 B.C. - Assyrian Victory / Mitanni - а"Assyria conquers the Mitanni kingdom, 
as Assyria enters its first period of strength." 

1,274 B.C. - Shalmaneser I / Assyria - "Shalmaneser аI rules [1274-1245 B.C.] in 
Assyria."

1,260 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

1,250 B.C. - Incas - "According to popular history, beginning about 1,250 B.C., 
several advanced cultures, such as the Chavin, Chimu, Nazca, and Tiahuanaco, 
developed in different parts of Peru." 
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1,245 B.C. - Tukultininurta I / Assyria - "Tukultininurta I rules [1245-1208 B.C.] in 
Assyria." 

1,235 B.C. - Nimrod / Assyria - а"According to popular history, Tukulti-Ninurta I 
[Nimrod] rules in Assyria." 

1,230 B.C. - Israelite Conquest? / Canaan - "A suggested date for the Israeli 
conquest of Canaan." 

1,223 B.C. - Israel Mentioned / Merneptah Steleа- "The earliest mention of Israel in
an extrabiblical text was found in Egypt in the stele describing the campaign of 
Pharaoh Merneptah - the son of Ramesses II - in Canaan at the very end of the 
thirteenth century BCE. The inscription tells of a destructive Egyptian campaign 
into Canaan, in the course of which a people named Israel were decimated to the 
extent that the pharoah boasted that Israel's 'seed is not!' The boast was clearly an
empty one, but it did indicate that some group known as Israel was already in 
Canaan by that time. In fact, dozens of settlements that were linked with the early 
Israelites appeared in the hill country of Canaan around that time. So if a historical 
Exodus took place, scholars have argued, it must have occured in the late 
thirteenth century BCE." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher 
Silberman, p. 57] 

1,220 B.C. - Status / Palestine - "Around 1200 B.C. Egypt lost control over 
Palestine and the Palestinian Canaanites controlled Palestine. During the Late 
Bronze Age c. 1220 or c. 1190 B.C. the Egyptian Hebrew [Israelite] tribes left Egypt
with Moses through Sinai to the area south of Jordan and North West of Saudi 
Arabia [Mizraim] where they became by time powerful enough to group and invade
some parts of Palestine which was inhabited by several groups of people. In this 
process the Egyptian Hebrews had to fight the Hill tribes of the Amorites and to 
conquer the Amorites kings Sihon and Og. During the Early Iron Age as Egypt lost 
control over Palestine, Palestine was invaded by Hebrew tribes from the north then
by the Aegean [the Sea People] Philistines who by time controlled all Palestine. By
that time, The Early Iron Age, several different people were living in Palestine: - 
Ammonites [the descendants of Amon, the son of the younger daughter of Lot, the 
son of Haran and nephew of Abraham; they were a transjordanic tribe] - Amorites -
Canaanites [the Gibeonites] Hill people from Gibeon one of the four cities of the 
Hivites] - Edomites, Idumeans [The descendants of Esau] who were forcibly 
converted to Judaism by John Hyrcanus c. 125 B.C. and incorporated with the 
Jewish nation] - Hebrews [other than the Egyptian Hebrews] - Hittite [the 
descendants of Hath, the second son of Canaan, who were called the Hyksos by 
the Egyptians] - Hivites [a Canaanite nation that lived in four cities in Palestine: 
Gibeon, Chephirah, Beeroth and Kirjath-Jearim] - Horites, Horimes [cave-dwellers 
of Mount Seir] - Hurries - Khabiri - Jebusites [a Canaanite tribe that lived in the 
mountain; Jerusalem was their capital] - Leahhites [Mountain people from Mount 
Lebanon. They were descendants of Leah, the elder daughter of Laban, the son of
Bethuel, and grand-nephew of Abraham] - Mitannies, Moabites [descendants of 
Moab, the eldest son of the eldest daughter of Lot, the son of Haran and nephew 
of Abraham. The Moabites spoke a dialect of Hebrew and gave a kindly reception 
to the Egyptian Israelites in the East of The Dead Sea] and - Philistines [the Sea 
People]. Some of these different people were Semites and the others were 
Hemites." Link: 1 

1,211 B.C. - Fatality / Merneptah - а"Traditional date for the death of Merneptah." 

1,200 B.C. - Plilistine Invasion / Asia Minor - "About 1,200 B.C. tribesmen called 
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Phrygians [Philistines] invade Asia Minor. The Hittite empire comes to an end. The 
Phrygians were also known as 'The Sea People.' " 

1,200 B.C. - Tarshish Founded а- "Tarshish founded by colonists from Tyre." 

1,200 B.C. - Jericho Destroyed - "By 1,200 B.C. Canaan was virtually in anarchy, 
and Jericho which had existed for nearly 7,000 years, was temporarily destroyed." 

1,200 B.C. 

1,200 B.C. - Status / Ugarit -аReportedly: "Ugarit provides us with the clearest 
picture of what was happening in the Near East during the Amarna Age. The 
community might be called Semitic, because the official language [Ugaritic] is 
clearly Semitic. However, there was an influencial Aegean enclave there, attested 
by Cypro-Minoan texts, Mycenaean art objects, and the presence of a Caphtorian 
god in the Ugaritic pantheon. Hittites, Hurrians, Alashiyans and other segments of 
the community are mentioned in the tablets. Assyrian and Egyptian enclaves are 
recorded side by side, though Ugarit certainly did not belong to either the Assyrian 
or Egyptian kings. What we see at Ugarit is the interpenetration of commercial 
empires. At that important city, at the crossroads of east-west and north-south 
traffic, representatives of the Aegean, Hittite, Hurrian, Mesopotamian, Canaanite, 
Egyptian and other populations met to conduct their affairs in an international 
order. The ancient Canaanite city-state of Ugarit is of utmost importance for those 
who study the Old Testament. The literature of the city and the theology contained 
therein go a very long way in helping us to understand the meaning of various 
Biblical passages as well as aiding us in deciphering difficult Hebrew words. Ugarit
was at its political, religious and economic height around the 12th century B.C. and
thus its period of greatness corresponds with the entry of Israel into Canaan." 

1,200 B.C. - Phoenician Alphabet - "The Phoenician alphabet evolved from the 
more 'naturalistic' sytle of Proto-Canaanite into a more linear form during the 12th 
century B.C. or so. Most of the alphabets used today are descended from 
Phoenician. The immediate offspring of Phoenician were the old Hebrew alphabet, 
and Aramaic, as well as Archaic Greek according to tradition. The Hebrew 
alphabet was also used by Moabites as well as Israelites. This alphabet, though, 
eventually disappeared from the mainstream, and survived as the Samaritan 
script. Aramaic, on the other hand, became extremely popular, and many people 
adopted it." 

1,200 B.C. - Hebrew Alphabet - "According to reports: The Hebrews adopted the 
alphabet in the twelfth or eleventh century B.C., but only one Hebrew inscription - 
the Gezer Calendar [which may, in fact, be Phoenician] - is known to be older than 
the eighth century B.C. Although it is likely that the Hebrew script was widely used 
in the ninth century, even by Israel's eastern neighbors [Mesha Stone], virtually no 
ninth-century Hebrew incriptions are known to date. In the Old Testament, the 
Hebrews never call their language 'Hebrew' or 'Israelite,' but quite correctly 'the 
language of Canaan.' " 

1,196аB.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

1,190 B.C. - Rameses III / Egyptа- "Rameses III rules [1188-1156 B.C.] Egypt and 
defeats the Philistines." 

1,186 B.C. - 20th Egyptian Dynasty а- "A traditional date for the 20th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[1186 B.C.-1069 B.C.]." 

1,184 B.C. - Trojan War а- "A traditional date for the Trojan War." 
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1,170 B.C. - Israelites Enter Canaanа- "A traditional date when the Israelites 
entered Canaan. Also, a time when the Philistines were thought to have settled the
coast [Joshua]." 

1,150 B.C. - Period of Judges - "According to popular history, Barak and Deborah 
defeat Sisera; period of Judges." 

1,116 B.C. - Tiglath-Pilesar I / Assyria - "Tiglath-Pilesar I rules in Assyria." 

1,100 B.C. - Greeks / Asia Minor Coast а- "Gideon defeats Midianites; Greeks 
begin to settle Asia Minor coast." 

1,100 B.C. - South Arabian Scriptа- "At around 1,300 BC, a branch of the evolving 
Proto-Canaanite broke off and spread into the southern part of the Arabian 
Peninsula. This Proto-Arabian script eventually evolved by the 5th century B.C. 
into the highly elegant South Arabian script." 
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1,093 B.C. - Assyrian Decline а- "Death of Tiglath-Pilesar I; Assyria in decline." 

1089 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

1,085 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

1,080 B.C. - Philistine Victory / Shiloh - а"Philistines defeat Israelites at Aphek; 
Shiloh destroyed." 

1,070 B.C. - 21st Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 21st Egyptian 
Dynasty а[1070 B.C.- 945 B.C.]." 

1,071 B.C. - Neptune-Pluto Conjunction - "Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 
years - half a millennium. They characterise an underlying driving-force behind 
history, an undertow of reality which marries the inevitable ram-force of Pluto with 
the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune." а

Note: "Neptune-Pluto configurations later than 600 B.C. represent estimated 
projections only. They are caluclated here by subtracting alternating multiples of 
а493 years." [Etznab Mathers] 

1,050 B.C. - Jewish Monarchy - "The Gezer calendar was most probably derived 
from the Canaanite cycle before the establishment of the Jewish monarchy in 
1,050 B.C. Evidence of the calendar's Canaanite origins is found in the Old 
Testament, which indicates that Hebrews were using Canaanite month names." 

1,050 аB.C - Milarepa / Tibet? - "In 1050 Milarepa sought vengeance on 
unscrupulous relatives for mistreating his mother and sister." 

1,048 B.C. - 1st Israelite King / Saul а- "A reported date when the Israelite tribes 
united under their first king, Saul." 

1,040 B.C. - Samuel а- "According to popular history, Samuel judges the tribes." 

1,028 B.C. - Saul / Israelа- "The Israelite [Hebrew] tribes came under one king 
[Saul] around 1,020 B.C. Saul ruled from 1,020 to 1,000 B.C." 
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1,013 B.C. - Philistine Victory / Mt. Gilboaа- а"Philistines defeat Israelites at mount 
Gilboa: Saul and Jonathan killed; David rules Judah." 

1,008 B.C. - King David - "David of Bethlehem married Saul's daughter to become 
King of Judah [corresponding to half of the Palestinian territory] in around 1,008 
B.C. Subsequently, he also acquired Israel [the balance of the territory] to become 
overall King of the Jews." 

*Trivia:а"From the time of King David, the dynasty of Abiathar [2 Samuel 20:25] 
was established in the hierarchy of senior priests. The line of Zadok was the 
primary priestly heritage and the line of Abiathar was second in authority. In 
addition to the traditional priestly styles, the Essenes also preserved the names of 
the Old Testament archangels within their governing structure. Hence, the Zadok 
priest was also the archangel Michael, while the Abiathar priest [whatever his 
personal name] was also the angel Gabriel. Being subordinate to the 
Zadok/Michael [the Lord - 'like unto God'], the Abiathar/Gabriel was designated 
Angel of the Lord [the ambassador of the Michael-Zadok]. This angelic system is 
detailed in the Book of 1 Enoch 4:9, wilst the War Scroll 9:15-17 identifies the 
angels' order of priestly ranking during the Gospel era." [Laurence Gardner] 

1,000 B.C. - The Israel of King David - "According to the Bible, Joshua led the 
Israelites into lands west of the Jordan river, where they routed the Canaanites but 
failed to win Gaza from the Philistines. Kind David expanded Israel and built his 
capitol around the ancient sacrificial altar at Mount Moriah in Jerusalem. There his 
son Solomon built a grand Temple of God. Later Israel split, and its pieces fell: to 
Assyria in 722 B.C. and to Babylon in 586 B.C., when the Temple was razed and 
the Israelites sold into slavery." [National Geographic Magazine / October 2002 / 
page 106] 

1,000 B.C. - King David - Reportedly: "David ruled from 1,000 to 961 B.C." 

1,000 B.C. - Aramaeans / Syria - "A traditional date when the Aramaeans began 
infiltrating Syria." 

1,000 B.C. - Minor Power / Egypt - "Weakened by the invading 'Sea People' [the 
Phrygians, or Philistines], by 1,000 B.C. the Egyptian empire was no more, and 
Egypt remained a minor power thereafter." 

1,000 B.C. - King Midas а/ Phrygia - "By 1,000 B.C. the Phoenicians had an 
alphabet, each letter representing a consonantal sound, and, using that alphabet, 
any language could be written down simply. King Midas ruled Phrygia around this 
time." 

1,000 B.C. - I Ching - "The I Ching, or Book of Changes, is the most widely read of 
the five Chinese Classics. The book was traditionally written by the legendary 
Chinese Emperor Fu Hsi [2953-2838 B.C.]. It is possible that the the I Ching 
originated from a prehistoric divination technique which dates back as far as 5,000 
B.C. Futher commentaries were added by King Wen and the Duke of Chou in the 
eleventh century B.C." 

1,000 B.C. - Rig Veda - "During this period [1,000-600 BCE] of Indian civilization, 
the Late Vedic period, the Aryans are integrated into Indian culture, and the Rig 
Veda is written." 

1,000 B.C. - Gathas - "Accoring to one report, before anyone other than the 
Pharaoh Akhenaton, Zoroaster introduced a practical monotheism equivalent to 
that the Jews and Christians think is inique to them. Zoroaster founded his 
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religious system in the time when the Persians were migrating south of the 
Caucasus, from 1,000 B.C. onwards towards their eventual homeland. The date of 
Zoroaster's life is uncertain, no reference being made to him by the Persian kings 
or indeed until Xanthos of Lydia in 470 B.C., but the Gathas of Zoroaster have 
elements in common with the Vedas of India which date to the start of the first 
millennium B.C., suggesting that the religion that Zoroaster was reforming was 
similar to Brahminism." 

1,000 B.C. - Old Testament - "More than two hundred years of detailed study of the
Hebrew text of the Bible and ever more wide-ranging exploration in all the lands 
between the Nile and the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers have enabled us to begin to 
understand when, why, and how the Bible came to be. Detailed analysis of the 
language and literary geners of the Bible has led scholars to identify oral and 
written sources on which the present biblical text was based. At the same time, 
archaeology has produced a stunning, almost encyclopedic knowledge of the 
material conditions, languages, societies, and historical developments of the 
centuries during which the traditions of ancient Israel gradually crystalized, 
spanning roughly six hundred years - from about 1000 to 400 BCE. Most important
of all, the textual insights and the archeological evidence has combined to help us 
to distinguish between the power and poetry of biblical saga and the more dpwn-
to-earth events and processes of ancient Near Eastern history." [The Bible 
Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, p. 5] 

1,000 B.C. - Aramaic Script - "While Aramaic was displacing Akkadian in the 
course of the first millennium B.C., it absorbed a host of Sumerian words from 
Akkadian and transmitted them to the rest of the Near East. Some got into Arabic 
and have been carried to the ends of the eastern hemisphere by Islam. Of older 
date are the Sumerian loanwords in biblical Hebrew. According to popular belief: 
Originally Aramaic was spoken [and written] only in the region whose modern 
name is Syria. However, during the late Assyrian empire, and subsequently during 
the Babylonian and Persian empires, Aramaic became an international language, 
written and spoken in Anatolia, the Levantine coast, Mesopotamia, Egypt, and 
Persia where it was adopted by many local groups. In Israel, it became the 'Jewish'
alphabet, the direct descendant of which is the modern Hebrew alphabet. It also 
became much more cursive as time goes on, such as the Nabatean alphabet, 
which eventually became Arabic." 

1,000 B.C. - Luwian Script - "This script was originally mislabeled as Hieroglyphic 
Hittite, but the decipherment of the signs eventually led to the conclusion that the 
language recorded was not Hittite, but a related language called Luwian. Hittite 
and Luwian both belong to Anatolian subgroup of the Indo-European language 
family. Hieroglyphic Luwian was used in city-states of Southern Anatolia and 
Northern Syria, from 1000 BCE (?) to 700 BCE." 

1,000 B.C. - Early Greek аInscriptions - "The earliest Greek inscriptions known 
today belong to the eigth century B.C. Although we cannot demonstrate that Greek
inscriptions existed earlier than the eigth century B.C., a comparative analysis of 
the characteristic traits of the West Semitic script and those of Archaic Greek 
writing, leads to the assumption that the Greek borrowing of the alphabet should 
be dated some three hundred years earlier than the earliest known Greek 
inscriptions." 

1,000 B.C. - Greek Colonies / Cyprus - "Reportedly, 'Cyprus may never have 
belonged to Greece, although Greek colonies have been on the island for over 
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3,000 years.' " 

1,000 B.C. - Etruscans - "Etruscan civilization existing by this time."

1,000 B.C. 

1,000 B.C. - Jewish Calendar - "Present knowledge of the Jewish calendar in use 
before the period of the Babylonian Exile is both limited and uncertain. The Bible 
refers to calendar matters only incidentally, and the dating of components of 
Mosaic Law remains doubtful. The earliest datable source for the Hebrew calendar
is the Gezer Calendar, written probably in the age of Solomon, in the late 10th 
century B.C. The inscription indicates the length of main agricultural tasks within 
the cycle of 12 lunations. The calendar term here is yereah, which in Hebrew 
denotes both 'moon' and 'month.' Thus, the Hebrew months were lunar. They are 
not named in pre-exilic sources except in the Biblical report of the building of 
Solomon's Temple in I Kings, where the names of three months, two of them also 
attested in the Phoenician calendar, are given; the months are usually numbered 
rather than named." 

IP: 66.222.126.102
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980 B.C. - Height of Power / Israel - а"A traditional date when King David's empire 
was at its peak" 

976 B.C. - Jeroboam аI / Israel - "Reportedly, the son of Nebat (1Ki 11:26-39), 'an 
Ephrathite,' the first king of the ten tribes, over whom he reigned twenty-two years 
(B.C. 976-945). He was the son of a widow of Zereda, and while still young was 
promoted by Solomon to be chief superintendent of the 'burnden', i.e., of the bands
of forced labourers. Influenced by the words of the prophet Ahijah, he began to 
form conspiracies with the view of becoming king of the ten tribes; but these 
having been discovered, he fled to Egypt (1Ki 11:29-40), where he remained for a 
length of time under the protection of Shishak I. Other аtraditional dates attributed 
to Jeroboam I include: 931-909 B.C." 

973 B.C. - Solomon / Israel & Judah - а"A traditional date when Solomon ruled 
[962-922 B.C.] united Israel-Judah. Other traditional dates attributed to Solomon 
include: 970-931 B.C." 

969 B.C. - Hiram / Tyre - а"A traditional date when Hiram ruled Tyre." 

962 B.C. - Jewish Temple Completed - а"A Traditional date for the completion of 
the First Jewish Temple by Solomon. Reportedly, this building was regarded as the
repository of ancient occult wisdom and symbolism by both the Freemasons and 
the Knights Templar. King David initiated the building of the temple at Jerusalem 
and after his death his son Solomon completed the task. To build the edifice 
Solomon imported masons, artists and craftsmen from neighboring countries. 
Specifically he sent a message to the king of Tyre asking if he could hire the 
services of the king's master builder, Hiram Abiff, who was skilled in geometry. 
Solomon appointed Hiram as the chief architect and master mason of the temple 
to be built in Jerusalem. In the Old Testament it is said of Solomon that 'he 
sacrificed and burnt incense in high places', [I Kings 3:3] which were the sites of 
shrines dedicated to the worship of the Great Goddess. The available evidence 
suggests that during the 370-year аhistory of the original temple at Jerusalem it 
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was wholly or partly used for Goddess worship for 200 years of that period. When 
one of Yahweh's prophets аdenounced Solomon's waywardness in favor of a 
young man called Jeroboam who became the new king [I Kings 11:29-40], the 
worship of pagan gods briefly abated. In I Kings 23: 4-7 it is recorded that the high 
priest Hilkaih destroyed the shrines to the goddess Ashtoreth which Solomon had 
erected all over Israel." 

961 B.C. - Arabian Trade / King Solomon - Reportedly: "Solomon ruled from 961 to
922 B.C. and he started to trade with the Arabs who were in Arabia." а 

950 B.C. - Rezin / Syria - а"A traditional date when Rezin founded the kingdom of 
Damascus [Syria]." 

945 B.C. - 22nd Egyptian Dynasty - "traditional date for the 22nd Egyptian Dynasty
а[945 B.C.- 712 B.C.]." 

942 аB.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

933 B.C. - Fatality / Solomonа- "A traditional date when Solomon died." 

933 B.C. - Jeroboam I / Israel - "On the death of Solomon, the ten tribes, having 
revolted, sent to invite Jeroboam I to become their king. The conduct of Rehoboam
favoured the designs of Jeroboam, and he was accordingly proclaimed 'king of 
Israel' (1Ki 12:1; 1:1-20). He rebuilt and fortified Shechem as the capital of his 
kingdom. He at once adopted means to perpetuate the division thus made 
between the two parts of the kingdom, and erected at Dan and Bethel, the two 
extremities of his kingdom, 'golden calves,' which he set up as symbols of 
Jehovah, enjoining the people not any more to go up to worship at Jerusalem, but 
to bring their offerings to the shrines he had erected. Thus he became 
distinguished as the man 'who made Israel to sin.' This policy was followed by all 
the succeeding kings of Israel. Other traditional dates attributed to Jeroboam I 
include: 931-909 B.C." 

931 B.C. - Rehoboam / Judah - "A traditional date when Rehoboam ruled in Judah 
931-914 B.C." 

922 B.C. - Secession / Israel from Judah - "The Bible describes how, soon after the
death of Solomon, the ten northern tribes, resenting their subjugation to Davidic 
kings in Jerusalem, unilaterally seceded from the united monarchy, thus forcing the
creation of two rival kingdoms: the kingdom of Israel, in the north, and the kingdom
of Judah, in the south. For the next two hundred years, the people of Israel lived in 
two separate kingdoms, reportedly succumbing again and again to the lure of 
foreign deities." 

918 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

918 B.C. - Sacked / Jewish Temple - а"About 918 B.C., an Egyptian army, under 
Sheshonk ['Shishak' in the Bible] of the 22nd Dynasty, who reigned from 935-914 
B.C., sacked Jerusalem and the Temple." 

914 B.C. - Abijam Rules Judah - а"A traditional date when Abijam ruled in Judah 
914-911 B.C." 

911 B.C. - Asa Rules Judahа- а"A traditional date when Asa ruled in Judah 911-
870 B.C." 

909 B.C. - Nadab Rules Israelа- "A traditional date when Nadab ruled in Israel 909-
908 B.C." 
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908 B.C. - Baasha Rules Israelа- "A traditional аdate when Baasha ruled in Israel 
908-885 B.C." 

900 B.C. - Demotic Invented - а"A modified form of heratic writing invented." 

900 B.C. - Bible Writing / Song of Deborah - "By 900 B.C., some Israelite writing 
had appeared that was later to be incorporated into the Bible. The Song of 
Deborah is an example of this."

900 B.C. - Height of Power / Olmec Civilization - "Olmec civilization [in southern 
Mexico] at its peak." 

*Trivia: "The Olmec, which means 'rubber people,' date back to at least 4000 BC. 
They began their rise to civilization around 1500 BC, and are considered to have 
reached the first advanced stages of high civilization around 550 BC." а 

9,00 B.C. 

898 B.C. - Solar Eclipse - "China's Double-Dawn Eclipse [April 21st]" 

885 B.C. - Elah аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Elah ruled in Israel 885-
884 B.C." 

884 B.C. - Samaria Founded - "Date for the foundation of Samaria, mentioned in 
the Mesha stela from Moab." 

884 B.C. - Zimri аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Zimri ruled in Israel 884 
B.C." 

884 B.C. - Tibni аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Tibni ruled in Israel 884-
880 B.C." 

884 B.C. - Omri аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Omri ruled in Israel 884-
873 B.C." 

883 B.C. - Ashurnasirpal II Rules Assyria а- "A traditional date when Ashurnasirpal 
II ruled in Assyria 883-859 B.C." 

874 B.C. - Ahab Rules Israel - "A traditional date when King Ahab ruled [874-853 
B.C.] in Israel. Ahab, the king who actually stopped Assyria for a while, is painted 
in the darkest colors in the Bible, along with his wife, Jezebel. His victory over 
Assyria isn't even mentioned. Under the influence of Jezebel, King Ahab built an 
altar to Baal and a sacred grove to the goddess [I Kings 16:30-33]. It is said that 
850 priests of Baal and Astoreth were entertained at a lavish banquet organized by
the new queen. Other traditional dates attributed to Ahab include 873-852 B.C." 

870 B.C. - Jehoshaphat Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoshaphat ruled 
in Judah 870-846 B.C." 

859 B.C. - Shalmaneser III Rules Assyria а- "A traditional date when Shalmaneser 
III ruled in Assyria 859-824 B.C." 

854 B.C. - Israelite Coalition - "Israel, in combination with Judah [a puppet of Israel
at the time] and Aram [Syria] manage to defeat Assyria in battle. Later Syria and 
Israel turn against eachother and Ahab dies in battle against Syria. Meanwhile, 
Israel and Judah were not truly monotheistic. The writers of the Bible tried to make 
monotheism the stern belief of Moses and David, but even if it were, the people did
not follow them any more than the Egyptian people had followed Akhenaton. The 
Yahwists [those who believe in Yahweh as the single god of the Jews] were always
a minority at this time, and were, in fact, persecuted by the kings - who found them
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rigid and extreme, and getting in the way of practical politics. The outstanding 
Yahwists of this century were Elijah and Elisha. The Bible, written in later times by 
Yahwists, present them as wonder-working prophets and their opponents as 
villians. Thus, Ahab, the king who actually stopped Assyria for a while, is painted in
the darkest colors in the Bible, along with his wife Jezebel. His victory over Assyria 
isn't even mentioned." 

852 B.C. - Ahaziah аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Ahaziah ruled in Israel 
852-851 B.C." 

851 B.C. - Joram аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Joram [yvrm] ruled in 
Israel 851-842 B.C." 

851 B.C. - JehoramRules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoram [yhvrm] ruled 
in Judah 851-843 B.C." 

850 B.C. - Mesha Stoneа- "Reportedly, the Mesha Stone inscription dates from 
850 B.C." 

843 B.C. - AhaziahRules Judah - "A traditional date when Ahaziah ruled in Judah 
843-842 B.C." 

842 B.C. - Jehu аRules Israel- "A traditional date when Jehu [yhva] ruled in Israel 
842-814 B.C." 

842 B.C. - Athaliah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Athaliah ruled in Judah 
842-836 B.C." 

836 B.C. - Jehoash Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoash [yvas] ruled in 
Judah 836-798 B.C." 

835 аB.C. - Urartu а[Ararat] Established - "Urartu, the Biblical 'Ararat,' was a 
kingdom established about 835 B.C. in the foothills of the Caucasus, north of 
Assyria." 

825 B.C. - Jeroboam II Rules Israel? - "Reportedly, Jeroboam II, the son and 
successor of Jehoash, and the fourteenth king of Israel, over which he ruled for 
forty-one years, B.C. 825-784 (2Ki 14:23). He followed the example of the first 
Jeroboam in keeping up the worship of the golden calves (2Ki 14:24). His reign 
was contemporary with those of Amaziah (2Ki 14:23) and Uzziah (2Ki 15:1), kings 
of Judah. He was victorious over the Syrians (2Ki 13:4; 14:26-27), and extended 
Israel to its former limits, from 'the entering of Hamath to the sea of the plain' (2Ki 
14:25; Am 6:14). His reign of forty-one years was the most prosperous that Israel 
had ever known as yet. With all this outward prosperity, however, iniquity widely 
prevailed in the land (Am 2:6-8; 4:1; 6:6; Ho 4:12-14). The prophets Hosea (Ho 
1:1), Joel (Joe 3:16; Am 1:1-2), Amos (Am 1:1), and Jonah (2Ki 14:25) lived during 
his reign. He died, and was buried with his ancestors (2Ki 14:29). He was 
succeeded by his son Zachariah (q.v.). His name occurs in Scripture only in 2Ki 
13:13; 14:16,23,27-29; 15:1,8; 1Ch 5:17; Ho 1:1; Am 1:1; 7:9-11. In all other 
passages it is Jeroboam the son of Nebat that is meant. Other dates attributed to 
Jeroboam include: 788 -747 B.C." [Traditional Old Testament] 

831 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

817 B.C. - Jehoahaz аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Jehoahaz [yhvachz] 
ruled in Israel 817-800 B.C." 

814 B.C. - Phoenicians / Carthage а- "By 814 B.C. the Phoenicians established the
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city of Carthage near the site of modern Tunis." 

811 B.C. - Adad-nirari Rules Assyriaа- "A traditional date when Adad-nirari ruled in 
Assyria 811-783 B.C." 

800 B.C. - Joash аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Joash [yvas] ruled in 
Israel 800-784 B.C." 

800 B.C. - Sammuramat / Assyria - "Toward 800 B.C., the Assyrian king was a 
minor, and his mother Sammuramat, was the effective head of the government. 
The Greeks built their legend of Semiramis about her." 

800 B.C. - Brahmans / India - "The Brahmans, a priestly caste, begin [800-600 
B.C.] to emerge around this time, along with the caste system. The Upanishads 
are written about this time [800-500 B.C.]." 

800 B.C. - Homer / Greece - "By 800 B.C., Homer [concerning whom next to 
nothing is known - not even if he really existed] had written the Iliad and the 
Odyssey. About the same time, Hesiod was writing Theogony, which was an 
important guide to Greek mythology." 

800 B.C. - Bible Authors - "During the nineteenth century, some German biblical 
scholars developed a critical method which discerned four different sources in the 
first five books of the Bible: Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers and 
Deuteronomy. These were later collated into the final text of what we know аas the 
Pentateuch during the fifth century BCE. This form of criticism has come in for a 
good deal of harsh treatment, but nobody has yet come up with a satisfactory 
theory which explains why there are two quite different accounts of key biblical 
events, such as the Creation and the Flood, and why the Bible sometimes 
contradicts itself. The two earliest biblical authors, whose work is found in Genesis 
and Exodus, were probably writing during the eigth century, though some would 
give them an earlier date. One is known as 'J' because he calls his God 'Yahweh,' 
the other 'E' since he prefers to use the more formal divine title 'Elohim.' By the 
eighth century, the Israelites had divided Canaan into two separate kingdoms. J 
was writing in the southern kingdom of Judah, while E came from the northern 
kingdom of Israel." [A History of God, Karen Armstrong, p. 12] 
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800 B.C. - Axial Age - "The period 800-200 BCE has been termed the Axial Age. In 
all the main regions of the civilized world, people created new ideologies that have 
continued to be crucial and formative. The new religious systems reflected the 
changed economic and social conditions. For reasons that we do not entirely 
understand, all the cheif civilizations developed along parallel lines, even when 
there was no commercial contact [as between China and the European area]. 
There was a new prosperity that led to the rise of a merchant class. Power was 
shifting from king and priest, temple and palace, to the marketplace. The new 
wealth led to intellectual and cultural florescence and also to the development of 
the individual conscience. Inequality and exploitation became more apparent as 
the pace of change accelerated in the cities and people began to realize that their 
own behavior could affect the fate of future generations. Each region developed a 
distinctive ideology to address these problems and concerns: Taoism and 
Confucianismаin China, Hinduism and Buddhism in India and philosophical 
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rationalism in Europe. The Middle East did not produce a uniform solution, but in 
Iran and Israel, Zoroaster and the Hebrew prophets respectively evolved different 
versions of monotheism. Strange as it may seem, the idea of 'God,' like the other 
great religious insights of the period, developed in a market economy in a spirit of 
aggressive capitalism." [A History of God, Karen Armstrong, p. 27] 

800 B.C. - J / Jahwist - "In Chapter 18 of Genesis, J tells us that God appeared to 
Abraham by the oak tree of Mamre, near Hebron. Abraham had looked up and and
noticed three strangers approaching his tent during the hottest part of the day. With
typical Middle Eastern courtesy, he insisted that they sit down and rest while he 
hurried to prepare food for them. In the course of conversation, it transpired, quite 
naturally, that one of these men was none other than his god, whom J always calls 
'Yahweh.' The other two men turn out to be angels. Nobody seems particularly 
surprised by this revelation. By the time J was writing in the eighth century BCE, 
no Israelite would have expected to 'see' God in this way: most would have found it
a shocking notion. J's contemporary, 'E,' finds the old stories about the patriarchs' 
intimacy with god unseemly: when E tells stories about Abraham's or Jacob's 
dealings with God, he prefers to distance the event and make the old legends less 
anthropomorphic. Thus he will say that god speaks to Abraham through an angel. 
J, however, does not share this squeamishness and preserves the ancient flavour 
of these primitive epiphanies in his account." [A History of God, Karen Armstrong, 
pp. 15-16] 

800 B.C. - Inscriptions / Hebrew & Aramaic -а аFrom the eigth century onward, the
number of Hebrew and Aramaic inscriptions gradually increases, testifying to the 
spread of writing. Reportedly, the progress of literacy in Greece was probably very 
similar to that in the East." 

798 B.C. - Amaziah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Amaziah ruled in Judah
798-769 B.C." 

788 B.C. - Jeroboam II аRules Israel - "A traditional date when Jeroboam ruled in 
Israel 788-747 B.C." 

785 B.C. - Azariah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Azariah ruled in Judah 
785-733 B.C." 

776 B.C. - Olympics / Greece - "First recorded Olympic games." 

770 B.C. - Zhou Dynasty / China - "The last Shang ruler, a despot according to 
standard Chinese accounts, was overthrown by a chieftain of a frontier tribe called 
Zhou, which had settled in the Wei Valley in modern Shaanxi Province. The Zhou 
dynasty had its capital at hao, near the city of Xi'an, or Chang'an, as it was known 
in its heydey in th imperial period. Sharing the language and culture of Shang, the 
Zhou rulers, through conquest and colonization, gradually sinicized, that is, 
extended Shang culture through much of China Proper north of the Chang jiang 
[Yangtze river]. In 771 B.C. the Zhou court was sacked, and its king was killed by 
invading barbarians who were allied with rebel lords. The capital was moved 
eastward to Luoyang in present-day Henan Province. Because of this shift, 
historians divide the Zhou era into Western Zhou [1027-771 B.C.] and Eastern 
Zhou [770-221 B.C.]. Reportedly, the Zhou dynasty lasted longer than any other." 

770 B.C. - Lao Zi а/ Chinaа- "Ancient Chinese sage [770 - 476 B.C.] who authored 
the Tao Te Ching." 

762 аB.C. - Solar Eclipse - "Assyrian Eclipse [June 15th]" 
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753 B.C. - Rome Founded - а"Legend has it that Rome was founded by Latin 
colonists in 753 B.C. [1 A.U.C. Anno Urbis Conditae, meaning, in Latin, 'the year of
the founding of the city'], but archaeological evidence reveals settlements going 
back to at least 1000 B.C." 

750 B.C. - Greek Mythology - "According to the History Channel, Greek Mythology 
was collected and written down [by Homer?] about this time." 

750 B.C. - Greek Colonizing Expeditions - "First Greek colonizing expeditions." 
[Compact History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

747 B.C. - Uranus-Neptune Conjunction - 

747 B.C. - Zechariah Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Zechariah ruled in 
Israel 747 B.C." 

747 B.C. - Shallum Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Shallum ruled in Israel 
747 B.C." 

747 B.C. - Menahem Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Menahem ruled in 
Israel 747-737 B.C." 

745 B.C. - Tiglath-Pilesar III Rules Assyria - "A traditional date when Tiglath-Pilesar
III ruled in Assyria 745-727 B.C." 

743 B.C. - Jotham Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Jotham ruled in Judah 
743-729 B.C." 

743 B.C. - Ahaz Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Ahaz ruled in Judah 743-
727 B.C." 

740 B.C. - 23rd Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 23rd Egyptian 
Dynasty а[740 B.C.- 725 B.C.]." 

737 B.C. - Pekahiah Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Pekahiah [pqchyh] 
ruled in Israel 737-735 B.C." 

735 B.C. - Pekah Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Pekah [pqch] ruled in 
Israel 735-732 B.C." 

735 B.C. - Isaiah / Jerusalem - "In 735 B.C., when Jerusalem was under threat 
from Syria, the prophet Isaiah proclaimed to the troubled King Ahaz, 'Hear ye now, 
O house of David .... Behold, a virgin shall conceive, and bear a son, and shall call 
his name Immanuel' [Isaiah 7:13-14]." 

732 B.C. - Assyrian Syria - "Traditional date when Assyria conquered Aramaic 
Syria." 

732 B.C. - Hoshea Rules Israel - "A traditional date when Hoshea [hvsa] ruled in 
Israel 732-724 B.C." 

727 B.C. - Hezekiah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Hezekiah ruled in 
Judah 727-698 B.C." 

727 B.C. - Shalmaneser V Rules Assyriaа- "A traditional date when Shalmaneser V
ruled in Assyria 727-722 B.C." 

725 B.C. - 24th Egyptian Dynasty а- "A traditional date for the 24th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[725 B.C.- 715 B.C.]." 

722 B.C. - Sargon II / Assyriaа- "A traditional date when Sargon II ruled in Assyria 
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722-705 B.C." 

722 B.C. - Assyrian Israel - "Sargon II attacked Israel and deported the 
aristocracy." 

714 B.C. - Sargon II / Urartu - "Sargon II conquers Urartu." 

712 B.C. - 25th Egyptian Dynasty а- "A traditional date for the 25th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[712 B.C.- 657 B.C.]." 

705 B.C. - Sennacherib Rules Assyriaа- "A traditional date when Sennacherib 
ruled in Assyria 705-681 B.C." 

701 B.C. - Assyrian Jerusalem - "Assyrians attack Judah and lays seige to 
Jerusalem. After the siege of Jerusalem, Judah remained a loyal Assyrian puppet. 
Under the rule of Menassah, from 692-639 B.C., Judah paid its tribute and enjoyed
a half century of peace." 

700 B.C. - Status / Assyrian Empire - "In 700 B.C., the Assyrian Empire included all
the Tigris-Euphrates region and all the eastern shore of the Mediterranean. It was 
the most powerful political-military entity the world had yet seen. Reportedly, 
Assyrian records suggest that the route to the east of the plateau into India was 
well trodden by 700 B.C., to judge by the preponderance of Aryan names, but so 
many names did not appear in the west." Links: 1 

700 B.C. - Hesiod / Greece - "According to the History Channel, Hesiod composed 
aаhistory of the Greek Gods [Theogony] about this time." 

700 B.C. 

700 B.C. - Aramaic / Lingua Franca - "With the spread of Aramaic as the lingua 
franca of the Near East in the 7th and 6th centuries B.C., the increasing use of the 
Phoenician script, and the loss of political independence in Mesopotamia with the 
growth of the Persian Empire, cuneiform came to be used less and less, although 
it continued to be written by many conservative priests and scholars for several 
more centuries." 

700 B.C. - Bible Chronology - "We now know that the early books of the Bible and 
their famous stories of Israelite history were first codified [and in key respects 
composed] at an identifiable place and time: Jerusalem in the seventh century 
BCE." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, p. 5] 

700 B.C. - Assyrian Statehood / Edom - "Archaeological investigations indicate that
Edom reached statehood only under Assyrian auspices in the seventh century 
BCE. Before that period it was a sparsely settled fringe area inhabited mainly by 
pastoral nomads. No less important, Edom was destroyed by the Babylonians in 
the sixth century BCE, and sedentary activity there recovered only in Hellenistic 
times." [Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher Silberman, The Bible Unearthed, p. 68] 

698 B.C. - Manasseh Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Manasseh ruled in 
Judah 698-642 B.C." 

688 B.C. - Uranus-Pluto Conjunction - 

683 B.C. - Athenian Oligarchy / Greece - "Athenian monarchy abolished and 
placed itself under an oligarchy, from which an archon ['ruler'] was chosen each 
year." 
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681 B.C. - Esarhaddon Rules Assyria - "A traditional date when Esarhaddon ruled 
in Assyria 681-669 B.C." 

671 B.C. - Assyrian Egypt - "Assyrians occupy northern portion of Egypt, as once 
the Hyksos had done nearly nine centuries earlier." 

669 B.C. - AshurbanipalаRules Assyria - "A traditional date when Ashurbanipal 
ruled in Assyria 669-627 B.C." 

664 B.C. - Psammetichus Rules Egypt - "A traditional date when Psammetichus 
ruled in Egypt 664-610 B.C." 

660 B.C. - Jimmu Tenno / Japan - а"Literally, Emperor Jimmu, Legendary first 
emperor of Japan, 660 B.C. His name before being titled Emperor was Kamu-
Yamato-Ihare-Hiko-no-Mikoto." 

660 B.C. - Byzantium Founded а- "Founding of Byzantium by Greeks. Building of 
Acropolis in Athens." 

657 B.C. - 26th Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 26th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[657 B.C.- 525 B.C.]." 

650 B.C. - Status / Carthage - "By 650 B.C., Carthage had its own navy and, 
thanks to its flourishing commerce, could hire plenty of mercenary soldiers. It 
dominated and protected the other Phoenician colonies. It controlled virtually all 
the north African coast west of Egypt, together with western Sicily and the other 
western-Mediterranean islands: Sardinia, Corsica, and the Balearic islands. It had 
bases on the coast of Spain as well." 

647 B.C. - Solar Eclipse - "Archilochus Eclipse [April 6th]" 

641 B.C. - Amon Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Amon ruled in Judah 641-
640 B.C." 

640 B.C. - Egyptian Phoenicia - "Between 640 and 630 BCE, when the Assyrians 
withdrew their forces from Plilistia, Phoenicia, and the area of the former kingdom 
of Israel, Egypt took over most of those areas, and political domination by Egypt 
replaced the Assyrian yoke." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher 
Silberman, p. 69] 

639 B.C. - Josiah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Josiah ruled in Judah 
639-609 B.C."

639 B.C. - Monotheism / Judah - "In reaction to the pace and scope of the changes
brought to Judah from the outside, the seventh-century leaders in Jerusalem, 
headed by king Josiah - a sixteenth-generation descendant of King David - 
declared all traces of foreign worship to be anthema, and indeed the cause of 
Judah's current misfortunes."[The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil Asher 
Silberman, p. 2] 

628 B.C. - Zoroaster's Reformation - "Zoroaster was the greatest prophet among 
the ancient Iranians. He took his birth in order to establish the worship of Ahura 
Mazda, the Supreme Lord of the Universe and to fulfil the Divine Mission. In Old 
Persian he was called Zarathrustra or Zarthost. In a Greek transliteration he was 
known as Zoroaster. A biographical account of Zoroaster is tenuous at best or 
speculative at the other extreme. There are many conflicting versions as to when 
Zarathrustra lived. No one knows exactly the dates of his birth and death. Some 
researcher's date Zarathrustra's birth to anywhere between 1,500 B.C. and 1,000 
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B.C., or even earlier. Some say that Zoroaster lived about 6,000 B.C. Others 
maintain that he flourished in the middle of the seventh century B.C. Most versions
date him to approximately 600 B.C. - also the time line for Buddha. According to 
tradition, his birth date was 628 B.C. In Persia Mithra was the protector God of the 
tribal society until Zoroaster's reformation of Persian polytheism [628-55B.C.]. 
Mithra like the rest of the gods and goddess of the Iranian Pantheon was stripped 
of his sovereignty, and all his powers and attributes were bestowed upon 
Zarathrustra. The stature of Ahura-Mazda was elevated to that of supreme god of 
goodness, whereas the god Ahriman became the ultimate embodiment of evil. In 
the same way that Ahkenaton, Abraham, Heliogabalus, and Mohammed later 
initiated henotheistic cults from the worship of their respective deities, Zarathustra 
created a henotheistic dualism with the gods Ahura-Mazda and Ahriman. As a 
result of the Babylonian captivity of the Jews [597 B.C.] and their later 
emancipation by King Cyrus the Great of Persia [538 B.C.], Zoroastrian dualism 
was to influence the Jewish belief in the existence of HaShatan, the malicious 
Adversary of the god Yahweh, and later permit the evolution of the Christian Satan-
Jehovah dichotomy. Persian religious dualism became the foundation of an ethical 
system that has lasted until this day." 

625 B.C. - Cyaxares Rules Medes - "About 625 B.C., the Medes were united under
a vigorous king, Cyaxares [Uvakhshtra], who reigned from 625-585 B.C. In 
alliance, the Medes and Chaldaeans destroyed Assyria." Links: 1 

609 B.C. - Jehoahaz аRules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoahaz ruled in 
Judah 609 B.C." 

612 B.C. - Chaldean Victory / Nineveh аа- "Nineveh destroyed by Chaldeans [Neo-
Babylonians] and Medes." 

612 B.C - Deuteronomy Rediscovered? - "As Assyria declined, Judah declared 
itself independent again, and, under Josiah, who reigned from 640-609 B.C., 
Yahwism won a temporary victory in Judah. Jerusalem was made the center of all 
worship, and all subsidiary cult centers were wiped out. A book of the law, our 
present Biblical book of Deuteronomy [Greek for - second law], centered on 
Yahwism, was prepared and was 'rediscovered' in the Temple with great publicity 
and attributed to the hand of Moses. The question arises, however, about how 
Moses could really have been the author of the Five Books of Moses, since the 
last book, Deuteronomy, describes in great detail the precise time and 
circumstances of Moses' own death. According to a noted archaeologist [Israel 
Finkelstein], we now know that the early books of the Bible and their famous 
stories of аearly Israelite history were first codified [and in key respects composed]
at an identifiable place and time: Jerusalem in the seventh century BCE." 

*Trivia: "Some 800 years or so after the time of Moses, Deuteronomy was 
purposefully shaped as if it were coming directly from the mouth of Moses. It was 
not so much about ancestral record (as was more the case with Exodus), but 
about creating a framework of lore which was to become law. Its use of history was
wholly manipulative in that a primary requirement was to justify the Israelites' 
violent invasion of Canaan by promoting it as having been God's will. In this 
regard, we have Moses stating that God is going to 'destroy these nations from 
before thee, and thou shalt possess them' (Deuteronomy 31:3). Other similar 
announcements include: 'Thou shalt utterly destroy them' (20:17) and 'Thou shalt 
make no covenant with them, nor show mercy unto them' (7:2). There is, of course,
no record that Moses ever said such things, while prior to that (in Exodus) we have
him delivering the thoroughly contrasting commandment, 'Thou shalt not kill.' " 
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[Laurence Gardner, Lost Secrets of the Sacred Ark, pp. 63-64] 

610 B.C. - Necho II Rules Egypt - "A tradititional date when Necho II ruled in Egypt 
610-595 B.C." 

608 B.C. - Jehoiakim Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoiakim ruled in 
Judah 608-598 B.C." 

604 B.C. - Birth / Lao-tse - "Chinese philosopher and founder of Taoism is born. 
Other dates attributed to Lao-tse [Lao Zi] include: 770 B.C." 

604 B.C. - Nebuchadnezzar Rules Babylon - "The Old Testament book of 2-Kings 
tells of how, from 606-586 BC, Nebuchadnezzar of Babylon [King Nebuchadnezzar
II from 604 BC] laid seige to Jerusalem. He captured king Jechoniah of Judah and 
carried him off to Babylon along with 'all of Jerusalem, and the princes, and all the 
mighty men of valour, even ten thousand captives, and all the craftsmen and 
smiths; none remained save the poorest sort of people of the land' [2-Kings 
24:14]." 

*Trivia: "The best-known biblical ziggurat was the Tower of Babel [Genesis 11:1-9], 
built on the Babylonian plain of Shinar - an alternative name for Sumer. This 
ziggurat fell into ruin long ago, but it was replaced by another, built by 
Nebuchadnezzar II [604-562 BC] who also constructed the famous Hanging 
Gardens of Babylon, one of the Seven Wonders of the World. Although also now 
long gone, the ground-plan of the second Babylon ziggurat shows that it was 
actually a large-scale replication of the ziggurat of Ur." 

600 B.C. - Assyrian Decline - "By 600 B.C., Assyria had been thoroughly wiped 
out, and vanished from the pages of history." 

600 B.C. - Chaldean Puppet / Judah - "By 600 B.C., Judah found itself a puppet 
again. Now it was the Chaldean Empire that was master." 

600 B.C. - Birth / Mithra - "According to popular tradition, Mithras was born of a 
virgin on December 25th, around 600 B.C." 

600 B.C. - Armenians / Urartu - "After Urartu had been destroyed by the Assyrians 
and the Cimmerians about 700 B.C., a group of people who came to be known as 
Armenians moved into the area about 600 B.C. They remained subject to the 
Persian Empire, then to Alexander, then to the Seleucid Empire." 

600 B.C. - Demotic - "Demotic is a highly cursive Egyptian script that replaced 
hieratic as the script for everyday use from 600 BCE onward." 

600 B.C. - Silver Scroll - "The oldest аknown fragment of a Biblical text."

600 B.C. - Bible Saga - "The world in which the Bible was created was not a mythic
realm of great cities and saintly heroes, but a tiny, down-to-earth kingdom where 
people struggled for their future against the all-too-human fears of war, poverty, 
injustice, disease,famine, and drought. The historical saga contained in the Bible - 
from Abraham's encounter with God and his journey to Canaan, to Moses' 
deliverance of the children of Israel from bondage, to the rise and fall of the 
kingdoms of Israel and Judah - was not a miraculous revelation, but a brilliant 
product of the human imagination. It was first conceived а- as recent 
archaeological findings suggest - during the span of two or three generations, 
about twenty-six hundred years ago. Its birthplace was the kingdom of Judah, a 
sparsely settled region of shepherds and farmers, ruled from an out-of-the-way 
royal city precariously perched in the heart of the hill country on a narrow ridge 
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between steep, rocky ravines." [The Bible Unearthed, Israel Finkelstein & Neil 
Asher Silberman, p. 1]

*Commentary:а"The Bible is not 'the word of God,' but stolen from pagan sources. 
Its Eden, Adam, and Eve were taken from the Babylonian account; its Flood or 
Deluge is but an epitome of some four hundred flood accounts; its Ark and Ararat 
have their equivalents in a score of Deluge myths; even the names of Noah's sons 
are copies, so also Isaac's sacrifice, Solomon's judgement, and Sampson's pillar 
act; its Moses is fashioned after the Syrian Mises; its laws after Hammurabi's code.
Its Messiah is derived from the Egyptian Mahdi, Savior, certain verses are verbatim
copies of Egyptian scriptures. Between Jesus and the Egyptian Horus, Gerald 
Massey found 137 similarities, and those between Christ and Krishna run into the 
hundreds. How then can the Bible be a revelation to the Jews?" [Deceptions and 
Myths Of The Bible, Lloyd M. Graham, p.5] 
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600 B.C. - Compilation / Hebrew Old Testament - "The Old Testament as we have 
come to know it was a largely retrospective work, first compiled between the 6th 
and 2nd centuries B.C., but relating to the events of hundreds and even thousands
of years before." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis Of The Grail Kings, p. 5] 

600 B.C. - Bible Creation а/ The Priestly Account - "There would be no real interest
in creation in Israel until the sixth century BCE, when the author whom we call 'P' 
wrote his majestic account аin what is now the first chapter of Genesis. J is not 
absolutely clear that Yahweh is the sole creator of heaven and earth. Most 
noticeable, however, is J's perception of a certain distinction between man and the 
divine. Instead of being composed of the same divine stuff as his god, man [adam],
as the pun indicates, belongs to the earth [adamah]." [A History of God, Karen 
Armstrong, p. 13] 

600 B.C. - Birth / Genesis Account - "In the 6th century B.C., when the Israelites 
were captives of Nebuchadnezzar, the Enuma Elish was a standard recitation at 
the New Year festivals in Babylon, as it had been for many centuries. This festival 
lasted through the first eleven days of Nisan [modern March-April] and the poem 
[more than 920 lines] was related in its entirety by the High Priest, with parts of the 
story re-enacted. There was no way that the old Creation epic could have escaped
the attention of the Israelites, and they were clearly fascinated by its content. By 
that time they were referring to their God as Jehovah, having dispensed with the 
Canaanite names El Elyon and El Shaddai - but it mattered not that the 
Babylonians called their deity Marduk, for here was the story of universal creation 
being ritualistically played out before their very eyes. Thus was the biblical Genesis
born, as the onlooking Israelite priests made their notes of record." [Genesis Of 
The Grail Kings, Laurence Gardner] 

600 B.C. - Israelite History -а"In the 6th century BC, the exiled Israelites had 
written down their history in all honesty from available Babylonian records. Having 
also discovered the old book of the Mosaic Law, they were further enabled to 
cement the rules of their religious doctrine - and they returned to Jerusalem and 
Judaea with a comprehensive literary base. By the 2nd century BC, additional 
books were being compiled, not necessarily with history in mind, but with a view to 
adding a mythological aspect in line with the prevailing Greco-Alexandrian culture. 
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This was certainly a romantic age, but in adding the romance a good deal of 
history was unfortunately veiled, so that the original Nephilim of the Sumerian era 
became misidentified as morally fallen angels." [Laurence Gardner, Genesis of the 
Grail Kings, p. 55]а 

597 B.C. - Jehoiachin Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Jehoiachin ruled in 
Judah 597 B.C." 

596 B.C. - Zedekiah Rules Judah - "A traditional date when Zedekiah ruled in 
Judah 596-586 B.C." 

597 B.C. - Age of Pisces - "Theoretical beginning date for the Age of Pisces. 
According to this particular mathematical paradigm, the next age to dawn, the Age 
of Aquarius, will occur about the year 2003 A.D. [597 B.C. + 2,600 years = 2003 
A.D.]." [Etznab Mathers] 

584 B.C. - Solar Eclipse - "Thales' Eclipse [May 28th]" 

582 B.C. - Birth / Pythagoras - "Pythagoras [582-507 B.C.], the Greek philosopher 
and mathematician, was born. Reportedly, there is no certainty regarding the exact
year when Pythagoras was born. The same might be said for Buddha. One of the 
more popular dates for the birth of Pythagoras is 570 B.C." 

Between 578 and а575 there was a pretty exact mutual conjunction of Uranus, 
Neptune and Pluto, at 8-10░ Taurus, with Saturn in opposition. A Stellium, or 
Multiple Conjunction, is when three or more planets conjunct each other within 
close succession. It represents a tremendous ending and new beginning, a 
concurrence of three or more cycles. The past is lost, and a journey into a wide-
open future follows." а 

578 B.C. - Configuration - "Neptune-Pluto [8░ Taurus] conjunction. Neptune-Pluto 
Cycles seem to provide an underlying driving force behind history, bringing 
together the change-inducing ram-force of Pluto with the imaginal, belief-oriented 
influence of Neptune. These cycles delineate history into approximately 500-year 
cycles, which can be regarded as basic chapters of human culture and civilization, 
in which different themes and progressions are explored in different historical 
contexts." 

577 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [10-11░ Taurus] conjunction [577-576 
B.C.]. Uranus has a reasonably constant cycle of motion lasting 84-85 years, 
spending seven years in each zodiac sign. Pluto orbits eccentrically in 250ish 
years, spending anything from 12 to 35 years in a sign. Uranus' cycle is roughly 
one-third of the duration of Pluto's, and there's an elastic twang to their inter-
aspects which is elegantly irregular. Their stretchy orbital antics make for a regular 
pattern of mutual conjunctions, alternately 111ish and 143ish years apart. Uranus-
Pluto Cycles act in an action-stimulating, pushing-and-pulling way, which causes 
course-swings, spontaneous innovations and mutations to occur as the centuries 
roll on. Uranus introduces new elements into the unfolding equation, and Pluto 
rolls them out - or, alternatively, the relentless power of change bears down on 
humanity to shift its direction and the bundles of issues it works through. Critical 
aspects in this cycle can bring breakthroughs, outbursts and tidal-waves of 
change. Phases of resistance to change, or of going against what is most deeply 
called for, is also seen in this cycle. Uranus-Pluto conjunctions and oppositions 
might bring sudden and radical changes, like a cathartic diarrhoea, yet their full 
integration takes ages. If we take the radical teachings on love spread by Jesus, 
born during the Uranus-Pluto opposition of 6 B.C. to 1 A.D., we've so far taken two 
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millennia, and we still haven't created Heaven on Earth! So much for quick Uranian
action! Yet this man's essential teachings are not obsolete." а 

576 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [14-15░ Taurus] conjunction [576-575 
B.C.]. Uranus and Neptune have relatively regular cycles - their orbits around the 
Sun are close-to-circular, so the complexities brought along by eccentric Pluto do 
not apply here. Successive conjunctions of Uranus and Neptune roll along every 
170-172 years, and there's a certain consistency to their positioning too. Each 
conjunction occurs roughly half a sign [16-18░] further along the zodiac, which 
means that, usually, each sign receives two conjunctions, covering a two-cycle 
period lasting 240-245 years. This is close to the zodiacal cycle of Pluto at 250 
years, almost half the length of a Neptune-Pluto cycle of 495 years [roughly twice 
the average length of Uranus-Pluto cycles]. Uranus-Neptune Cycles represent a 
contextual-shifting force, in which the underlying attitudinal feeling and perspective 
with which people experience their lives shifts surreptitiously and, at times, in 
sudden jumps or slides. This cycle affects the illusions and truths of any time and 
generation - and thus how they impact on history through their beliefs and the 
externalisation of the deeper human psyche in public and cultural affairs. The way 
people understand themselves and reality [Neptune], and the jiggling, sparking, 
shaking influence of Uranus combine here to lead people on an adventure - or if 
we so choose, a nightmare - of consciousness, culture, creativity and vision-led 
initiative. Uranus-Neptune energies work surreptitiously. They influence awareness
and the inner movies playing within the world psyche." а 

570 B.C. - Birth / Pythagoras - "The Essenes were advocates of the Greek 
philosopher Pythagoras [570-500 BC], who in his great study of arithmetical ratios 
searched for meaning both in the physical and metaphysical worlds through 
mathematical proportions. Over the centuries, using his methodology, world events
were foretold with suprising accuracy. One particular event so forecast was the 
beginning of a new World Order, an occurence that was in many quarters 
determined to be the advent of the Savior Messiah." 
а а"Pythagoras expounded the doctrine of reincarnation: the idea that, upon death 
in one life, the soul enters another body and begins life anew." 

563 B.C. - Birth / Buddha - "Buddha [563-483 B.C.], was born." 

*Trivia: "Ages before the time of Jesus or Buddha, every single precept taught by 
either one of them was well known in the world and formed a part of the 
fundamental code. If you live up to those teachings, you are not thereby following 
that particular Master or any one Master. If a given precept has been taught by 
seven Masters during different ages of the world, are you thereby a disciple of all 
seven of them? You are simply walking in the light of universal ethical principles, 
regardless of individual Masters." [Julian P. Johnson, The Path of the Masters, 
Sixteenth Edition 1997, p. 192; 1st published: 1939] 

559 B.C. - Achaemenian [Achaemenid] Dynasty / Iran - "The Dynasty which ruled 
Iran from the time of Cyrus the Great [559 B.C.] to the invasian of Alexander the 
Great [330 B.C.]." 

551 B.C. - Birth / Confucius - "Confucius [551-479 B.C.], was born." 

540 B.C. - Birth / Mahavira - "Mahavira [540-483 B.C.], the founder of Jainism , 
was born." 

539 B.C. - Cyrus the Great аRules Persia - "Cyrus the Great of Persia creates 
great empire, conquers Babylon, and frees the Jews." 
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539 B.C. - Athenian Democracy / Greece - "Athenian democracy develops." 

538 B.C. - Jewish Liberation - "A new Babylonian king allows the Jews to return to 
Judah and rebuild the Temple. While many do return, a significant number remain 
in Babylonia. While in Babylonia, a number of Hebrew prophets had been 
influenced by the dualism of Zoroaster." 

538 B.C. - Second Jewish Temple / Beginning - а"Beginning of Second Jewish 
Temple [538 B.C. - 70 A.D.] period." 

537 B.C. - Cyrus / India - "Cyrus the Persian campaigns west of the Indus River." 

536 B.C. - Good and Evil - "Hebrew prophets, freed from Babylonian captivity in 
536 B.C., аhad reportedly been influenced by the dualism of Zoroaster during their 
captivity." 

525 B.C. - 27th Egyptian Dynasty -"Traditional date for the 27th Egyptian Dynasty 
а[525 B.C.- 404 B.C.]. In 525 B.C. Egypt was conquered by the Persians." 

521 B.C. - Configuration - Uranus-Pluto [Capricorn/Cancer] opposition [521-518 
B.C.]." а 

517 B.C. - Darius Rules Persia - "Darius the Persian conquers the Indus valley 
region, making the area a province of the Persian Empire. According to some 
scholars, 'Darius' is a common name for Persian kings." 

515 B.C. - Second Jewish Temple / Completed - а"Second Jewish temple 
completed." 

500 B.C. 

500 B.C. - Mahabharata - "The Mahabharata [500-200 B.C.], of which the 
Bhagavad Gita is a part, is put into final form." 

500 B.C. - аGenesis - During the later part of the nineteenth century, 
groundbreaking scholarship explained how the Book of Genesis is an edited 
combination of several different sources and traditions, now believed to have been 
compiled in its present form no earlier than 500-300 B.C." 

500 B.C. - Exodus - "In the final text of Exodus, edited in the fifth century BCE, 
God is said to have made a covenant with Moses on Mount Sinai [an event which 
is supposed to have happened around 1200]. There has been a scholarly debate 
about this: some critics believe that the covenant did not become important in 
Israel until the seventh century BCE. But whatever its date, the idea of the 
covenant tells us that the Israelites were not yet monotheists, since it only made 
sense in the polytheistic setting. The Israelites did not believe that Yahweh, the 
God of Sinai, was the only God but promised, in their covenant, that they would 
ignore all other deities and worship him alone. It is difficult to find a single 
monotheistic statement in the whole of the Pentateuch. Even the Ten 
Commandments delivered on Mount Sinai take the existence of other Gods for 
granted: 'There shall be no strange Gods for you before my face.' " [A History of 
God, Karen Armstrong, pp. 22-23] 

500 B.C. - Athenian Democracy - "Reforms of Cleisthenes establish Athenian 
democracy." [Compact History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

500 B.C. - Brahmi Script - "This elegant script appeared in India most certainly by 
the 5th century BCE, but the fact that just like the Greek alphabet, it has many 
local variants, which suggests that its origin lies further back in time. It is in this 
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script that the great Indian king Asoka inscribed his laws onto monumental 
columns." 

500 B.C. - Persian Script - "Around the time of the first great Persian Empire of the 
Achaemenids around 500 BCE, Persian was written in a cuneiform syllabary. It 
was not a direct descendent of Sumerian and Akkadian systems, because even 
though Old Persian is cuneiform, its signs did not correspond to earlier signs. Old 
Persian only kept the cuneiform appearance of its character simply out of tradition, 
and the actual shape of the signs were completely original." 

500 B.C. - South Arabian Script - "South Arabian proper appears around 500 BCE, 
and continued to be used until around 600 CE [at which time, of course, the entire 
Arabian Peninsula was converted to Islam and Arabic became the most important 
language]." 

499 B.C. - Greco-Persian Wars - "In the 5th century B.C. the vast Persian Empire 
attempted to conquer Greece. If the Persians had succeeded, they would have set 
up local tyrants, called satraps, to rule Greece and would have crushed the first 
stirrings of democracy in Europe. The survival of Greek culture and political ideals 
depended on the ability of the small, disunited Greek city-states to band together 
and defend themselves against Persia's overwhelming strength. The struggle, 
known in Western history as the Persian Wars, or Greco-Persian Wars, lasted 20 
years--from 499 to 479 BC." 

492 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Taurus/Scorpio] opposition [492-488 
B.C.]." а 

490 B.C. - Battle of Marathon - "Greeks defeat Persians at battle of Marathon." 

485 B.C. - Xerxes I Rules Persiaа- "Xerxes I, rulesа[485-465 B.C.] in Persia." 

480 B.C. - Greek Victories / аThermopylae and Salamis - "Greeks defeat Persians 
at Thermopylae and Salamis." 

478 B.C. - Athenian Domination / Aegean Sea - "Athens dominates [478-404 B.C.] 
Aegean through Delian League." [Compact History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, 
p. 32] 

469 B.C. - Birth / Socrates - "Immortality of the soul [rather than of the body] was 
around as a concept long before Jesus's time. In the ancient Greek world it was 
promoted by the followers of the Athenian philosopher Socrates [469-399 B.C.]." 

462 B.C. - Pericles Rules Athens - "Pericles comes to power in Athens." 

460 B.C. - Birth / Hippocrates - "Hippocrates [460 B.C.-377 B.C.], the Greek 
'Father of Medicine' is born." 

459 B.C. - Ezra - "The scribe who led the second body of exiles that returned from 
Babylon to Jerusalem B.C. 459, and author of the book of scripture that bears his 
name. In the seventh year in the reign of Artaxeres Longimanus [see Darius], he 
obtained leave to go up to Jerusalem and to take with him a company of Israelites 
[Ezra 8:1-36]. For about fourteen years, i.e., till B.C. 455, we have no record of 
what went on in Jerusalem after Ezra had set in order the ecclesiastical and civil 
affairs of the nation. In that year another distinguished personage, Nehemiah, 
appears on the scene." 

450 B.C. - Persian Decline - "By 450 B.C. the Persian Empire was in decline." 
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450 B.C. - Flowering Greek Culture - а"Flowering of Greek culture [450-400 B.C.]."

449 B.C. - аPeace of Callias - "Persia and Athens sign peace treaty." 

447 B.C. - Parthenon - "Traditional date when the Parthenon was built in Athens as
a temple of the goddess Athena [447-432 B.C.]." 

445 B.C. - Nehemiah - "Jerusalem came under the rule of Nehemiah, who had 
been a high official in the Persian government." 

439 B.C. - Rebuilding / Jerusalem - "Nehemiah obtained permission to rebuild the 
walls of Jerusalem." 

437 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [Capricorn] conjunction." а 

431 B.C. - Beginning / Peloponnesian Warsа- "Peloponnesian Wars between 
Athens and Sparta [431-404 B.C.] - Sparta victorius. Reportedly Sparta was 
unwalled." 

427 B.C. - Birth / Plato - "Dialogues recorded by Plato [427-348 or 347 B.C.]. Plato 
maintained in the 4th century BC that mind, not matter, was the root of reality." 

424 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "October 9th" 

423 B.C. - Darius II Rules Persia - "Darius II rules [423 B.C.- 423 B.C.] in Persia." 

415 B.C. - Status / Peloponnesian War - "Athens fatally overstrained her resources
with a disastrous expedition against Syracuse and Sicily [415-13 BC] ." [Compact 
History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

412 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "August 28th" 

405 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "April 15th" 

404 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Gemini] conjunction." а 

404 B.C. - 28th Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 28th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[404 B.C.- 399 B.C.]." 

404 B.C. - Athenian Empire Fragmented - "In 431 BC, Sparta declared war on 
Athens. The Peloponnesian war lasted 27 years and despite victories on both 
sides, Athens fatally overstrained her resources with a disastrous expedition 
against Syracuse and Sicily [415-13 BC] and was finally defeated in 404 BC. Her 
empire fragmented." [Compact History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

400 B.C. - Sanskrit аGrammar - "Panini's Sutra, the earliest Sanskrit grammer, is 
written." 

400 B.C. - Pentateuch - "First five books of the Old Testament evolve [400-300 
B.C.] in final form." 
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400 B.C. - Iberian Scripts - "The Iberian family of scripts is consisted of two 'styles',
called Northeast and South. Structurally they are more or less the same, and the 
major difference between them is (a) geographical location, and (b) shape of the 
characters." 
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399 B.C. - 29th Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 29th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[399 B.C.- 380 B.C.]." 

399 B.C. - Fatality / Socrates - "Trial and execution of the Greek philosopher 
Socrates." 

392 B.C. - Temple of Juno / Rome - "The Kalends of each month were sacred to 
Juno so it is appropriate that a temple to her would be dedicated on Kalends of 
September in 392 B.C.. This particular temple [on the Aventine hill] was vowed by 
the dictator Marcus Furius Camillus, who led Rome in war against the major 
Etruscan city of Veii in 396 B.C. Juno Regina was the tutelary goddess of Veii and 
Camillus made use of the Roman evocatio ritual to 'invite' her to abandon Veii in 
return for a nice temple and rites at Rome." 

390 B.C. - Celtic Invasions / Rome - а"A European people [Celts] invade the 
Greco-Roman world in the 4th century B.C. In 390 B.C. Rome was sacked and fell 
to the Gauls." 

381 B.C. - Configuration - Uranus-Pluto [Virgo/Pisces] opposition [381-379 B.C.]. 
Uranus-Pluto conjunctions and oppositions might bring sudden and radical 
changes, like a cathartic diarrhoea, yet their full integration takes ages." а 

380 B.C. - 30th Egyptian Dynasty - "A traditional date for the 30th Egyptian 
Dynasty а[380 B.C.- 343 B.C.]. The 30th dynasties contains the last of the 
Egyptian-born Pharaohs." 

384 B.C. - Birth / Aristotle а- "Aristotle [384 B.C.-322 B.C.], a pupil of Plato, had 
tutored the young Alexander, and was one of the greatest ancient philosophers. He
produced a virtual encyclopedia covering all the knowledge of the times." 

375 B.C. - Juno Lucina - "Juno Lucina was an aspect of the goddess Juno 
associated with light and childbirth. Her name lucina probably comes from the 
Latin lucus [grove]. Livy records that the grove on the Esquiline Hill in which a 
temple was dedicated to her in 375 B.C., is the origin of her name. By the second 
century B.C., Juno Lucina was associated with childbirth because the name lucina 
was thought to have come from the Latin word lux [light]. When a child was born it 
was said to have been "brought to light." Women who worshiped Juno Lucina had 
to untie knots and unbraid their hair lest lest these entanglements symbolically 
block delivery. The Matronalia on March 1 honored Juno Lucina." 

360 B.C. - Nectanebo Rules Egypt - "Last native Egyptian pharaoh to reign [360 
B.C.-343 B.C.] in a line stretching back to Narmer 25 centuries earlier." 

358 B.C. - Artaxerxes III Rules Persia - "Artaxerxes III rules [358 B.C.-336 B.C.] in 
Persia." 

356 B.C. - Birth / Alexander - "Philip's wife Olympias gives birth to a son named 
Alexander." 

356 B.C. - Burned / Temple of Artemis - "Reportedly, the temple of Artemis [one of 
the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World] was burned by a man named 
Herostratus." 

350 B.C. - Nazca Lines - "Experts have pronounced upon the antiquity of Nazca, 
basing their opinions on fragments of pottery found embedded аin the lines and on
radio-carbon results from various organic remains unearthed here. The dates 
conjectured range between 350 B.C. and 600 A.D. Realistically, they tell us nothing
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about the age of the lines themselves, which are inherently as undatable as the 
stones cleared to make them." 

338 B.C. - Phillip II / Greece - "Battle of Chaeronea: Phillip II of Macedon gains 
control of Greece." [Compact History Of The World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

336 B.C. - Assassinated / Phillip of Macedon - "After subduing the Greek city-
states, Philip [382 B.C.-336 B.C.] of Macedon, who believed himself to be a 
descendant of the Greek people was assassinated. He was succeeded by his son 
Alexander [The Great]." 

335 аB.C. - Egyptian Victory / Alexander the Great - "Alexander the Great destroys
Thebes." 

333 B.C. - Persion Victory / Alexander the Great - "Alexander defeats the Persian 
Emperor Darius." 

332 аB.C. - Levant Victory / Alexander the Great а- "Alexander the Great conquers
Tyre and Jerusalem." 

330 B.C. а- Babylonian Victory / Alexander the Great - "Alexander the Great 
occupies Babylon." 

327 B.C. - аIndian Victory / Alexander the Great - "Alexander the Great invades 
India." 

323 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [Taurus] conjunction." а 

323 аB.C. - Fatality / Alexander the Great - "Alexander the Great dies in Babylon. 
His empire is divided among his generals; one of them, Seleucus I." 

323 B.C. - Greek Empire Divided - "Alexander's death in 323 BC аand the ensuing 
struggles between his leading generals created three major powers: Macedon, 
Egypt, and the Seleucid kingdom of western Asia." [Compact History Of The 
World, Geoffrey Parker, p. 32] 

323 B.C. - Maurya Dynasty / India - "Chandragupta Maurya founds the Maurya 
dynasty, the first Indian empire. By 184, this dynasty will conquer most of India." 

323 B.C. - Euclid / Greece - "Euclid's work on geometry." 

322 B.C - Greek Judah - "Judah is conquered by the Greek Empire. Consequently,
some Jews adopt Greek customs and religion." 

321 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Gemini/Sagittarius] opposition [321-
317 B.C.]." а 

320 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "September 20th" 

312 B.C. - Seleucus I / Babylon - "The year that Seleucus I established himself in 
Babylon." 

304 B.C. - Chandragupta / India - "Chandragupta trades 500 war elephants to 
Seleucus in exchange for the Indus region and regions immediately to the west." 

300 B.C. - Temple of the Sun / Mexico - "According to popular history, the Temple 
of the Sun was built at Teotihuacan, Mexico. Invention of Mayan calendar in 
Yucatan - more exact than older calendars." 

300 B.C. - Yayoi Period / Japan а- "Japanese Yayoi Period 300 B.C.- 300 A.D." 
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300 B.C. 

300 B.C. - Ksav Ashuris - "Reportedly, Ksav Ashuris [ktab asvryt], the script in 
which all sacred scrolls are written, was not introduced to the Jewish experience 
until the time of Ezra, approximately twenty-three hundred years ago. Ksav 
Ashuris, apparently, was the script of ancient Ashur, Assyria, one of the countries 
of the Persian Empire, under which the Jews were exiled in Ezra's time. Until then, 
the script used by Jews was the ancient Hebrew script known as Ksav Ivri [ktb 
abry]. If it is true then that the Ten Commandements were inscribed in a script 
other than Ksav Ashuris, then it would mean that the script now associated with the
Torah is of foriegn origin and that Israel discardedthe script in which God originally 
conveyed His word to them." 

300 B.C. - Dead Sea Scrolls - "Within a fairly short time after their discovery, 
historical, paleographic, and linguistic evidence, as well as carbon-14 dating, 
established that the [Dead Sea] scrolls and the Qumran ruin dated from the third 
century B.C. to 68 A.D. Coming from the late Second Temple Period, a time when 
Jesus of Nazareth lived, they are older than any other surviving Biblical 
manuscripts by almost one thousand years." 

287 B.C. - Archimedes а/ Greece - а"Archimedes, Greek mathematician [287-212 
B.C.]." 

285 B.C. - Ptolemy II / Egypt - "Ptolemy II [308 -246 B.C.] takes the throne in 
Egypt." 

273 B.C. - Ashoka / India - "Ashoka [273-232 B.C.], grandson of Chandragupta 
Maurya, rules in India." 

270 B.C. - Septuagint - "In Judea, Hebrew was no longer the language of everyday
life. It had been supplanted by Aramaic, which, however, was close enough to 
Hebrew so that one language could be easily learned by those who spoke the 
other. In Alexandria, however, the resident Jews learned Greek and, eventually, the
Bible could not be understood by them. About 270 B.C., then, аthe project of 
translating the Bible into Greek began. Since 70 scholars were in charge of the 
project, the translation was called the Septuagint, from a Latin word for seventy." 
[Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 73]а 

*Trivia:а"The title Genesis was introduced by Greek Bible translators in the 3rd 
century BC, and relates to 'origin' or 'beginning'. The Hebrew opening for the book 
was Bereshit: 'At the beginning.' " 

264 B.C. - Configuration - Uranus-Pluto [Aquarius/Leo] opposition [264-261 B.C.]." 
а 

264 B.C. - First Punic War - "First Punic war [264-241 B.C.]: Rome defeats the 
Carthaginians and begins its domination of the Mediterranean." 

264 B.C. - Gladiators Games / Rome - "First Roman gladiator games." 

250 B.C. - Ptolemaic Egypt - "By 250 B.C., Ptolemaic Egypt was the most 
prosperous and the strongest nation in the world." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 73]а 

*Trivia: "The Ptolemies founded a library which eventually became the largest one 
the world was to see prior to the invention of printing. By this time the Bible could 
be read by anyone speaking Greek. An Egyptian priest, Manetho, wrote a history 
of Egypt and divided its rulers into dynasties, each dynasty representing a family 
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whose members ruled over Egypt for a period of time." 

250 B.C. - Buddhist Canon - "A general council of Buddhist monks is held in Patna,
where the canon of Buddhist scriptures is selected." 

250 B.C. - Sanhedrin / Jerusalem - "According to Jewish tradition, Ezra founded 
the 'Great Assembly' of teachers who would preserve the oral traditions. Towards 
the middle of the third century B.C. the Great Assembly ceased and another 
organization the 'Sanhedrin' took charge of the affairs of the community." 

248 B.C. - Arsaces I / Parthian Empire - "After 250 B.C., it seemed that the 
Seleucid Empire was breaking up. In 248 B.C., the eastern portions of the Seleucid
Empire broke away. In what is now Iran, Arsaces I (who may have been of 
Scythian origin) set up the Parthian Empire, so-called because it was centered on 
the Persian province of Parthia." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The 
World, p. 76]а 

241 B.C. - Roman Victory / Carthage - "Rome finally defeated Carthage in the First
Punic War and, in 241 B.C., Carthage accepted a losing peace.... Rome took over 
Sicily - all except for Syracuse which remained independant under Hiero II." [Isaac 
Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 76]а 

233 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Gemini] conjunction [233-232 B.C.]." 
а 

221 B.C. - Qin Dynasty а/ China - "Much of what came to constitute China Proper 
was unified for the first time in 221 B.C. In subjugating the six other major states of
Eastern Zhou, the Qin kings had relied heavily on Legalist scholar-advisors. 
Centralization, achieved by ruthless methods, was focussed on standardizing legal
codes and bureaucratic procedures, the forms of writing and coinage, and the 
pattern of thought and scholarship. To silence criticism of imperial rule, the kings 
banished or put to death many dissenting Confucian scholars and confiscated and 
burned their books. Qin aggrandizement was aided by frequent military expeditions
pushing forward the frontiers in the north and south. To fend off barbarian intrusion,
the fortification walls built by the various warring states were connected to make a 
5,000-kilometer-long great wall. The first Qin emperor died in 210 B.C. and his 
dynasty was extinguished less than twenty years after its triumph. The imperial 
system initiated during the Qin dynasty, however, set a pattern that was developed 
over the next two millennia." 

219 B.C. - Second Punic War - а"Second Punic War [219-201 B.C.]." 

218 B.C. - аHannibal а/ Alps - а"Hannibal, a Carthaginian general [246-142 B.C.], 
crosses the Alps [218 B.C.]." 

214 B.C. - Hun Migration - а"Huns push left to Europe." 

211 B.C. - аHannibal а/ Rome - а"Hannibal reaches the gates of Rome [211 B.C.]."

206 B.C. - Han Dynasty / China - "Three Han dynasties ranged from 206 B.C - 220
A.D." 

202 B.C. - аRetreat / Hannibal - а"Hannibal retreats, and is defeated by Scipio 
Africanus at Zama [202 B.C.]." 

200 B.C. 

200 B.C. - Roman Supremecy / Western Mediterranian - "By 200 B.C., Rome was 
supreme in the western Mediterranian." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of 
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The World, p. 77]а 

200 B.C. - Book of Enoch - "The book of Enoch [representing the patriarch sixth in 
line from Adam] was written in the 2nd century BC. It forecast a restoration of the 
Messianic dynasties and laid down ground-rules for the structure of the priestly 
hierarchy. Included was the premise that successive dynastic heads should carry 
the names of the traditional angels and archangels to denote their rank and 
position. In the Old Testament days of King David, the senior priests were Zadok, 
Abiathar, and Levi [in that order of precedence]. The Essenes of Qumran duly 
preserved their priestly heritage using those names as titles: Zadok, Abiathar and 
Levi, as we have seen. Also, in accordance with the book of Enoch, the 
archangelic names were retained, under vow, as badges of priestly rank, with the 
Zadok dynast also being Michael; the Abiathar being Gabriel and the Levi being 
the Sariel." [Bloodline Of The Holy Grail, Laurence Gardner] 

191 B.C. - Beginning / Roman World Domination - "Romans defeat Seleucid King 
Antiochus III at Thermopylae. The beginning of Roman world domination." 

184 B.C. - End / Maurya аDynasty - "The Maurya dynasty ends when the last ruler 
is assassinated by an ambitious army commander." 

182 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [Aquarius] conjunction. Uranus-Pluto 
conjunctions and oppositions might bring sudden and radical changes, like a 
cathartic diarrhoea, yet their full integration takes ages." а 

167 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "June 21st" 

168 B.C. - Jewish Revolt - а"The uprising in 168 BC, in which the priestly caste of 
Hasmonaean Maccabees came to prominence, was prompted largely by the action
of King Antiochus IV Epiphanes of Syria, who had foisted a system of Greek 
worship upon the Jewish community." 

165 B.C. - Book of Daniel - "Approximate time when the Old Testament Book of 
Daniel was written." 

150 B.C. - Parthian Empire - "By 150 B.C., all of the Old Persian Empire east of 
the Tigris-Euphrates valley was in Parthian hands. It was the eastern two thirds of 
the Persian empire, reconstituted one and three-quarter centuries after the death 
of Alexander the great. It was Persian in language and culture and Zoroastrian in 
religion." 

150 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Gemini/Sagittarius] opposition [150-
146 B.C.]." а 

149 B.C. - Third Punic War а- "Third Punic War [149-146 B.C.]: Rome destroys 
Carthage [146 B.C.], killing 450,000 and enslaving the remaining 50,000 
inhabitants. Roman armies conquer Macedonia, Greece, Anatolia, Balearic 
Islands, and southern France." 

141 B.C. - Seleucid Empire / Syria - "In 141 B.C., Mithradates I of Parthia captured
the Tigris-Euphrates valley from the Seleucid Empire, and established a new 
capital at Ctesiphon, just across the river from Seleucia. The Seleucid Empire, with
its capital at Antioch, was now confined to Syria." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 83]а 

141 B.C. - Independence / Judea - "Independence of Judea established by the last
of the Maccabean brothers [Simon]." 
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135 B.C. - Slave Rebellion / Sicily - "There was a slave rebellion in Sicily in 135 
B.C., which took three years to put down. Some 200,000 slaves were in rebellion 
and, in the end, 20,000 of them were crucified." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 82]а 

133 B.C. - Roman Spain - "By 133 B.C., Rome had extended its dominations 
westward to include all of Spain except for the northwestern quarter." 

133 B.C. - Assassination / Tiberius Graccus - "The Democratic leader Tiberius 
Graccus put forward proposals for agrarian reform in 133 BC, but he was 
murdered by the Senetorial party. His brother took up the farmers' cause and he to 
was murdered, with the Democratic leadership passing to the military commander 
Gaius Marius." 

*Trivia: "The tribune Tiberius Gracchus of the Roman Empire tried in 133 B.C. to 
reduce the power of the moneychangers through stricter laws against usury and to 
limit the legal land ownership to iugeri (about 600 acres) per family. He was 
murdered the same year." [Juri Lina, The Barnes Review, p. 8, Sept./Oct. 2004] 

130 B.C. - Qumran Community - "When the triumphant House of Maccabaeus took
control and set up their own King and High Priest in Jerusalem, the Hasidim [a 
core of ultra-strict Jewish devotees, or 'Pious Ones'] not only voiced their 
opposition but marched en masse out of the city in order to establish their own 
'pure' community in the nearby Wilderness of Qumran. Building work started in 
around 130 BC. Apart from the evidence of the scrolls, a collection of coins has 
also been amassed from the Qumran settlement, relating to a time-span from the 
Hasmonaean ruler John Hyrcanus [135-104 BC] to the Jewish Revolt of AD 66-70. 
Excavations at Qumran have produced much older relics dating from around 3,500
B.C." 

128 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "November 5th" 

127 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [Libra/Aries] opposition." а 

113 B.C. - Migration / Germanic Tribes - "Beginning in 113 B.C., Germanic tribes 
called the Cimbri and Teutones were moving into the Roman sphere of influence. 
Two armies were sent to stop them and were defeated." 

110 B.C. - Wu Ti / Southern China - "In about 110 B.C., the Chinese, under the 
emperor Wu Ti, advanced south of the Yangtse River and annexed all of what is 
now southern China." 

108 B.C. - Chinese Korea - "In 108 B.C., Korea was conquered by China." 

107 B.C. - Gaius Marius / Roman Republic - "By 107 BC Gaius Marius was Consul
of Rome." 

105 B.C. - Germainic Tribes а/ Italy - "By 105 B.C., Germanic tribes were 
beginning to threaten Italy, and had defeated a third force sent against them." 
[Based on: Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 82]а 

102 B.C. - German Victory / Gaius Marius - "In two separate battles, in 102 B.C. 
and in 101 B.C., Marius completely wiped out the invading Germanic tribes." 
[Based on: Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 82]а 

100 B.C. - Roman Masrership / Mediterranean Area - "Rome had become master 
of the entire Mediterranean area from the Atlantic Ocean to the Euphrates River." 
[Based on: Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 82]а 
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100 B.C. 

95 B.C. - Tigranes I / Armenia - "Once the Seleucid Empire broke up, two 
Armenian kingdoms gained their independence. In 95 B.C., the two were united 
under the energetic rule of а Tigranes I (140-55 B.C.). Sometimes called 'Tigranes 
the Great.' " [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 84]а 

88 B.C. - Roman Defeat / Asia Minor - "In 88 B.C., Mithradates VI of Pontus, 
seeing that Rome was absolutely intent on limiting his power, decided to take the 
offensive. He swept westward in a suprise attack and drove the Romans out of 
Asia Minor, arranging to kill as many Roman civilians as possible. (He is supposed 
to have killed 80,000, but this may be a Roman atrocity story.)" [Isaac Asimov, 
Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 84]а 

88 B.C. - Roman Reforms - "Roman reforms grant citizenship to all Italians." 

84 B.C. - Configuration - "Neptune-Pluto [15-16 Taurus] conjunction [84-83 B.C.]. 
Neptune-Pluto cycles last about 495 years - half a millennium. They characterise 
an underlying driving-force behind history, an undertow of reality which marries the
inevitable ram-force of Pluto with the imaginal, ideational power of Neptune. This 
combined force helps us define our underlying historical reality on a collective-
unconscious level - this world-view and body of collective experience being a 
combination of actualities and perceptions." а 

82 B.C. - Cornelius Sulla / Roman Republic -а"Gaius Marius deposed by Cornelius
Sulla who became Roman Dictator." 

73 B.C. - Slave Rebellion / Spartacus - "In 73 B.C., a third slave rebellion broke 
out, under the leadership of a gladiator from Thrace named Spartacus (d. 71 B.C.).
It raged over Italy for two years before being put down by Pompey and by Marcus 
Licinius Crassus. Crassus was Rome's richest man, who had gotten rich by 
business practices so questionable he would probably have felt right at home on 
Wall Street." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 85]а 

71 B.C. - Roman Seleucid - "Romans conquer the Seleucid Empire." 

69 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Pluto [Gemini] conjunction." а 

67 B.C. - Mithraism / Rome - "Reportedly, 'The popular Cult of Mithra [or Mithras] 
was indeed an embarrassment to the early church. Its roots are probably in Syria 
and it is believed to be an offshoot of the Persian cult of Zoroaster. It seems to 
have been introduced into the Roman Empire around 67BC. Born in a stable to a 
virgin, birthday celebrated on 25 December, died and reborn, Passover celebrated 
around Easter, whose rites of worship involved the ingestion of food and drink that 
were symbolic of eating the flesh of Mithra, and all this 600 years before the birth 
of Christ. Also included were rites of baptism, the belief in immortality, resurrection,
a judgement at the end between Heaven and Hell, and a saviour who died and 
was resurrected to act as a mediator between man and God.' It is important to 
remember that the popular definitions of Mithraism have mutated over the 
centuries to conform with the molds of contemporary society. The popular 
definitions in circulation today are most likely far from the mark compared to what 
people understand about 'Mithra' in the beginning." 

63 B.C. - Roman Palestine - а"In 63 BC Roman legions first entered Palestine, and
Pompey the Great, the Roman general who led the conquering forces, placed the 
Jewish state under the control of the governor of Syria. Judea is annexed to Rome 
about this time, and the Maccabean kingdom came to an end a century after the 
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Maccabean revolt. Another Roman general and statesman, Mark Antony, later 
gave the throne to Herod the Great, who began his rule in 37 B.C." 

63 B.C. - Popularity / Julius Caesar - "The Democratic statesman and general 
Gaius Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C.) gained popularity and was duly elected to 
primary office in 63 BC." 

63 B.C.? - Triumvirate / Roman Republic - "Pompey and Crassus were now joined 
by Gaius Julius Caesar (100-44 B.C), a charming and infinitely capable playboy, 
who was staked by Crassus and who finally made his money by looting Spain. The
three formed a triumvirate (Latin for 'three-man combination'). Caesar got himself 
assigned as governor of the Gallic areas in northern Italy and along the 
Mediterranean coast. It was his intention to conquer Gaul." [Isaac Asimov, 
Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 85]а 

62 B.C. - Configuration - "Uranus-Neptune [Cancer] conjunction [62-61 B.C.]." а 

60 B.C. - Equinox at Pisces - "Around the year 60 B.C., the Precessional Equinox 
moved into the sign of Pisces. Other dates associated with the Age of Pisces 
include: 1 A.D. and 140 A.D." 

58 B.C. - Caesar Begins Campaign - "In 58 B.C., Caesar began his campaign." 
[Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 85]а 

55 B.C. - Roman Britain - "The island of Britain was inhabited by Celtic tribes 
closley akin to those of Gaul. It first entered the purview of history when Caesar 
invaded the island in 55 B.C., and again in 54 B.C. Caesar did this to persuade the
Britons not to help their Gallic kinsmen in their resistance to Rome." [Isaac Asimov,
Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 91]а 

54 B.C. - Fatality / Marcus Licinius Crassus - "Parthinians destroy Crassus' army 
and kill Crassus." 

51 B.C. - Roman Gaul - "Although it took him [Caesar] seven years, by 51 B.C. all 
of Gaul - right up to the Rhine River - had become Roman, and, in the process, 
Caesar never lost a battle." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 
85]а 

51 B.C. - аCleopatra & Ptolemy аRule Egypt - "Cleopartra and her brother Ptolemy
XIII ascend the Egyptian throne [51-31 B.C.]." 

50 B.C. - Status / Rome - "By 50 B.C., then, despite the battles with Pontus and 
Armenia in the east, despite insurrection and civil war at home, Rome was 
stronger than ever, and the only civilized nation on its borders that dared be 
indipendent was the Parthian Empire in the east." [Isaac Asimov, Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 86]а 

49 B.C. - Julius Caesar / Rubicon River - "On January 10, 49 B.C., Caesar crossed
the Rubicon River -аthe boundary of his Gallic province." [Based on: Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 87]а 

48 B.C. - Fatality / Pompey - "Pursued by Caesar, Pompey fled to Egypt where 
Ptolemy XII ordered him killed." 

48 B.C. - Coined Money / Julius Caesar - "In 48 B.C. Julius Caesar deprived the 
moneychangers of the right to coin money and had it done himself. With a larger 
money supply he was able to erect many public buildings. Common people adored
Caesar for his contribution to making money more available." [By Juri Lina, The 
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Barnes Review, Sept./Oct. 2004, p. 8] 

47 B.C. - Roman Victory / Pontus - "On August 2, 47 B.C., Caesar's army met 
Mithradates VI at Zela in western Pontus. The Romans won so easy a victory that 
Caesar sent a message to Rome that said, Veni vidi, vici ('I came, saw, and won')."
[Based on: Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 87]а 

45 B.C. - Julius Caesar / Rome - "In September, 45 B.C., Julius Caesar returned to
Rome as absolute master." [Based on: Asimov's Chronology Of The World, p. 87]а 

45 B.C. - Julian Calendar - "The 365 day Julian calendar [of Julius Caesar] is 
introduced." 

44 B.C. - Fatality / Julius Caesar а- "On March 15 (the 'ides of March), 44 B.C., 
Caesar was murdered by a group of conspirators led by Marcus Junius Brutus (85-
42 B.C.) and Gaius Cassius Longinus (d. 42 B.C.)." [Based on: Asimov's 
Chronology Of The World, p. 87]а 

*Trivia: "After the murder of Caesar there was an end to the abundance of money. 
The money supply was reduced by 90 percent. Taxes rose sky-high. As a result 
most people lost their land and their homes. The slander of Caesar goes on even 
today." [Juri Lina, The Barnes Review, p. 8, Sept./Oct. 2004] 

37 B.C. - King Herod / Judah - "Herod was born into a prominent military family of 
Idumaeans, converts to Judaism who were distrusted by native Jews. Herod, 
whose father was granted Roman citizenship by Julius Caesar, was determined to 
assimilate the Jews into Greco-Roman culture. He dedicated the new cities of 
Caesarea and Sebaste [the Roman name for Samaria] to Augustus and built 
temples for the worship of the emperor. The king also initiated public games and 
placed Greek words on his coinage. Deeply religious Jews despised the nudity 
required at the games and considered the use of Greek language blasphemous. 
Their views contributed to Herod's unpopularity. Although Herod's use of Greek 
culture made him hated in the region of Judea, he was popular with the Jewish 
population outside Judea, known as the Diaspora, on whom he lavished money as 
a benefactor. Herod, fearing mutiny and conspiracy, did not trust his own people 
and enrolled in his army only Greeks and Diaspora Jews. After the death of Herod,
his kingdom was divided among his sons, who ruled as tetrarchs [leadership by 
four rulers], although Judea soon became a small Roman province under the 
administration of Pontius Pilate, a military governor, or procurator, chosen by the 
Romans. Dissent, so long repressed by Herod's cruelty, burst forth, and the people
in Palestine began to agitate for religious and political freedom. Messianic 
prophecy, the religious belief in the coming of a savior, was accompanied by bitter 
fighting between the political factions and religious sects among the Jewish 
people." 

31 B.C. - Judaean Earthquake - "Jewish chronicles describe a violent Judaean 
earthquake in 31 B.C." 

31 B.C. - Egyptian Victory / Octavian - "Caesar's nephew, Octavian, defeats Mark 
Antony and Cleopatra at the Battle of Actium [31 B.C.]. 

30 B.C. - Fatalities / Cleopatra & Mark Antony - "Mark Antony and Cleopatra 
commit suicide." 

27 B.C. - Augustus Caesar / Roman Empire - "Octavian named Augustus Caesar. 
The Roman Republic came to an end and the Roman Empire came into being, 
with Augustus as the first emperor." 
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27 B.C. - Pantheon Built а- "Traditional date when the Pantheon was built for the 
first time under Agrippa." 

20 B.C. - Building / Jewish Temple - Herod the Great began to rebuild Solomon's 
Temple in 20 B.C." 

9 B.C. - Lebbaeus Thaddaeus - "Lebbaeus Thaddaeus is described as a 'son of 
Alphaeus' and is also called Judas [Theudas] in two of the Gospels. He was an 
influential leader of the community and yet another Zealot commander. For more 
than fifty years, from 9 BC, Thaddaeus was head of the Therapeutate, an ascetic 
order that had evolved during the Egyptian occupation of Qumran. Thaddaeus was
a confederate of Jesus's father Joseph, and took part in the people's uprising 
against Pontius Pilate in AD 32." [Laurence Gardner, Bloodline Of The Holy Grail] 

7 B.C. - Birth / Jesus - "We now know, from both historical and astronomical 
observations, that Jesus 'of Nazareth' was actually born in 7 B.C. The usual 
explanation for this discrepancy is that a major miscalculation crept into the record-
keeping during the early Christian era." 

7 B.C. - Jesus - "Prior to Jesus' birth, the High Zadok [the Michael] was Zacharias. 
His wife was Mary's cousin Elizabeth, and his deputy, the Abithar [the Gabriel], was
Simeon the Essene. It was he who gave the formal consent for Mary's 
confinement, even though she and Joseph had disobeyed the rules of dynastic 
wedlock. The rules of dynastic wedlock were infringed, since Mary gave birth to 
Jesus at the wrong time of year [Sunday, March, 7 BC]. One of Jesus' foremost 
problems was that he had been born into an environment of controversy over 
whether or not he was legitimate. It was for that very reason that Mary and Joseph 
took him to Simeon the Gabriel for legitimizing under the law [Luke 2:25-35]. 
Despite this endeavor by his parents, Jesus evoked a mixed response and the 
Jews were polarised in two opposing camps on the subject of his lawful status in 
the kingly line. He had been conceived at the wrong time of year and had been 
born before Joseph and Mary's wedlock was formalized by their Second Marriage. 
Six years later his brother James was born within all the rules of dynastic wedlock 
and there was no disputing his legitimacy. Hence, the opposing factions each had 
a prospective Messiah to support." [Bloodline Of The Holy Grail, Laurence 
Gardner] 

*Trivia: "Hebrews 7:14 totally dismisses the Gospel-interpreted notion of the Virgin 
Birth in order to confirm that Jesus's real father was Joseph. It states: 'it is evident 
that our Lord sprang out of Judah, of which tribe Moses spake nothing concerning 
priesthood'. It is also explained that the Law concerning priesthood was changed 
to accomodate Jesus's new archangelic distinction [Hebrews 7:12]." [Bloodline Of 
The Holy Grail, Laurence Gardner, p. 129] 

6 B.C. - Configuration - Uranus-Pluto [Pisces/Virgo] opposition [6 B.C. - 1 A.D.]." а 

4 B.C. - Lunar Eclipse - "March 23rd" 

4 B.C. - Fatility / King Herod - "Traditional date when King Herod of Judah died." 

1 B.C. - Pax Romana - "The Roman Empire was at relative peace and had been 
for 30 years. This was the Pax Romana [Roman Peace] in which, for a while, the 
Mediterranean world was free of the endless torments of cities and nations fighting
each other endlessly." 

1 B.C. - James - "Reported date when James, the brother of Jesus, the second 
son of Mary and Joseph,аwas born."
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IP: 66.222.126.102

atalante

Member  posted 10-18-2004 11:00 ааа  а аа  

Helios,

I want to comment on the Nebra Sky disk, which you listed for 1600 BC. 

Here is a nice photo of the Nebra Sky disk. http://www.para-normal.com/news/jan/
5b.jpg 

And here is a discussion of it, including the way it was used to predict the harvest 
season, by having the sun set on Brocken mountain (=witch mountain). 
http://www.para-normal.com/nuke/html/modules.php?
name=News&file=article&sid=2020 

The contruction technique of this object is called gold plate on bronze. Obviously, 
this is a spectacular recent find. 

But I want to comment about the disk in a way which can relate to Plato's orichalc. 

The etymology of Plato's orichalc could be a reference to this type of construction 
(rather than being a name of some metal alloy). 

Plato commented that he did not understand the original meaning which had been 
attached to orichalc. Many modern experts try to translate the term as "mountain 
copper". 

But in Greek, chalkos meant either bronze or copper. And a mounded (or plated) 
construction technique might lie behind the prefix ori-.

Plato commented that orichalc gleamed like gold, was more valuable than any 
other metal except gold, and was used to decorate walls and/or celings.

All of the hints which Plato gave us about orichalc could apply to gold-plated 
bronze. 

IP: 152.163.100.10

rockessence

Member  posted 10-19-2004 01:19 ааа  а аа  

Atalante,

Isn't that a terrific article? One more move towards the north....

IP: 67.250.82.163

Helios

Member  posted 10-19-2004 21:28 ааа  а аа  

Excellent article, Atalante, and I also have to agree with Rockessence in that I, too,
believe there is a civilization in the north waiting to be discovered. The article offers
some excellent reasons why this north civilization hasn't been investigated until 
now.

Concerning orichalcum, however, I have to take slight issue with the comparison 
with gold. Plato distinctly says that orichalcum gleams with a "red light." I believe 
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the color of orichalcum is red, not gold. Plato mentions that the buildings were 
made of any colors, this should make the city quite distinctive, and unmistakable, if
it is ever found. 

I believe when I first joined the forum you and I had a conversation concerning 
obsidian also being orichalcum. The book "Plato Prehistorian" makes a specia note
of the obsidian "trade" circa 9-10,000 b.c. While it doesn't mean it is orichalcum 
(obsidian isn't red either), it does lend considerable weight to the value this 
commodity was given in the Stone Age world. Another astute observation on your 
part. 

IP: 69.11.252.115

Dawn Moline

Member  posted 11-04-2004 12:17 ааа  а аа  

I appreciate the amount of time that you put into this thread, Helios, this work is 
something I happen to be interested in, too. Perhaps you could look at my own 
threads under "Other Ancient Mysteries" and see how they compare. 

IP: 209.150.203.162

Helios

Member  posted 11-04-2004 23:44 ааа  а аа  

Thank you for the compliment, Dawn, and welcome to the forum. I hope you like it 
here.

quote:

NEOLITHIC SETTLEMENT - CATAL HOYUK 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prehistorical times are studied in three separate periods. Since the 
emergence of humans until 12000 B.C., this first period is called the 
Palaeolithic Age; this period is also named the Old Stone Age. The 
Palaeolithic Age which left only cave paintings, primitive stone tools 
and monuments was followed by a transitional period between 12000 
B.C. and 8000 B.C. called the Mesolithic Age or Middle Stone Age.

This period also established the foundations for systematic 
organisation of agriculture and cities during the Neolithic Age. The 
Neolithic Age emerged between 8000 and 2700 B.C. It is also known 
as the New Stone Age. This period was not experienced at the same 
time throughout the world. Continental Europe did not come into the 
Neolithic Age until much later after Asia minor. Even though there are 
other Neolithic settlements in Anatolia such as, Asikli Hoyuk, Hacilar, 
Yumuk Tepe, Kizil Kaya, Fikirtepe and several more, Catal Hoyuk 
carries the most significant features of the Neolithic Age. Catal Hoyuk 
is known to have been occupied by people even during the classical 
ages; a recent excavation found a Byzantinian grave in the area.

Near the north of Karadag there are many more hills indicating further
settlements during the Neolithic period such as, Magarali Pinarbasi. 
The existence of other settlements does not diminish the importance 
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of Catal Hoyuk as these settlements do not display the same level of 
sophistication and civilisation. The inhabitants of Catal Hoyuk created 
an economic revolution by maintaining animal stock such as, 
chickens, cattle, deer, wild boars and donkeys. They also hunted for 
leopards and fish. With established methods of agriculture, the people
of Catal Hoyuk grew three types of wheat and barley as well as many 
other varieties of grain and cereal. It is also known that they produced
oils of maize, wheat and peanut. There are indications that the people
produced beer and wine too.

Despite Catal Hoyuk being a highly organised city, it is not known 
whether a central system of management existed. It is interesting to 
note that not one single private or central place of worship has yet 
been found. Nor is there a fortress or any semblance of a city wall. 
Instead, the houses were erected adjoining one another. The walls 
facing the outside of the houses are without windows or doors, which 
may have provided the necessary protection.

http://www.focusmm.com/civcty/cathyk03.htm 

IP: 66.213.135.3

Helios

Member  posted 12-31-2004 23:25 ааа  а аа  

Greeting everyone, and a big Happy New Year to each of you. My condolences 
also to the victims of the tsunamis that have also recently ravaged Asia. If we can 
take anything from this it is that all life is precious and we should learn that we 
must make the most of life while it lasts.

My most recent research has taken me into the realm of ancient languages, their 
origins and their comparisons with one another. Ancient Azillian writing bears much
resemblance to the that of the Glozel period, and from these symbols, I belive that 
the Phoenicians may have evolved their own alphabet (if they really created it at 
all). The writings the Canary Islands, precursor to that of the Phoenicians, was the 
language of Atlantis, it is as simple as that. Here is an article by Cedirc Leonard 
that best explains this theory:

IP: 170.224.224.91

Helios

Member  posted 12-31-2004 23:28 ааа  а аа  

quote:

SUPPORTING EVIDENCE
By R. Cedric Leonard

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to ancient Greek legends Cadmus was a Phoenician prince
who founded Thebes in Boeotia, and among several other things 
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invented the alphabet. In spite of the popularity of this tradition 
(supported by Herodotus, 450 B.C.), this was doubted even in ancient
times. For instance, Tacitus says: 

The Egyptians also claim to have invented the alphabet, which the 
Phoenicians . . . appropriated the glory, giving out that they had 
discovered what they had really been taught. (Annals 11.14) 

We know now that as early as 3,000 B.C. the beginnings of a writing 
system existed on Crete, and by 2,000 B.C. the Minoans were in 
possession of a syllabic "alphabet"1 which we have named Linear A 
(Jackson, 1981). And this was hundreds of years before Cadmus' 
time. We have learned also that, far from being illiterate as once 
thought, the Achaean Greeks modified Linear A slightly in order to use
it for their own language (Linear B). In other words, the Achaean 
Greeks were using an alphabet hundreds of years before the 
"Phoenician" version of the alphabet was introduced into Greece
at the time of the Dorian invasion. 

It is a given that the Roman letters we use today evolved from the 
actual characters used by the Phoenicians of the Near East. But did 
the Phoenicians invent the letters, or did they merely learn of them 
from earlier sources. Diodorus (1st Cent. B.C.) expresses caution in 
the acceptance of this Phoenician "invention": 

Men tell us . . . that the Phoenicians were not the first to make 
the discovery of letters; but that they did no more than change 
the form of the letters; whereupon the majority of mankind made 
use of the way of writing them as the Phoenicians devised. (Lib. 
Hist., Book V). 

There are ancient and venerable traditions which point to a western, 
rather than an eastern, origin of our alphabet. In the same work 
Diodorus mentions that the Phoenicians had discovered a marvelous 
Atlantic island during their excursions outside Gibraltar. Atlantis was 
long gone, of course, but the survivors of that catastrophe still existed 
on the Canary Islands (and possibly others) and it is known that the 
Guanches inhabiting those islands possessed a system of characters 
with which the Phoenicians could have been familiar. 

Manetho (250 B.C.) also recorded that the Egyptians themselves 
derived the elements of their writing from an island in the west. 
Ancient Egyptian papyri also attribute the invention of writing to 
the god Thoth who ruled a "Western Domain" (Book of the Dead, 
Chap. LXXXV). These same papyri declare that Thoth came from an 
Island of Flame (Atlantis was very volcanic, and perished in flames). 
The Turin Papyrus (1300 B.C.) lists Thoth as one of the ten kings 
who reigned during the "reign of the gods," more than 12,000 
years ago. 

Strabo, the Greek historian, records a tradition that Tartessos (on
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the Atlantic coast of Spain) had written records that go back 
7,000 years before their time (500 B.C.), which is equivalent to 
saying that writing was being utilized on the Atlantic coast of 
Spain 9,500 years ago. These are strong traditions suggesting the 
existence of an older, unnamed culture in the west that had long been
familiar with the art of writing. 

One of the most important finds are the several hundreds of stones 
dating from the final stages of the Ice Age in a cave at Mas d'Azil in 
France. The 12,000-year-old Azilian rocks are painted with 
designs "which show astonishing similarity with later Greek and 
Latin letters" (Behn, 1948). Some experts have speculated that 
the cave might have been a writing school for Ice Age children.

Also, there are the bone calendars (date 20,000 B.C.), which until 
properly analyzed, could possibly represent a form of writing 
according to experts in anthropology and paleography (Marshack, 
1972). Can a relationship be demonstrated between some of the 
better known western "alphabetic" (syllabic) writing systems and our 
Glozel prototype? The answer is, "Yes!" 

First, there are the inscriptions on the Canary Islands (especially 
those on Hierro and Grand Canary): the script resembles Numidian
and appears to be composed of some twenty four characters and
a number of ideograms (Cline, 1953). There is also a "kinship" 
recognized between some of these Canary Island scripts and the 
Iberian and Sinai "alphabets" (Wolfel, 1942). 

The Numidian (Berber) writing is "alphabetic" (technically a syllabary; 
Gelb, 1974). The Tuaregs of North Africa speak Tamachek, but their 
written language, T'ifinagh, is also "alphabetic" (syllabic) and is 
closely related to the Basque language. T'ifinagh is being forgotten 
before it can be either properly classified or translated (Friedrich, 
1957). The close similarity between all these "western" systems, and 
their difference from the "eastern" cuneiform (Sumerian, Akkadian, 
Assyrian, Hittite, Ugaritic) systems cannot be ignored. 

Even the Aymara Indians living along the shores of Lake Titicaca in 
South America were in possession of an ideographic form of writing 
when the Spanish conquistadors appeared on the scene (in spite of a 
ban on writing put in effect by the 63rd Inca ruler, Topu Gaui 
Pachacuti). Some of these signs correspond exactly to the 
characters found on the Canary Island tablets and among the 
Tuaregs and Berbers in North Africa (Wilkins, 1946). 

Does all this sound familiar somehow? Basques, Berbers, Tuaregs, 
Guanches, and even the Aymaras of South America? We are talking 
about the same areas, the same people, the same language, and the 
same culture called "Atlantic" by learned scholars. In other words, 
our Cro-Magnon-Atlanteans. 
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There must have been a "western" prototype (which I believe we have
in the Glozel Tablets), completely independent of the eastern writing 
system which evolved later in Sumar, for all these "Atlantic" systems 
to be so much alike. Prof. W. Z. Ripley (1899) agrees: "A system of 
writing seems also to have been invented in western Europe as far 
back as the Stone Age." We will demonstrate the validity of this 
startling statement in the article entitled Ancient Alphabets Compared.

1It is demonstrated on this website that all the so-called "alphabets" 
before the Greek invention of the vowel signs are technically 
syllabaries, but the topic under discussion here is the characters 
which form the components of these early writing systems. [Back] 
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Once again, I would like to point out that the following article are the author's 
words, not mine:

quote:

ANCIENT ALPHABETS COMPARED
By R. Cedric Leonard

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Have you ever wondered why our system of letters is called an 
alphabet? The word is merely the combination of the Greek names of 
the first two characters of the Greek alphabet, alpha and beta. But 
where did the Greeks get these names? Why call the letters alpha, 
beta, gamma, delta, etc., in the first place? 

These are merely the Greek variation of the Phoenician names aleph,
beth, gimel, deleth, etc., and these are actual words in the Phoenician
language for ox, house, camel, door, etc. There are several theories 
as to why these names were applied to the characters in this manner, 
none of which have been proven. The two prevailing theories at 
present are: 1) the characters so-named came from earlier 
pictograms of those objects; 2) each character so-named was the 
initial sound for that object. 

But the scholarly world is in complete disarray when it comes to the 
question of the origin of the characters. That the Greek alphabet (and 
most later European alphabets) is basically made up from the earlier 
Phoenician letters is clear. But the big question is, where did the 
Phoenicians get these letters? Evidence indicates that at least some 
(about four) were invented on the spot (just as the Greeks invented 
several for their vowels). But what about the rest? 

For want of a plausible theory, Dr. I. J. Gelb, Professor at the Oriental 
Institute and the Department of Linguistics of the University of 
Chicago, suggests that the entire Phoenician system of signs is an 
arbitrary invention throughout. Let's take an entirely different tack. 
Let's assume the Glozel Tablets (now proven to be authentic, and 
infinitely older than the Phoenician) are the key to the puzzle. Let's 
make a comparison between several "western" systems and the 
Glozel characters. 

(Table showing comparison with "western" alphabets dating back to 
12,000 B.C.)

It is easy to see how well the Azilian and Iberian alphabets (both 
"western") correspond to that of the Glozel Tablets. The Phoenician, 
an "eastern" system, was "cribbed" from the Glozel (at least this is my
contention). 
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It took me some time to locate Berber and related Numidian systems 
for purposes of comparison, but they are now being included. Here is 
a chart of those characters (the Numidian can be written across or 
vertically, and sometimes turn certain characters 90 degrees in doing 
so). I think the relation with the other "western" systems are obvious. 

{Table showing the Berber and Numidian alphabetic systems. 
Compare with the above.)

Keep in mind that we are comparing several "western" (i.e., Azilian, 
Berber, Iberian, Numidian, Glozel) with the alphabet supposedly 
INVENTED by the Phoenicians. The similarities are simply too great. 
The Phoenicians obviously did not invent their character-set 
known today as the alphabet. They discovered it in their travels 
to the west from a source dating back at least 12,000 years (i.e., 
the Glozel and Azilian). 

Just as a footnote to all this riggamaroll about characters and 
alphabets (included because this also is a fact not widely known), the 
early Biblical Hebrews (from about the time of King Solomon until 
after the Babylonian captivity) used the Phoenician alphabet. In other 
words, whether they wrote on parchment or inscribed on stone, they 
wrote utilizing Phoenician characters. The earliest known Hebrew 
inscription is the famed Moabite Stone (dated 9th Cent. B.C.). It is 
written in the Hebrew language, but with Phoenician characters. The 
so-called "Hebrew" or block characters we are so familiar with today 
belong to the Aramaic alphabet, not the Hebrew. 

To those of you who hung in there through all this jargon, I 
congratulate you. I hope I have stimulated some thinking in regards to
alphabets and origins. Whether you agree with me or not, I think the 
link between the Glosel Tablets and Atlantis is reasonably solid. It just 
may be that we owe our form of writing to the lost Atlanteans of 
antiquity.
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Maritime Nation Timeline #1

I. The Watery World From Creation of the Universe to the Middle Ages 
-- "Big Bang" to AD 1350 

15 billion years ago (or so) -- The "Big Bang" brings universe into being,
forming hydrogen and helium

5 billion years ago -- solar systems formed 
4.6 billion years ago -- earth and moon formed; rocks sorting out by density
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3.8 billion years ago -- earth’s crust and oceans formed (water from rocks at 
earth’s core)

2 billion years ago -- oxygen appears in earth’s atmosphere (previously 
nitrogen/carbon dioxide) 
2 billion years ago -- Earth's surface breaks into two continents, Laurentia and 
Gondwana, with Tethys Ocean and Iapetus Ocean separating them

1 billion years ago -- Earth's two land masses further divide into current 
configuration of five continents,
with thirty-some slowly moving plates underneath

1 billion years ago -- oxygen levels permit photosynthesis; plant life

Cambrian Period 

600 million years ago -- Earth becomes a habitat for multicellular life 
458 million years ago -- Closing of the Iapetus Ocean; New England and Nova 
Scotia break away from Gondwana 
and drift up to Laurentia, forming North America

370 million years ago -- First sea dwelling living forms came onto land to begin 
amphibious life

200 Million years ago -- Oxygen in atmosphere reaches current levels; vertebrate 
life begins

152 million years ago --Separating of South America and Africa create gap for 
Atlantic Ocean; Europe slides to southeast

20,000 years ago -- Temperature of world's surface drops, bringing on "The Last 
Ice Age"; affected the surface of continents and water levels

10,000 years ago -- Land bridge across Bering Strait connecting Northeast Asia 
and Alaska provides route for the movement of humans into North America 

Classical Era [5000 BC to 200 AD] 

5000 BC -- Earliest illustration of an Egyptian papyrus boat 

3500 BC -- Attempts by Sumerian civilization to harness Tigris and Euphrates 
Rivers may have induced drought conditions that 
undercut their civilization. 

3000 BC -- Oared galleys employing "shell-first" hull construction appear in eastern
Mediterranean

2750 BC - First recorded expedition of exploration from Egypt eastward to Red 
Sea 

2600 BC -- Pictorial evidence of vessels rowed and sailed by Egyptians to Syria

2500 BC -- Wooden ship buried alongside Egyptian Pharoah Cleops in a pyramids 
tomb 

2500 BC - Polynesians begin migrations across the South Pacific

2400 BC -- Egyptian ships sailing through Red Sea and down east African coast to
Ethiopia and Somalia 

1500 BC -- Egyptians develop a workable ship with a long central keel; similar 
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vessels in
use by Minoans on Crete. 

1000 BC -- Phoenicians dominate the Mediterranean sea lanes

900 BC -- Galleys with two tiers (biremes) appear in eastern Mediterranean

814 BC -- Phoenicians sail out of Mediterranean beyond the Straits of Gibraltar 
into Atlantic to Cadiz

800 BC -- Epics (Iliad and Odyssey) attributed to Homer written; depicts period 
around 1200 BC

750 BC -- Phoenicians sail southwest of Gibraltar down African coast to Tunis

650 BC -- The Carthaginian navigator, Hanno, sails down W. African coast to 
Sierra Leone.

600 BC -- Noah is directed to construct an ark by God, as related in the Book of 
Genesis

500 BC -- Greeks introduce trireme, a three-tiered oared galley, used in naval 
combat

480 BC -- Greeks defeat Persians in naval Battle of Salamis, southwest of Athens

440 BC -- Greek historian, Herodotus, writes on earlier maritime conflicts between 
Persians and Greeks

431 -- 403 BC -- Peloponnesian War between Athens and Sparta; war reported by 
contemporary historian, Thucydides

415 BC -- A failed naval siege of Sicily by Athenian fleet marks low point for Athens
in Peloponnesian War.

330 BC -- Greek philosopher Aristotle discusses the sea, tides, salinity and 
currents in Meteorologica

324 BC -- Recorded voyage of a Greek, Pytheas, sailing from Marseilles into 
Atlantic and up
the English Channel to Corwall and possibly to Scandinavia (Thule)

250 BC -- Alexandrian Eratosthenes approximated the circumference of earth by 
determining changes in the 
declination of sun; developed system north-south angular measurements akin to 
latitude

264 -- 202 BC -- Punic Wars waged between Rome and Carthage

150 BC -- A Babylonian scholar, Selonius, correlated variations in tides in Persian 
Gulf to the moon.

140 BC -- Hipparchus of Rhodes (190-120 BC) divided circle into degrees, minutes
and seconds

31 BC -- Battle of Actium, where Egyptian fleet under Marc Anthony and Cleopatra 
defeated by the Romans under Octavian
off the northwest coast of Greece.

31 BC - 202 AD -- Romans effect a virtual control of the Mediterranean sea lanes --
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Mare Nostrum

25 AD -- Many of the followers of Jesus, including St. Peter, his temporal 
successor, are depicted as fishermen, 
as later described in the Gospels of the New Testament 

140 AD -- Claudius Ptolemy (90-160 AD?) produced his Geography ; highpoint in 
Classical cartography; 
characterizes world as a sphere at the center of the universe

300 - 600 AD -- Byzantine rule centered in Constantinople control sea traffic in 
eastern Mediterranean

350 AD -- Greeks add England and India to their maps

407 AD -- Romans depart Britain in advance of Northern invaders

530 AD -- St. Brendan (484-578), with fellow Irish monks, sail about North Atlantic 
in round, 
basket-shaped, rudderless, skin-covered coracle; may have reached Iceland

647 AD -- Arab fleet assaults Constantinople

700 AD -- Northern Europeans constructing cogs, flat-bottomed and high-sided 
ships with clinker-laid planking

700 AD -- Venerable Bede records observations on England's tides

750 AD -- Polynesians colonize the Hawaiian Islands using seagoing outrigger 
canoes

827 AD -- Arabs seize control of Sardinia 

838 AD -- Vikings from Scandinavia capture Dublin, Ireland, using long ship

860 AD -- Iceland discovered by Scandinavians

886 AD - England's Alfred the Great constructs a fleet to repel Norsemen

982 AD -- Greenland settled by Eric the Red

1002 AD -- Leif Eriksson comes ashore in North America, likely on Newfoundland, 
at L'Anse aux Meadows

1050 -- Frame-first, skeletal (inside-out) construction becomes the norm in 
Mediterranean

1066 -- The Normans from France conquer England, following English repulse of 
Vikings

1081 - Venice initiates trade eastward with Byzantine Empire

1095 -- European Christian forces launch the first of several crusades over the 
next two centuries; later
ones dependent upon sea transportation to mover move men and materiel to Holy 
Land.

1150 -- Rudimentary magnetic compass introduced to Mediterranean seafarers;
of possible Chinese origin

1160 -- Distinct cooling of Western Europe usher in the 3-century long "Little Ice 
Age"; produces significant depopulation of Scandinavian
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settlements in Greenland and Iceland

1191 -- First exports of tea from China arrive in Europe

1200 -- First nautical charts (portulan) introduced in Mediterranean

1240 -- First known tide table, for the London Bridge, is compiled for navigational 
use

1250 -- Vertical-hinged rudder astern introduced in northern Europe 

1251 -- Genoese merchant vessels, under commend of Ugolino and Vadino 
Vivaldi, reach Seville, Spain 

1271 -- Marco Polo establishes an overland trade route to China

1275 -- The date of the oldest surviving portulan, or nautical chart, the Carta 
Pisana

1291 -- Genoese sea captains regularly sailing westward out of Mediterranean 
Sea, through Gibraltar Straits into 
the Atlantic Ocean; first such venture since Roman times; Venetian galleys initiate 
contact with Flanders; first exposure of Mediterranean mariners to North Atlantic 
ships

1298 -- Marco Polo recorded his Travels of Marco Polo, about his trek to Asia

1320 -- Active chart making business in Genoa, as with the Vesconte mappamundi

1328 -- Invention of sawmill spurs shipbuilding in northern Europe 

1336 -- Genoese navigator, Lanzarotto Malocello, records expedition to Canary 
Islands

1340 -- Battle of Sluys (Netherlands); English win control of English Channel from 
French 
at start of Hundred Years' War

1346 -- Black Death (bubonic plague) arrived in Mediterranean from Asia Minor, 
spread by ships throughout Europe; resulted in sharp drop in population 

1350 -- Mounted guns first used on European naval ships

Sources:
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61.
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quote:

SEAFARING IN ANCIENT TIMES 

Seafaring may be as ancient as 5,000 years old, for the Egyptians 
traded with other nations by sea, and all the nations of the “Fertile 
Crescent” area, which had outlets to the sea, certainly had ships 
which navigated around the shores of the Mediterranean at a very 
early date. It has even been suggested that ships sailed the Atlantic to
the Americas from about 5,000 BC. This has been inferred from 
carbon datings of findings in Labrador and New England, which 
correspond with the archaeological remains of people in Norway of a 
similar date; thus mankind has cast himself upon the waters for many 
millennia. Certainly we know that the Shemitic people had ships and 
traded with places as far away as the British Isles from about 3,000 
BC. 

The eastern area bordering the Mediterranean Sea has been called 
the “cradle of civilisation”, and civilised societies grew up in the area 
of the “Fertile Crescent”, which corresponds to today’s Middle East. A 
recent television series postulated that until the Great Flood, caused 
by the meltdown of the last Ice Age, the present Black Sea was a 
large fertile valley, which became flooded when the Mediterranean 
broke through the present Dardanelles and flooded the valley 
civilisation. The people who survived moved to the higher ground 
around the shores of the Black Sea, and from thence they spread out 
into Europe, Asia Minor and Palestine, and that this coincided with the
rise of civilisations in present day Iraq and Iran. 

The Mediterranean is almost an inland sea, because it is only 8 miles 
wide at the Straits of Gibraltar, (known in ancient times as The Pillars 
of Hercules). The Mediterranean is no stranger to severe storms, in 
fact, an American circumnavigator said that the winter storms which 
he encountered between Crete and Malta were worse than anything 
he had seen in the Atlantic, Pacific or Indian oceans. Those who 
navigated its waters would have to be bold and adventurous as well 
as skilled. Such people would dare to venture through the Straits into 
the Atlantic. Not all would hug the coasts, for they struck out to 
discover the Canary Islands which they knew as the Fortunate 
Islands, and went northwards to Britain to trade in tin, which was 
necessary in the Bronze Age, bronze being an alloy of copper and tin.
The ships necessary for such voyages were not cockleshells.

THE EGYPTIANS 

As has been mentioned before, the Egyptians, whose civilisation 
dates from before 3,000 BC., had ships with which they traded with 
neighbouring nations; they paddled their ships facing forward, and 
may have invented the sail, because the prevailing winds on the Nile 
blow in the opposite direction to the current, enabling them to sail up 
and down the river with far less effort. They had only one sail and it 
was square, rigged at right angles to the hull. The ships were steered 
by a large oar near the stern. An innovation was seating the rowers 
with oars facing the stern, whereas the men who used paddles faced 
the prow. The Egyptians may not have confined their voyages to 
coast hugging trading expeditions, but in the earliest times this was 
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probably the case. In later years they may have joined with the 
Phoenicians and Israelites who were the great traders of the BC era. 

THE MINOANS 

The Minoans of Crete, whose civilisation is almost as old as the 
Egyptian, also had seagoing vessels and conducted a busy trade with
the Aegean islands and Egypt. In Crete, at the wonderful palace of 
Minos at Knossos, there is a landing jetty incorporated into the fabric 
of the palace. Obviously, in those days, Knossos was nearer to the 
coast than it is nowadays. 

These ancient mariners navigated by the sun and stars, and by dead 
reckoning, which gave a rough estimate of the vessel’s speed, course
and drift. It is amazing how much they achieved without all our 
modern aids to navigation and our extensive charts and maps. 

The Bible mentions settlements in Javan (the Aegean) early on in 
Genesis: 

"And the sons of Javan; Elishah, and Tarshish, Kittim, and Dodanim. 
By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands; every 
one after his tongue, after their families, in their nations." - Genesis 
10:4-5

THE PHOENICIANS 

Over 2,500 years ago the Phoenicians sailed the Mediterranean and 
southwestern European ports. They were the foremost among the 
ancient merchants. They were Semitic, or Shemitic people, that is, 
they claimed descent from Shem. Although they later became very 
mixed with the descendants of Ham, such as the Canaanites, they 
had a high proportion of fair skinned, fair haired Shemitic peoples, 
from whom Abraham and his family came. When Israel later settled in 
the Promised Land, many Israelites, mostly from the tribes of Dan and
Zebulon, joined with them in their seafaring enterprises. In this way 
the forerunners of the later Israelitish migrations reached the British 
Isles, and they had settlements in Spain and Portugal. 

The people who built the megaliths across Europe and into the British 
Isles left gold necklaces wherever they went. They also had amber 
cups with handles. One beautiful example was found at Hove in 
Sussex, and another at Clandon in Dorset. These were products of 
the Baltic-Irish trade. 

By 1,000 BC the Phoenicians had become the master mariners of the 
ancient world. They built sophisticated ships with sternpost and ribs 
that reinforced the planks of the hull. The planks were fitted edge to 
edge, that is, they were not clinker built, and closely resembled 
modern construction, employing mortise and tenon joints. 

Homer, who dated from the sixth or seventh century BC, wrote of 
Odysseus (Ulysses) building a boat by boring the timbers with an 
auger and fastening them with wooden dowels. From this it may be 
seen that boat building was well advanced prior to the AD era. Indeed,
Noah had to have extensive boat building skills to construct the Ark, 
which some authorities have calculated to have been of similar size to
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a modern ocean going ship.
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quote:

TARSHISH 

By the eighth century BC the trade with Britain and Spain and 
Portugal was well established. The Bible refers to the “ships of 
Tarshish”: 

I Kings 10:21-22 - "... in the days of Solomon.........For the king had at 
sea a navy of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram: once in three years 
came the navy of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes,
and peacocks."

I Kings 22:48 - "Jehoshaphat made ships of Tharshish to go to Ophir 
for gold: but they went not; for the ships were broken at Eziongeber." 

This port has been excavated, as the Tell-el- Kheleifeh. A flourishing 
copper mine was discovered, and the town appears to have been 
highly industrialised, as a blast furnace was discovered. From here 
the copper would have been exported, and the bronze which was so 
important in that time. 

Jeremiah 10:9 - "Silver spread into plates is brought from Tarshish, 
and gold from Uphaz, the work of the workman, and of the hands of 
the founder: blue and purple is their clothing: they are all the work of 
cunning men." 

Ezekiel 27:12 - "Tarshish was thy merchant by reason of the multitude
of all kind of riches; with silver, iron, tin, and lead, they traded in thy 
fairs." 

Ezekiel 27:25 - "The ships of Tarshish did sing of thee in thy market: 
and thou wast replenished, and made very glorious in the midst of the
seas." 

Ezekiel 38:13 - "Sheba, and Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, 
with all the young lions thereof, shall say unto thee, Art thou come to 
take a spoil? hast thou gathered thy company to take a prey? to carry
away silver and gold, to take away cattle and goods, to take a great 
spoil?" 

Jonah 1:3 - "But Jonah rose up to flee unto Tarshish from the 
presence of the Lord, and went down to Joppa; and he found a ship 
going to Tarshish: so he paid the fare thereof, and went down into it, 
to go with them unto Tarshish from the presence of the Lord." 
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Colonists from the areas now known as Palestine and Syria had 
settled near the mouth of the Guadalquivir in south western Spain, in 
what is now Andalusia. Their trade was in metals which the natives 
mined. (They were probably the ancestors of the Basques). During 
this time the Celts were also pushing into Spain, overrunning them by 
500 BC. They were relatives of the former colonists, but this fact was 
not necessarily realised by them. A city was built, called Tartessos, in 
Greek. The script of their inscriptions, known as Tartessian, was very 
close to Phoenician. 

The Bible tells us that the ships of Tarshish were the largest in the 
then known world, and they became synonymous with the idea of sea
power. Coastal vessels were unable to cope with the sometimes 
fierce conditions of the open sea. In Bronze Age times sailors feared 
the east wind, in case it should blow them out into the Mediterranean, 
so they admired those whose ships were sturdy enough to venture 
even further afield to the famous “Tin Islands”. Besides the Biblical 
references to this ancient trade, there are several classical authorities 
who mention it. 

The merchants of Tarshish were considered to be very rich, and to 
have acquired their wealth by trade with the products of Andalusia, for
the Andalusians mined silver. Spanish archaeologists have studied 
the remains of the Tartessian culture. They consider that it was 
dominant in southern Spain. This means that there are few traces of 
the La Tene culture compared with the rest of Europe. 

Tartessian inscriptions have been found in America, in New England. 
The most important was found at Mount Hope Bay, Bristol, Rhode 
Island. It depicted a Tartessian ship without sails, but with a steering 
oar, and the translation is believed to mean “Mariners of Tarshish this 
rock proclaims “. It cannot be accurately dated, but is believed to be 
from about 700 or 600 BC. Another inscription, this time in Ogham 
script has been found at Monhegan Island (off the coast of Maine). 
There is a flat topped islet which could have been used for loading 
and unloading ships. The inscription is in the ancient Goidelic 
language (Celtic or Gaelic). Thus it would appear that trade was 
extensively carried on in the late Bronze Age to an extent which only 
recently is becoming realised. An inscription in Phoenician has also 
been found in Brazil. The ancient mariners certainly travelled far and 
wide. 

Correspondence has been found which was from King Hiram of Tyre 
(who supplied materials for Solomon’s Temple) to a king of Lavinia, 
which was Tuscany. The Etruscan script is decipherable by a 
knowledge of Phoenician, so it would appear that Etruria was another 
colony of these Phoenician/ Israelitish adventurers. The document 
deals with a shipment from Tyre to Italy. 

There also exists a shipping contract between a Greek merchant, 
Makarios, and a skipper of Cadiz. Cadiz, originally Gades, was 
founded in about 1100 BC, and was an important port in the east-west
trade. It is possible, once again, that Hebrews founded the city for one
of the tribes of Israel was Gad. 

The ancient Greeks recorded that the Phoenicians had closely 
guarded secrets of the source of their supplies of tin and amber, so it 
was obvious that they carried on a flourishing trade with the British 
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Isles from very early times. 

The same trade products appeared simultaneously in the Aegean, 
Moravia, Hungary, Spain, Brittany, Holland and Britain from about 
1600 BC. Amber products were found in all these places, and as the 
source was the Baltic, it seems that it was traded from the ports as 
well as being brought by an overland route to the shores of the 
Mediterranean. Irish jewellery has been found at Gaza, (mentioned by
Sir Flinders Petrie), and beads found in Egyptian and Aegean tombs, 
dating from 1400 BC; others found at Lachish, dating from 1200 BC, 
are exactly similar to beads found in Wiltshire. 

The fall of Knossos, Crete was about 1400 BC. After this, the 
Mycenaean civilisation became dominant in the area. It had originally 
been an offshoot of the Minoan from Crete. It became the foremost 
civilisation of the Bronze Age. It was about this time that Israel left 
Egypt, and contact between Egypt and Crete ceased during the time 
of Amenhotep III. The story of Theseus and the Minotaur tells how the
Mycenaeans overthrew the Minoans, so yet again legend proves to 
have a basis in fact. Gold mounted amber discs have been found in 
the late Minoan tomb of the Double Axes at Knossos, and these are 
also like those found in graves in Wessex. The double axe symbol is 
also found in Ireland, so we can tell from these finds how far afield the
traders sailed. 

The Palestinian ports traded with the Aegean (Javan) and Cyprus 
(Chittim). Deborah’s rebuke to Dan (Judges 5) dates to approximately
1300 BC. This information is given in C.F.C. Hawkes’ book The 
Prehistoric Foundations of Europe to the Mycenaean Age (Methuen &
Co., London, 1940). 

Before 530 BC the Greeks had made an exploratory voyage from 
their colony in the south of present day France. It was known as 
Massilia in those days, and is now still the thriving port of Marseilles. 
The expedition visited Tartessos, with which town they had 
exchanged trade since about 630 BC. There are fragments of an 
ancient manuscript known as the Massiliote Periplus which were 
quoted in a poem by Festus Avienus in the 4th century AD. It tells that
the Tartessians went far north for their trade, perhaps as far as 
modern Brittany, and to two large islands even further north, known as
Ierne (Ireland) and Albion (Britain). Some authorities think that the 
Phoenicians had discovered the south west of Britain long before, 
because of the importance of the import of tin. They had the secrets 
of the production of bronze, and they also imported amber, which 
came from the Baltic regions. Strabo, an ancient geographer of the 
first century AD wrote that the Phoenicians were very careful to guard 
their secrets, and even ran their vessels ashore if they suspected that 
they were being tailed by Roman ships. 

PYTHEAS 

A Greek mathematician, Pytheas (350-320 BC) undertook a long sea 
voyage to test his theory about the measurements of the earth. He set
sail from Massilia and went through the Pillars of Hercules (The 
Straits of Gibraltar), following the Atlantic coast northwards to Brittany.
He said that he crossed the Channel and landed in Britain, which he 
called the Pretanic Islands. He is then supposed to have sailed round 
the north of Scotland, and to have landed at the mouth of the Elbe. He
found civilised people, engaged in farming, tin mining and fishing. His 
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account was considered too fantastic to credit, but he has since been 
proved correct. He described the tides of the Pentland Firth, which are
particularly high in springtime, and how the natives did their threshing 
in barns because of the dampness of the climate. Although his 
contemporaries and later scholars have dismissed his writings as 
imaginary, it is difficult to see how he could have given such accurate 
descriptions of the conditions in those northern areas if he had not 
been there. He was ridiculed, because most people believed that no 
one could go beyond the then known limits of the earth. Although his 
voyage was much later than that of the early Celt-Iberians, he proved 
that such voyages could have taken place in ancient times, and, 
indeed, must have done so, otherwise he would not have found 
inhabitants in his “Ultima Thule”. His original records have been lost, 
but fragments were quoted by other writers in order to ridicule his 
findings. 

CARTHAGE 

Carthage was a colony of Phoenicia, founded by Queen Dido, who 
brought many settlers with her from Tyre. Strabo, the Greek 
geographer and historian who was born about 63 BC, said that the 
enterprise prospered and that people went on to colonise Iberia 
(present day Spain and Portugal), making their settlements and city a 
rival to Rome. They fought three wars with the Romans, but they were
defeated in the last one by Scipio Aemilianus, whose army wiped out 
the proud city. Another “Phoenician” was Cadmus, who, according to 
legend, founded Thebes in Egypt.

IP: 170.224.224.91

rockessence

Member  posted 01-01-2005 13:18 ааа  а аа  

Helios,
Just a note...You referenced Homer above, so I wanted to mention that in all of 
Homer there is no mention of earthenware vessels, but many of wood, bronze, 
gold and silver.....Not indicative of Mediterranean location! Also every mention 
Homer makes of weather relates to a northern location, indicating that he faithfully 
rendered the original tellings that he heard. 

In Felice Vinci's HOMER IN THE BALTIC you can readily ascertain that the source 
of the tales/poems which became known as Homer's poetry were based in these 
northern locations along with a northern Crete, Athen(s), Mycenae, Achaea, 
Pelop's Island and etc.

IP: 67.250.176.205

Riven

Member  posted 01-01-2005 15:40 ааа  а аа  

Helios;

Wishing you a Happy New Year and thank you for all your hard work!

Please allow me to propose that the people referred to as Tarshish, could actually 
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have been,and most likely are, the Tarxien cultures from Malta.

Mainly because they were building Temples around 5000bC prior to the Egytians 
and to correctly pronounce Tarxien you would say Tarshin.

Secondly, as the realm of the west was hardly know until the time of 
Homer(800bC) and that the archaeological evicence points to Phoenicians and 
Greeks settling there around 1000 bC, I would have to say that the events the 
Bible states are prior to this time.

Malta,like Crete much closer and more readily identified by Libyans,Egyptians and 
the Eastern MEd.

Now even the Bible mentioned as you posted that the Ships from Tarshish landed 
once every 3 years. If they were in fact Tartessos and that they were bringing 
wares back to the Eastern Med, I don't really think it would take that long unless 
they sailed around the western coast and underneath Africa back to Egypt and the 
Phoenician settlements. 6 mths to a year would be adequate enough.

Unless, in fact it really was the Tarxien's sailing from Malta out to Tartessos and 
then back to the east med which would seem more substantial for a 3 year time 
frame.

I don't really think that Tartessos was fond of Apes and Peacocks like the people 
from Punt were and also to consider that around 1200 bc during the invasion of the
Sea Peoples the entire Eastern med was at a point of DEPRESSION and Egypts 
silos were full of grain and wealth.

The other factor I also consider is that it remains possible that Tartessos could 
have been more closely situated around Massalia or the French/Spanish coast 
where the trade route upinto the Cornwall mines was commonly treaded, or even 
nearer Italy perhaps.

Tar just doesn't seem to fit into the Ga type of names commonly found in Spain, 
that is if it wasn't called Gardessos?,which would attribute to that region.

The syllable Tar is more closely related to the Italians and Cimmerians who 
frequented the Appennine regions which may even have come from the Tarxien 
cultures having settled there,perhaps.

This is not to be based as factual,rather a hypothesis that I feel needs to be deeper
explored.

IP: 206.45.179.109

Smiley4554

Moderator  posted 01-01-2005 15:47 ааа  а аа  

http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Mathematicians/Plato.html 

I just want to insert that considering the above, and that Plato obviously 
understood mathematics, etc., I find it very unbelievable that he would have made 
an error of 8000 years.

A quote that is said to have been over the door to his Academy 

quote:

Let no one ignorant of Mathematics enter here.
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[Said to have been above the doorway of his Academy.

Other mathematical quotes:
http://www-groups.dcs.st-and.ac.uk/~history/Quotations/Plato.html 

IP: 65.54.98.152

Helios

Member  posted 01-02-2005 20:51 ааа  а аа  

Riven, Rockessence & Smiley, Happy New year to all of you as well. Riven, some 
very interesting and original observations into Tartessosand Malta. I will have to 
research futher to see this connection. As you know, the traditional location fot 
Tartessos is the western coastline of Spain.

I would like to add to the information I posted on Tartessos with this information I 
glened from other researchers. 

“Chittim” is usually understood to refer to the city of “Kition” in Cyprus which was 
an important Phoenician colony and which the Assyrians were also destined to 
conquer. Early sources however apply the term “Chittim” to Italy or the Isles of Italy
such as Sardinia which the Phoenicians had occupied. Sargon (722-705) said he 
conquered Anaku and Kaptara in the Atlantic Ocean. “Anaku” is said to mean the 
Land of Tin and could refer to Britain, which was the major source of tin. “Kaptara” 
(i.e. Caphtor or “Cyprus” in Assyrian terms) in the Atlantic Ocean apparently means
Scandinavia where Bronze Age remains show direct contact with Mediterranean 
Cyprus, Egypt, and the Middle East. Egyptian descriptions of a Kaptara (i.e. 
“Cyprus”) in the Atlantic Ocean conform with to what is known about the civilization
of Scandinavia at that time. Scandinavian legend said that their ancestral gods had
come from the holy island of Asgard. According to Jurgen Spanuth “Asgard” has 
the same meaning as “The Isle of Caphtor”1; “Caphtor” being the top of pillar. 
Sennacherib (705-681) took Tyre and proceeded with the organized exile and re-
settlement of its inhabitants.

Hittite statuettes and Hittite type chariots in the Baltic area close to Scandinavia, 
and in Scandinavia itself have been found dating from the era following the 
Israelite exile. These appurtenances would be characteristic of Assyrian auxiliaries.
Assyrian-type swords dating from this time have been found in both Scandinavia 
and Spain. Legends speak of Assyrians in Germany and of refugees from Assyria 
reaching Britain and Frisia in Northern Holland. In Britain in the same period there 
appeared decorations on metalwork which were Assyrian in type. Numerous 
factors indicate an Assyrian presence in Europe or at least that of
those who had been heavily under Assyrian influence. 

Tiglathpileser (745-727 BCE), the Assyrian monarch, had subdued most
of Phoenicia. His successor Shalmaneser (727-722) began the siege of Tyre which
finally fell to Sennacherib (705-681) in 701 and its inhabitants were deported. 
Indications are that before the final fall of Tyre much of the citizenry had fled 
overseas eventually reaching Spain where “Tarshish” was situated. Assyrian 
authority overtook the Phoenicians in their place of refuge, and caused more of 
their brethren to join them. The Assyrians utilized Phoenician colonization to their 
own advantage whilst supervising the addition of Israelite exiles in or
besides Phoenician areas. The Assyrians must have received the willing co-
operation of the Phoenicians in transporting the Israelites since Biblical passages 
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(e.g. Ezekiel ch.28) prophesy against Tyre and Sidon for assisting in the exile. The 
Babylonians may also have been involved. Babylon had been conquered by the 
Assyrians who seem to have sought legitimacy for their Empire by projecting 
themselves as recognized lawful rulers of both Assyria and Babylon and relating to
Babylon as a partner. Josephus (Ant.10; 227) quotes Megasthenes (ca.300 BCE) 
as
saying that the Babylonian king, Nebuchadnessar (who inherited much of
the former Assyrian Empire), ruled over North Africa and Spain. Linguistic evidence
indicates an Assyrian and a Babylonian presence in Spain.

Esarhaddon (681-669) boasted of controlling Yadnana (i.e. “Isle of
the Dananu”, meaning Cyprus), Yaman (Yavan meaning Greece), and Tarsis
(meaning Tarsis of the Atlantic) in Spain. Assyrian references mention
Tarsis as the westernmost extremity of Phoenician colonization. Avienus
and various sources record that the Phoenicians had colonies in Britain.
This fact together with other indications suggest that the concept of
“Tarshish” as well as intending someplace on the southwest or west coast
of Spain also encompassed the British Isles. One understanding of the
name “Tarshish” itself is “sea” or “ocean” and therefore it encompasses
places or isles in the ocean. The inscription just quoted of Esarhaddon
mentioning Yadnana, Yaman, and Tarsis, has been found duplicated in a
prism but instead of “Tarsis” the name “Nu-si-si” is given. The exact
meaning of this name is unclear though it would seem to be cognate with
“nes” meaning “island” in Aramaic as well as in Greek. The inscription
of Esarhaddon can be understood as saying:

“The kings that are in the midst of the sea, from the Isle of the
Dananu [Yadnana = Cyprus], from Greece [Yaman = Yavan], and from the
Islands [“Nusisi”] [or from: “Tarsis”] bowed to my feet ...over the four
corners of the earth my power was spread.” 

Herodotus (4.42,43) reported that Pharoah Neco who reigned just after
Solomon also sent Phoenician sailors to circumnavigate Africa and return
via the Pillars of Hercules i.e. the Straits of Gibraltar. He likewise
mentions the fact that this trip took three years to complete since he
explains the sailors would make a camp on dry land. They would then sow
and wait to reap a harvest before continuing. The prophet Ezekiel
listed Tarshish amongst the numerous places that were wont to trade with
Tyre of Phoenicia:

<<TARSHISH WAS THY MERCHANT BY REASON OF THE MULTITUDE OF ALL 
KINDS OF
RICHES; WITH SILVER, IRON, TIN, AND LEAD, THEY TRADED IN THY 
FAIRS>>
(Ezekiel 27;12).

At the period mentioned it was the Bronze Age and bronze was the
chief metal in use. Even in the Iron Age, that came later, bronze was
still the most important metal in most regions. Tin and copper are
essential in the production of Bronze and part of the tin used at the
time originated in Britain. Pliny said that all of their tin came from
Britain. The Egyptian (Coptic) word for tin is “pithran” said to be
derived from a mispronunciation of Britain.
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“Tarshish” may have originally been a Greek settlement whose
facilities Israelites and Phoenicians utilized. Around 700 BCE Tartessos
(i.e. Tarshish) was ruled by Phoenicians. Tartessus became identified
with Gades which was also a city of Phoenician origin. Gades was aided
by Carthage. Tartessos established its suzerainty over Phoenician Tyrian
colonies in the south and southeast of Spain. At one stage Tartessos
ruled over all of Spain and most of Gaul. Samuel Bochart (1681),
affirmed that the province of Dertossa in north-east Spanish was
actually named after Tarshish, the name being another form for
“Tartessa”, i.e. (“Little-”?) “Tartessus” 4.

Esarhaddon (681-669) boasted of controlling Yadnana (i.e. “Isle of the
Dananu”, meaning Cyprus), Yaman (Yavan meaning Greece), and Tarsis
(meaning Tarsis of the Atlantic) in Spain. Assyrian references mention
Tarsis as the westernmost extremity of Phoenician colonization. Avienus
and various sources record that the Phoenicians had colonies in Britain.
This fact together with other indications suggest that the concept of
“Tarshish” as well as intending someplace on the southwest or west coast
of Spain also encompassed the British Isles. One understanding of the
name “Tarshish” itself is “sea” or “ocean” and therefore it encompasses
places or isles in the ocean. The inscription just quoted of Esarhaddon
mentioning Yadnana, Yaman, and Tarsis, has been found duplicated in a
prism but instead of “Tarsis” the name “Nu-si-si” is given. The exact
meaning of this name is unclear though it would seem to be cognate with
“nes” meaning “island” in Aramaic as well as in Greek. The inscription
of Esarhaddon can be understood as saying:

“The kings that are in the midst of the sea, from the Isle of the Dananu
[Yadnana = Cyprus], from Greece [Yaman = Yavan], and from the Islands
[“Nusisi”] [or from: “Tarsis”] bowed to my feet ...over the four corners
of the earth my power was spread.” 

Festus Avienus (ca. 400 CE) in a poem (Ora Maritima) based on Carthaginian 
accounts from around 300 BCE gives information concerning the maritime 
activities of ancient Tarshish and related matters: In this poem he identifies Gadira 
(Gades) with Tarshish. He mentions Oestrymnon in Brittany (in Gaul) and the Isles 
of Oestrymnides (i.e. Britain) that were rich in metals and produced tin and lead. 
Britain was an Isle of merchants and in the past Tartessos had traded with them. 
The Hibernians dwelt in the “Holy Island” (Ireland) and the Carthaginians had
established colonies on Europe's Atlantic Coast.

After 700 BCE southern Spain had received an influx of settlers of Phoenician 
culture amongst whom were the Israelite captive-settlers. This settlement became 
identified with Tartessos. Together with Etruscans from Italy and Phocians from 
Greece, Tartessus fought in the battle of Alalia (in Corsica) in ca.535 against the 
Carthaginians. After this encounter Tartessos is no longer heard of.

Yair Davidiy
http://britam.org/origintwo.html 

[This message has been edited by Helios (edited 01-02-2005).]

IP: 170.224.224.91
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Helios

Member  posted 01-02-2005 21:02 ааа  а аа  

Smiley, you referenced Pythagoras, and cited that as a reason why Plato had a 
greater understanding of mathematics, and thus, time than we give him credit for. I 
agree. Here is a passage that best cites Pythagorean theory and the importance of
both math and astronomy to the ancient Greeks:

quote:

Pythagoras was a Greek philosopher and mathematician, whose 
doctrines were strongly influenced Plato. Pythagoras was born on the 
island of Samos around 582 B.C. and died around 500 B.C. 
Pythagoras was instructed in the teachings of the early Ionian 
philosophers Thales, Anaximander, and Anaximenes. Pythagoras is 
said to have been driven from Samos by his disgust for the tyranny of 
Polycrates. About 530 B.C. Pythagoras settled in Crotona, a Greek 
colony in southern Italy, where he founded a
movement with religious, political, and philosophical aims, known as 
Pythagoreanism. The philosophy of Pythagoras is known only through
the work of his disciples.

The Pythagoreans adhered to certain mysteries, similar in many 
respects to the Orphic mysteries . Obedience and silence, abstinence 
from food, simplicity in dress and possessions, and the habit of 
frequent
self-examination were prescribed. The Pythagoreans believed in 
immortality and in the transmigration of souls. Pythagoras himself was
said to have claimed that he had been Euphorbus, a warrior in the 
Trojan
War, and that he had been permitted to bring into his earthly life the 
memory of all his previous existences.

Among the extensive mathematical investigations carried on by the
Pythagoreans were their studies of odd and even numbers and of 
prime and square numbers From this arithmetical standpoint they 
cultivated the concept of number, which became for them the ultimate 
principle of all proportion, order, and harmony in the universe. 
Through such studies they established a scientific foundation for 
mathematics. In geometry
the great discovery of the school was the hypotenuse theorem, or 
Pythagorean theorem, which states that the square of the hypotenuse
of a right triangle is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two
sides.

The astronomy of the Pythagoreans marked an important advance in 
ancient scientific thought, for they were the first to consider the earth 
as a globe revolving with the other planets around a central fire. They 
explained the harmonious arrangement of things as that of bodies in a
single, all-inclusive sphere of reality, moving according to a numerical 
scheme. Because the Pythagoreans thought that the heavenly bodies
are separated from one another by intervals corresponding to the 
harmonic lengths of strings, they held that the movement of the 
spheres gives rise to a musical sound—the "harmony of the spheres."
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[This message has been edited by Helios (edited 01-02-2005).]
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